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CO NPIDENTIAL
HEADQUARTERS, 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION

APO San Francisco 96370

AVDE-MH 7 November 1967

SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending
31 July 1967. (RCS/CSFOR-65) (UIC-WDFU TO)

TO: Commanding General
United States Arny, Vietnam
ATTN: AVHCS-MH
APO San Francisco 96375

1. Attached is the second Operational Report-Lessons Learned submitted by
the 9th Infantry Division since its arrival in the Republic of Vietnam.

2. The report was prepared in accordance with AR 1-19 and accurately
reflects a factual account of the Division's principal operations, activities
and administration together with observations and recommendations.

FOR THE CONMANDER:

1.Incl R. H. PHELPS

as CPT, AGC
Asat AG

DISTRIBUTION:

ACoWS For Force Dev, DA (Thru chanels) (I)(2)(3)
CG, USARPAC, ATTN: GPOP-MH (Direct) (4)(5)
CG, USARV, ATTN: AVHCS-NH (Direct) (6)(7)(8)
Co, II FORCEV, ATTN: ACofo6 03 (9)(10)
CO, U.S. ArW ,nf Skh, Ft Bwming, Ga (11)
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CONFI)DENTIAL

DEPARTInT OF THE AMY
HEADQUARTERS 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION

APO San Francisco 96370

AVDE'MH

SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending
31 July 1967 (RCS/CSFOR-65) (WDFU-TO)

THRU: Command Channels

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development
Department of the Arnm
Washington, D. C. 20310

SECTION I (C)

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIE

1. INTRODUCTION:

a. Comiand: During the reporting period the 9th Infantry Division
continued internal defense assistance and internal development operations in
support of the II Field Force, Vietnams Campaign Planl during 92 days of com-
bat. Division Headquarters remained at Camp Martin Cox (IT 1600) except when
control of operations in remote portions of the Division's tactical area of
interest dictated displacement of a forward tactical command post. Operation-
al Control of the 199th Infantry Brigade (Separate)(Light) conducting Opera-
tion FAIRFAX in Gia Dinh Province terminated at 100001 May 1967. Headquarters,
lot Brigade returned to Camp Martin Cox from operational control of the 25th
Infantry Division and participation in Operation JUNCTION CITY III effective
2DO340 Noy 1967. The Division subsequently operated with a full complement
of organic tactical resources for the remainder of the reporting period. Upon
its returns Headquarters, lst Brigade initiated internal defense and develop-
ment operations in Bien Hoa Province (Operation Riley). Headquarters# 2d Brig-
ade terminated Operation PAL BEACH II at 010001 June and initiated Operation
COMNADO. Headquarters, 3d Biade continued area oriented consolidation
operations in Long An Province (Operation NE4tPRIS). Operational Control of

1OI 7-66, Secret, Headquarteres, Il Field Force, Vietnams, AVFBC, II
Field Force, Vietnam, Campaign Plan for 1966.

WAWA= AT 3=3* VMAJ2
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SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons.Learned for Quarterly Period Ending

31 July 1967 (RCS/CSFOR-65)

the 1th Armored Cavalry Regiment (-) was assumed by the 9th Infantry Div-
ision2 at 261300 May 1967 and the regiment (-) was subsequently attached to
the 9th Infantry Division3 on 1 June 1967. This report addresses an im-
partial and factual account of Operations ENTERPRISE, PALM BEACH II, CORONADO,
GREAT BEND, RILEY, HOPTAC, PADDINGTON, EMPORIA, AKRON, KITTYHAWK, FAIRFAX a-d
associated command activities and administration.

b. Reporting Officer: Major General George S. Eckhardt (1-31 May)

Major General G.G. O'Conner (1 June-31 July)

c. Location: Long Thanh North (Camp Martin Cox)(YS 164998), zVN.

d. Tactical Area of Interest (Unit Locations and Map References):
Appendix 1.

e. Roster of Key Personnel: Appendix 2.

f. Prepared By: 19th Military History Detachment.

2. Personnel and Administration:

a. General: Significant improvements were noted in the personnel
and administrative areas during the reporting period. These improvements
were attributed to aggressive implementation of the personnel infusion program
and completion of several related actions to improve headquarters management.
Maintenance of morale was furthered by an overall increase in recreational
facilities, expansion of postal services, utilization of in and out of country
rest and recuperation allocations and addition of what is believed to be one
of the best post exchange facilities in Vietnam. Discipline, law and order
remained excellent as evidenced by an extremely low stockade population and
the limited number of inspector general and congressional inquiries. Prompt
and expeditious payment of troops with disbursements totalling $7,246,464.00
during the reporting period resulted in minimal pay complaints.

b. Administration:

(1) Headquarters Management: A Headquarters Administrative
Standing Operating Procedure was published during the reporting period to
standardize and clarify methods for completing staff actions. Additionally#,

2 Mossage, Secret, Headquarters, 1 Field Force, Vietnam, AVFBC-,OP
(50619), Subject, Operational Control of Units (U).

Nmneral Order NMber 2562, Headquarters, United States Aror, Vietnam,
dated 1 Jne 1967.N
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SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending
31 July 1967 (RCS/CSFOR-65)

procedures were published for movement and internal organization of the
headquarters when a forward command post is established. Plans for develop-
ment of the Division Main Headquarters complex at Camp Martin Cox were ap-
proved and construction or modifications to existing facilities was init-
iated.

(2) Statistics:

(a) Division Strength:

(Comparison as of the end of the previous and current reporting period)

OFFICES ENLISTED MEN

Authorised Assigned Authorized Assigned

30 April 1162 1111 14720 16191

31 July 1196 1143 14921 15927
(Includes Attachments)

(Strength by Month)

AUTlHMIZID ASSIGNE PRESENT FOR DWrY

MAY 1015 181 14921 1007 123 16633 961 111 15856

JUNE 1015 181 14921 993 130 16533 993 121 16070

JULY 1015 181 14921 1008 135 15927 1039 133 15555

(Gains by Month)

MAY 3 17 933 953

Jim 4.0 4 387 1.31

JU 105 10 3"5 W0

3
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SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending

31 July (RSSF5oR.-65)

(b) Casualties:

KHA WHA

OFF WO E4 AG OFF WO EM AGG

MAY 1 0 32 33 36 0 480 516

JUNE 4 0 51 55 18 0 348 366

JULY 2 0 41 43 21 0 303 324

NBD NBI

OFF WO HK AGO OFF WO EM AGG

MAY 2 1 6 9 4 0 53 57

JUNE 0 0 0 0 2 0 56 58

JULY 2 0 2 4 0 0 43 43

(c) Analysis of Casualties:

M SMALL MORTAR BOOBY SNIPS OTHAR
ARMS TRAPS

S &D 161 246 24 M2 32 178
Defense 23 27 60 1 - 11
Convoy 3 - - - - 1
Patrol ~ a 35 1 46 2 35
BaseArea 2 2 31 - - 10
in Flight - 13 -- 8 13
Ambush - 1 4 -
Attack - 2 - - - 6
Other 83 46 12 45 8 18

4
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SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending
31 July 1967 (RCS/CSFOR-65)

(Situation)

KHA WHA

S & D 127 742
Defense 19 103
Convoy - 4
Patrol 5 122
Base Area 2 43
In Flight 11 23
Ambush 1 4
Attack -- 8
Other 36 341

(Location of Wound)

KHM WHA

Leg 16 505
Arm 4 346
Head 69 185
Chest 37 49
Back 4 52
Stomach 10 24
Other 19 61

c. Personnel Management

(1) One oz the more important problems of personnel management
confronting the division after arriTal in Vietnamp was reduction of the
rotational hump which would occur during November - December 1967 and January
1968. Headquarter?, United States Arnmy, Vietnam policy is that no more than
25% of the conwvd will rotate during a given month after the units first
year in Vietnam. Policy guidance further reduces this to 15% after the units
second year in Vietnam. Three courses of action were available to effect
required retuctions in the rotational hump:

(a) Curtail individual tours to spread rotational losses
over a 4-5 month period.

(b) Infuse personnel with the replacement stream or other
organizations .*n Vietnam for a replaopment of similar grade and 4)S.

(c) Because t),i division had deployed in three major
increments, it was possible to infuse some personnel between each major deploy.-
ing increment. C FCON P1 ~ENTIAL
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31 July 1967 (RCS/CSFOR-65)

(2) The first course of action was ruled out because of the
tremendous amount of man days which would be lost by a massive curtailment.

(3) The uecond course of action was adopted and implemented
to infuse a major portion of selected division personnel with either the
replacement stream or with other organizations in Vietnam to accousodate
rotational hump objectives.

(4) The third course of action, intra division infusion, was
also implemented to further improve reduction of the rotational hump to with-
in USARV objectives.

(5) Implementation of the infusion program was accomplished
as follows:

(a) Coordination meetings for exchange of personnel were
arranged with other organizations in Vietnam through Headquarters, United
States Arm, Vietnam. One prime factor which was initially overlooked during
coordination meetings was the travel distance between orsanizations affected
by personnel transfers. Air transportation was used when possible to reduce
time lost in transit. However, last minute cancellations of transportation
caused an administrative burden in the departure area i.e., billeting per-
sonnel until other transportation could be scheduled.

(b) An infusion tenm was organized in the Personnel Ser-
vices Br~anh, Personnel Services Division of the Adjutant General's Section.
This team was composed of one Sergeant (&-7) and five Sergeants (&-5) all of
whom had extensive personnel management experience. Personnel management ex-
perience is required to remain abreast of each chanp which may affect the in-
fusion of one individual among the thousands who are programed for infusion.
For example, two individuals in different units who are not scheduled to ro-
tate during the rotational hump of the units between which an infusion is con-
templated are tentatively selected for exchange. The two individuals under
consideration are compared by grade, NOS and times wounded (if an individual
had been wounded twice, he is deleted from consideration for infusion). If
all requirements are met the tro individuals ar• programmed for infusion on
a future date. The infusion teao then commences a machine listing which veri-
fies data until the infusion is to take place. If one of the individuals under
consideration for infusion becomes a casialty (second time or evacuated), is
promoted or reduced, has his )SM changed or becomes involved in an operation
from which he cannot be releasod, the infusion is nullified. Roquirements to
resolve administrative matters i.e., organizational equipment to be retained
by individwals, and reducing adiinistrative burdens on headquarters involved#
dictates that the infusion process be programd rather then be effected
similtaneously with matching of two personnel.

(a) In addition to the inter-division/organiuation infu-

sion program, an intra-division infusion program was also initiated. This

CONFII1f.NTIAL
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program required that orders be published reassigning over three thousand
persnnnel between units in the division. The same individual requisites
were used to program intra-division transfers. An important side effect
(morale factor) resulting from intra-division infusion is that it allows
personnel who deployed with the division to remain in the division.

d. Discipline, Law and Order

(1) General: During the reporting period as overview of dis-
cipline, law and order reveals that the 9th Infantry Division is maintaining
an excellent record. The courts-martial rate did not reflect a significant
trend but remained low by comparison within USARV. However, the Class I and
II offender rate did indicate a need for command attention.

(2) Provost Marshal Activities

"(a) Because of the nature of Provost Marshal activities,
comparisons of trends can more easily be examined by FY quarter per 1000 per-
sonnel. During the 3d Quarter, Division Class I offender rate was .89 as com-
pared with 1.11 during the 4th Quarter. The Division's 4th Quarter Class I
offender rate was more than double the USARV average. Larcenies represented the
most frequently reported Class I offense i.e., personal loss of money, tape
recorders, etc. In most cases the owner was at fault because he did not use
means at his disposal to properly secure property that was stolen.

(b) There were 641 Class II offenses committed during the
4th Quarter. This represented a rate of 37.53 compared with USARV rate of
31.04. Class II offenses identified reflect an aggressive enforcement policy
on uniform violation, pass and leave violations, regulations governing off
limits establishments, etc. Approximately one third of the Class II offenses
resulted from citations issued by military police units in Saigon, Bien Hoa,
Long Binh and Vung Tau for the aforementioned offenses.

(c) Seventy-nine traffic accidents were investigated by the
Division Provost Marshal's Office during the 4th Quarter. Sixty-four involved
Division men and vehicles. The most predominant cause of vehicle accidents
were failure to maintain control of vehicles, driving too fast for road condi-
tions and improper passing. Traffic accidents resulted in one Vietnamese death
and no Division fatalities. Citations for speeding showed a slight increase
during the 4th Qua•ter over the 3d Quarter however, there was a significant de-
cline when compared with the total number of citations issued for total Viola-
tions.

(d) The number of non-combat lost, stolen and recovered
weapons represented an increased awareness of all personnel on the importance
of maintaining control of individual weapons,

C ON FIDE.ATIAL
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3d Quarter 4th Quarter

Lost 34 ($4151.00) 19 ($3169.00)

Stolen 10 ($1485.00) 7 ($644.00)

Recovered 10 ($1313.00) 7 ($1300.00)

(a) Approximately seventy-five percent of criminal invest-
igations involved use or possession. of marihuana. Marihuana is readily avail-
able at relatively low prices (200-300 piasters or $1.89-$2."70 per pack of
twenty cigarettes). Most cases reveal that personal curiosity prepetrated pur-
chase of marihuana.

"(f) In summary, a valid comparison of discipline, law and
order in units of the Division is difficult because each unit operates with
varying missions, organization, and in a different enviroment. Comparison
with USARV average does indicate however, that law enforcement within the Divi-
sion is highly effective.

(3) Judge Advocate General Activities

(a) During the period 1 )(ay - 31 July 1967, courts-martial
were held at a rate which did not reflect any significant disciplinary problem
areas. Eleven general courts-martial were held during the period. The major
offenses tried by division general courts-martial fell within the following
general catagories (most courts included trail for more than one offense):

Assault with intent to commit sodony - 1
Offer of violence against a superior officer - 1
Self-inflicted wound - 1
Sodoue - 1
Conspiracy to commit sodomy - 1
Assault intentionally inflicting grievous bodily harm - 1
Larceny - 4
Willful disobedience of a lawful command from a superior officer - 10
Wrongful possession of marihuana - 4
Wronful use of marihuana - 3
Wrongful transfer of marihuana - 2
Negligent homicide - 1
Assault with a dangerous weapon - 7
Wrongful possession of more than one Army ID card -1
Wrongful discharge of weapon - 1
Hit and Run driving - 1
Reckless driving - 1
AWOL to avoid field duty - 2
AWL from duty station - 1
Concealed weapon - I

CONFI£PENTIAL
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(b) The prisoner population fluctuated slightly, but re-
mained near 30. This figure is low when compared with other divisions in
Vietnam and does not represent a significant trend or problem area.

e. Morale and Miscellaneous

(1) General: Morale within the Division remained excellent.
Improvements in postal, recreation, post exchange facilities and utilization
of rest and recuperation leaves were among the activities which attributed to
the maintenance of a high state of morale in the Division. Other areas such
as Red Cross and awards and decorations activities were also expanded during
the quarter.

(2) Personal Services: Morale within the Division remained
excellent through the reporting period. More important of the intensified
efforts to provide more and better facilities for promoting unit morale are
shown below:

(a) Rest and Recuperation allocation and utilization:

ALLOCATION % OF UTILIZATION TOTAL

May 1274 313.2 1442

June 1236 104.1 1286

Jul 1600 99.1 1588

USO SHOWIS

Musician's Union 2 May

Johnny True Trio 25 May

Guys and Dolls 13 June

Jack Costanso 19 July

(b) Swimnmdng pools Construction on A 50 X 100 foot siim-
ming pool was started at Camp Martin Cox to be operational by the end o.0 August.

(a) Outboard motor boat: Three 16 foot outboard motor boats
and water ski equipment were made available for use at the Dong Tam base.

(d) Postal Services: Two mobile postal facilities were
established during the reporting period using 2J ton trucks with shop van
bodies. One is operated as a package mailing facility adjacent to the wrapping
service at the Camp Martin Cox Main Post Exchangs. The other mobile unit is

C.0 ON rI PE:N TIA L.
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spotted in high troop density areas away from the Camp Martin Cox Post Office.
To protect mail during inclement weather, it is delivered to the heliport for
further delivery to outlying units by two 3/4 ton ambulances. To facilitate
delivery of mail to casualties, liaison NCO have been assigned at surgical hos-
pitals in Long Binh, Saigon and Vung Tau. These liaison NCO report admission
and release of all Division casualties to the APO at Camp Martin Cox.

(e) Finance: With ever increasing demands of tactical
operations, steps we-7e taken to provide additional financial support to troops
in the field. Twice each week a finance service team visits forward troop
units. This team resolves pay problems, initiates and stops allotments, makes
field payments and funds foreign currency agents. Within five days after each
payday, division finance service teams travel as far north as Cam Ranh Bay and
as far south as Vung Tau to pay hospitalized division personnel. This pro-
cedure reduces the burden on class A agents and releases them to the more pres-
sing requirements of combat. As an additional service to class A agents, fi-
nance service teams fly to forward areas to deliver payrolls. Turnbacks are
received in a similar manner. One problem area experienced is the number of
replacements reporting to the Division without their financial data records folder
(FDRF). The junior officer or enlisted man can ill afford a mJnor deviation in
income if his FDRF is lost. To correct this situation these individuals are
paid one month's pay in suspended status until the orginal or a duplicate
FDRF can be obtained. In summary, close and continuous financial support was
provided, as evidenced by an almost total absence of pay complaints.

(f) Religious Services: Wring the reporting period
there were a total of 621 protestant and 598 catholic services conducted with
a total attendance of 41, 880 personnel.

(g) Personal Health and Hygiene:

1. Casualty Evacuation: The principle of evacuating a
patient from the field to the battalion aid station to Division Clearing Station
to Arm or surgical hospital is time honored. In a counterinsurgency environ-
ment and with helicopter evacuation, the patient is often evacuated from the
field directly to Army or surgical hospital level. This has undoubtedly
attributed to saving many lives. Ixperience has shown however, that in many
cases this has been detrimental to both the casualty and the mission. The
following points substantiate the fact that intermediate clearing stations
should not be over flown.

& Many patients are evacUated from the field with-
out receiving proper medical attention because of the tactical situation and
thus, have not been treated for an extended flight (20 or more minutes). More-
over, patients that have been treated by the combat medic and who are in shock,
require an airway, or a tourniquet which in turn requires imediate professional
medical treatment. When a clearing station is by-passed in this type situation,

O0
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the risk of having a patient die of wounds is increased with every unnecessary
flying minute.

b Unavoidably mixing seriously and slightly wound-
ed on the same aircraft causes the slightly wounded to go to Arim or surgical
hospital level. This creates the administrative burden of returning slightly
wounded to their units and a corresponding unnecessary loss of foxhole strength.

c Clearing Stations (battalion level) have the
necessary equipment and professionally trained personnel to provide resuscita-
tive medical care and to stabilise the patient so that further evacuation will
not jeopardize loss of life or limb.

d Patients are delivered to the battalion clearing
station by vehicle, "slicks",, ground vehicle and other medical evacuation
helicopters. Hence, maximum utilization of available space on a medevac heli-
copter returning to Army or surgical hospitals can be made from the clearing
Otation.

SFour Life Saving Steps: Analysis of casualties
after a recent operation indicated that 14% of the deaths were due to loss of
blood. Death from loss of blood resulting from wounds of the extremities is
in most cases, preventable if everything possible is done to stop the loss of
blood. The percentage of aidmen assigned to each unit is more than sufficient
to support normal requirements however, unit commanders have been reminded
that the possibility of a large number of casualties occurring in a short time
frame or loss of the medic himself, cannot be considered a remote possibility.
Therefore, training and retraining in the four life saving steps to include
self aid is a recurring requirement.

SConmiicable Diseases:

a Hepatitis: Several cases of hepatitis encoumter-
ed during the reporting period has prompted renewed emphasis on the dangers of
drinking domestic soft drinks or cooling drinks with non-potable ice.

k Amebic D etery: Failure to use chlorine dis-
infectant for sterilization of fresh produce was attributed to several cases of
amebic drentery during the reporting period. Units have been reminded that
fresh vegetables must be disinfected prior to consumption.

(h) Special Services: To improve proecedures of Special
Services support of the division, hand recelpt accounts have beei established
in all 9th Division and tenant units. This will serve to insure efficient
issue and use of both appropriated and non-appropriated supplies and equip-
sent furnished to supported units by the Division Special Services facility.
In other areas, an 11,000 square foot service club was opened at the Dong Tau

11
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Base on 18 July. Addition of a professionally trained female director brings
to a total of four service club trained directors now supporting the division.

(i) Army Exchange Services: See paragraph 11, Base
Development.

(j) Awards and Decorations: The awards and decorations
policies for the 9th Infantry Division are firmly established and being adhered
to by all units. A ;ontinous rising volume of awards are being processed each
month making a more timely and effective awards and decorations program. To
keep pace with the ever growing number of recommendations being processed a
daily Awards and Decorations Review Board has been established to speed the
awarding of decorations to deserving division personnel. To further assist the
unit commanders after a large scale action, AG Alert Teams are often sent to
areas of action to help in the preparation of the recommendations for awards.
The use of Command Letters are the principle means of keeping the commanders
abreast of any change or as a reminder system concerning the awards and decora-
tions program of the division. The present Awards and Decorations program is
under constant review for possible ways of awarding decorations to deserving
assigned division and attached unit personnel by a more expedient means.

UNIT IH DSC SS 1LM DFC SM BSM/V AM PH BSM AM/V AC4/V ACM

let Bde 4 1 1 50 6 4 11 4 3
2dBde 2 2 14 3 1
3d Bde 2 1 2 6 17 2 1 1
HHC 9th Div 1 2 11 1 U 3 4
2/39 1nf 4 10 2 184 28 1 2
3/39 Inf 17 1 43 3 446 17 12 4
4/39 Inf 5 3 11 2 93 3 3 13 4
2/47 Inf 4 1 7 190 12 1 1
3/47 Inf 1 9 92 3 226 3 15

./47 lf 9 30 6 272 9 1? 2
2/6roInf 14 2 31 4 347 38 11 3
3/60Inf 1 15 1 5 80 342 4 25
5/60 W 4 5 18 2 39019 17 6
Dv Arty 1 66 6 7 6 1
1/11 Arty 1 9 5 17 3 2 2 1
2/4 Arty 7 3 7 2811 1
3/34 Arty 2 1 26 10 12 8 1 1 14
1/84 Arty 2 2 6 4 2 19
Sup Cot 2 1
9th Admin 5 5 5
"9th W 3 1 2
Mo AWS 2 8

709Nalt 3 82 2
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UNIT MH DSC SS LK DFC SM BSM/V AM PH BSM AM/V ACM/V ACM

9th Avn 3 15 1 1 762 23 10 42 5
15 Engr 2 9 69 10 6 5
3/5 Cav 16 12 5 59 365 237 13 19 54 30
9th Sig 12 3 1 4
9th MP Co 2 1 3 12 1
Others 1 3 2 21 2 2 11

(k) Miscellaneous

1 Red Cross: Support rendered during the reporting
period represented a steady increase in almost all areas of assistance with
the peak month being July. It is believed that the number of cases handled
during July will be the highest for the current calendar year.

CASES HANDLED LOANS/GRANTS (AMOUNT) 24ERGENCY LkAVE

May 1074 20 ($2600.00) 73

June 1425 24 ($2930.00) 113

July 1633 18 ($1740.00) 128

Total 4132 62 ($7270.00) 3

2 Circuit Rider: A "circuit rider" service which
has been in operation since shortly after the Division's arrival in country,
continued to prove beneficial. The service consists of representatives from
AG, Finance, SJA, IG and Red Cross who move to outlying units on a weekly
schedule to provide a administrative assistance as required. Counanders in
the field make individuals with legal, financial or related problems avail-
able when the circuit rider service arrives. This eliminates an unnecessary
amount of time lost to transport and billet individuals in need of assistance
at the Division base camp.

3. (C) Intfiligaece

a. General:

(1) Primary enemy objectives during the reporting period have
been to discourage the Vietnamese people's support of the GVN and Free World
Fore programs# and to harass, and if possible destroy OVN and US Forces.
The W/NVA have generally avoided contact with L8 Forces, except for isolated
instances when they have attempted to take full advantage of surprisa to
eng friendly forces. These engagements have generally lasted only a short
period of time and terminate when the VC have eit-her successfully accomplished
their mission or havetbeen able to withdraw from the battlefield. The VC have

13
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conducted numerous night raids against small ARVN installations and have attack-
ed the Revolutionary Development cadre teams in every province within the Divi-
sion TAOI. The VC have continued to intimidate the population, using either
threats or armed force in order to obtain the cooperation of the Vietnamese
people.

(2) VC units appear to have moved away from the more populated
areas and in some instances to the outer extremities of the 9th Infantry
Division TAOI. This movement is believed to be the result of the incessant
probing and sweeping of US Forces. Thus the VC's ability to wage a conven-
tional type war appears to have deteriorated although they still possess the
ability to mobilize into larger combat units on short notice. In their present
fragmented and clandestine organization, VC units are extremely difficult to
locate, identify, and destroy. This is especially true in the Delta.

(3) The VC Main Force units have been concentrated primarily
in LONG THANH and PHUOC TUY Provinces. They have generally avoided US Force
operations, except to conduct an occasional vehicle ambush or a night attack
(usually by fire only). They appear to have improved in armament, discipline,
and training during the latter part of this period; often this has been done
by having an entire battalion move into War Zone D or eastern Cambodia for
a period of several weeks for training and for resupply.

(4) Guerrillas and self-defense forces have been active in
the Nhon Trach District and throughout the delta. There have been no recog-
nizable distinction between friendly contacts with guerrillas and those with
self-defense forces. Both are similar in lack of uniformity in dress, equip-
ment, and armament, and appear to have the same mission of harassing and
taking advantage of any opportunity to destroy small friendly forces. During
daylight, most contacts are characterized by short skirmishes of low inten-
sity, usually initiated by sniper fire from treelines or heavily vegetated
stream banks. Booby traps appear to be placed in front of advancing friendly
troops, and may be later retrieved once our forces clear the area. The
amount of mining of roads in the delta has increased during the reporting
period, and occasionally even main highways like Route 4 are cratered during
the night. Several bridges have been destroyed, and the Ben Luc Bridge is
constantly threatened. (App 3, A Captured VC Plan to Attack the Bridge
Located at BE LUC). During the hours of darkness there have been several
mortar attacks on US installations at Dong Tam, Tan An, and Bet!.JUc. There
has also been complementary firing of anti-tank weapons, autt ttic weapons,
and small arms in some instances. Several small ARVi instal: ons and RD
areas have been attacked by indirect and direct fires, and if a weakness
in the defensive perimeter has become apparent, thWhave initiated an
assault and in a few instances penetrated the installation.

(5) The irregulars are excellent at blending in with the
terrain and the indigenous population, and they use both to maximm
sAantage. They move very quickly, often hiding their weapons in the nips

1+
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palms or in the muddy water to make their escape easier, once they have
lost the advantage of surprise. They realize that friendly forces will
have difficulty proving their involvement unless they are caught with
weapons. They may either hide in nipa palms or other vegetation, under
the water using bamboo or reeds for breathing apparatus, or they may
run to the nearest inhabitated area to blend with the local population.
They are considaed able to move faster and with more stealth over the
paddied country than the average better equipped and heavier US soldier.
They take maximum ad ,antage of the night to evade friendly forces, regroup,
resupply, and coordinate their activities. They thoroughly plan and
rehearse ony planned contact with friendly forces to the extent that they
know in advance where they will hide their weapons and what routes of
escape they will use. They will not initiate a contact unless they con-
sider the situation favorable to them.

(6) Weapons used by irregulars have included a variety of
European, American, and Chicom models to include the 7.62 Chicom carbine,
US Ml rifle, US M1 and M2 carbine, German Mauser, 1917 Mauser, 1917 Reming-
ton, US BAR, Thompson SMI, US Enfield, US Springfield, US Winchester, a
variety of pistols, and various Chicom, US, and homemade grenades and booby
traps. Lately, there have been some AK-47 Chicom weapons captured from
irregular forces in the Nhon Trach and Nha Be Districts, and in Long An
Province.

(7) Many irregulars may tire of the constant running and
evading; but those who do usually either become ralliers or take leave to
recuperate as innocent civilians before again taking arms. Morale varies
from being low, for the irregular with strong family ties, or a distaste to
bear arms, to excellent for the fanatical Communist. Many irregulars are
believed to be "opportunists" who carry arms to exploit the Vietnamese
populace, and who may occasionally attempt a low order operation to personally
benefit from the capture of supplies or weapons from friendly elements. This
type of guerrilla has little staying power, and his support vacillates be-
tween occasional participation in irregular actinns to that of being a
"drifter" in the Vietnamese society. Other dedicated irregulars appear con-
vinced of foreign meddling in Vietnamese affairs, and provide leadership and
direction to the irregular organisation.

b. Jhe. Strength

(1) In the Division TAOI:

Combat pereonnel 1, 10,900
Logistical support personnel 1,350
Ouerrillas 3930
Self-Defense Forces 8,840
Infrastructure T.

Total N---
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NOTE: In addition there were large numbers of Vietnamese who were conscripted
either willingly or unwillingly to serve as laborers, porters, and/or inform-
ants for the VC, for varying periods and at various times.

(2) By Province/Area:

Binh Tuy Long Khanh Bien Hoa Rung Sat Long An Dinh Tuong

Combat 400 4,900 255 1,000 1,440 1,940
Logistical 1,352
Spt/Admin
Guerrillas 95 600 1,420 1,780
Self-Defense
Secret S-Defense 780 55 795 2,210 5,000
Political 195 575 1,230 1,130

Enemy Combat and Combat Support Units:

UNIT DESGNATION TYPE OF UNIT SUBORDINATE TO: LOCATION (GVN STRWITH
(VC DESIGNATION) DESIGNATION)

HQS, 5th VC Div VC Main Force COSVN Long Khanh Prov 500
274th Regt VC Main Force 5th VC Div Long Kanh-Phuoc 2000

Thy Prov
275th Regt W Main Force 5th VC Div Long Khanh Prov 2000
24th Arty Op VC/NVA Main 5th VC Div Long Khanh-Phuoc 400

Force Tuy Prov
Doan 84 (Gp 84) Rear Service COSVN" Long Khanh, Bien 1352

Hoa, Phuoc Tuy
Prov

Doan 10 (T-10) VC Main Force COSYN Rung Sat Special 1000
Zone

D445 Bn1 Provincial Bn Ba Bien Prov Phouoc Tu, nev 50

C240 Co4r" District Cp, Long Thanh Diet, Long Tharuh Diet, 120
Ba Bien Prova* Bien Hoa Prov

C245 Co Unknown Unknown Nhon Trach Diet 100
lien Hoa Prov

C207 Pit Unknown Long Thanh Diet Long Thanh Diet 35
Labor Comittee, Bien No& Prov
Ba Bien Prov

4th Bn*** VC Main Force Thu Due Diet, Lon Thanh Diet 150
Military Reion Bien Hoa Prov
IV

506th &n Provincial Bn Long An Prov Dac Hoa Diet 330
Hsau Nghia Prov

2rd &n Provincial Bn Long An Proa Can Duec-Tan Tru 250
Districte, Lomg
An Prov.. CONFIDE.NT1AL.
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C75 RR Co Prov Cmbt Spt Co Long An Prov Unlocated 100
C2 Co Prov Inf Co Long An Prov Unlocated 100
U/I Sapper Co Prov Cmbt Spt Co Long An Prov Unlocated 100
C312 Co Dist Inf Co Ben Thu Dist Ben Luc-Thu Thua 120

District, Long
An Prov

C313 Co Dist Inf Co Chau Thanh Dist Binh Phuoc Dist 120
Long An Prov Long An Prov

0314 Co Dist Inf Co Tan Tru Dist Tan Tru Dist 120
Long An Prov Long An Prov

C315 Co Dist Inf Co Can Duoc Dist Can Duoc Dist 70
Long An Prov Long An Prov

C316 Co Dist Inf Co Can Giuoc Dist Thanh Duoc Dist 80
Long An Prov Long An Prov

C334 Sapper Co Region Cmbt Military Region Tan Tru Dist 70
Spt Co II Long An Prov

5th Bn**** VC Main Force Nha Be Dist, Thanh Duoc Dist 175+
Mil Region IV Long An Prov

6th Bn***** VC Main Force Binh Tan Dist, Ben Luc Dist 200+ I
Mil Region IV Long An Prov

261st Bn Region Force Miu Region II Dinh Tuong Prov 550
263d Bn Region Force Mil Region II Dinh Tuong Prov 550
514th Bn Provincial Bn My Tho Prov Dinh Tuong Prov 350
0212 Sapper Co Prov Cmbt Spt Co My Tho Prov Dinh Tuong Prov 90
C207th Co Prov Inf Co My Tho Prov Dinh Tuong Prov 80
Cai Lay Co Dist Inf Co Cai Lay Diet Khiem Ich Dist so

My Tho Prov Dinh Tuong Prov
Cai Be Co Dist Inf Co Cai Be Dist Kien Binh Diet so

My Tho Prov Dinh Tuong Prov
Cho Gao Co Dist Inf Co Cho Gao Dist Cho Gao Dist 80

My Tho Prov Dinh Tuong Prov
Chau Thanh Co Dist Inf Co Chau Thanh Dist Long Dinh Dist so

My Tho Prov Dinh Tuong Prov

* D445 Bn could be used to reinforce distric, units within Bien Hoa and
Long Thanh Provinces as well as in Phuoc Tuy Province.

Exact subordination of this unit unknown.

*** 4th Battalion frequently crosses into Bien Hoa Province to avoid opns
by allied/US Forces in its own area.

1**** 5th Bn operates in Nha Be District, Military Region IV, but is based
in Thanh Duoc District, Long An Province to avoid allied/US opns in
Nha Be District, Gia Dinh Province.

**H1** 6th Bn operates in Binh Tan Dist, Military Region IV, but is based in
Ben Luc Districts Long An Province to avoid allied/US opns in Binh
Chanh-Tan Binh Districts Gia Dinh Province.
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4. Enemy Losses.

(1) Major engagements

(a) Ap Bac, during Operation Palm Beach, occurred on
2-3 May 1967 when elements of the 2d Brigade engagede engaged the 514th
LF Bn. VC KIA were 195 (BC) and numerous weapons were captured.

(b) Nha Be, during Operation CORONADO, occurred 19-21
June 1967 when initially A Company and then C Company, 4/47 Inf, 2d Brigade
engaged a large VC force, later reinforced by 3/47 and 3/39 Battalions. VC
KIA were 256 (BC), and 50 weapons were captured.

(c) Operation AKRON was a search and destroy operation
against elements of the VC 274 Regt conducted between 9 and 29 June in SE
Bien Hoa Province and NE Phouc Tuy Provinces. VC KIA for this operation
were 94.

(d) Operation PADDINGTON was search and destroy operation
that occurred during 10-16 July, and was targeted against the 274th Regiment
of the 5th VC Division. The VIC were largely successful in evading friendly
forces, but suffered 45 KIA.

(e) A battle near the Dong Nai River occurred as part of
Operation WORIA on 21-24 July 1967, when the 1/11 Cay Sqdn was ambushed by
elements of the WOO Dong Nai Bn. VC KIA were 96.

(f) Operation CORONADO II resulted in an engagement
between the VC and elements of the 2d Brigade and two ARVN Ranger Battalions
or 27-31 July 1967 in Dinh Tuong Province. VC losses to US Forces were 96
NIA, while another 216 VC KIA were attributed to ARVN.

(2) Recapitulation of enew losses (captured/destroyed)

MAY June July Total

VC KIA 533 390 636 1759
VCW 38 25 117 180
Detainees 675 782 1182 2639
Crew Served Weapons 8/5 13/0 329/5

Am idtimn (rounds) 0/9389 1056/946 30/3000 1o 86/13335
Grain (tons) /8.2 15.45/32.49 2.65/7.81 25.10/6.58
SaPans 0/48 0/65 0/53 0/166

d. VC attacks against ARVN/RF/Pw-a RD cadre,.
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(1) General. The number and frequency of attacks, acts of
terrorism, assassinations, and sabotage directed against ARVN, Popular Force,
and Revolutionary Development activities and installations increased noticeably
during the last month of the reporting period. This may be explained as VC
attempts to take advantage of the monsoon rains which inhibited ground and air
mobility.

(2) Recapitulation.

May June July Total

Attacks (incl harassing fires) 30 20 64 114

Terrorism and Assassinations 3 6 12 21

Hamlet Entry and Propaganda 4 3 4 11

Sabotage 2 3 11 16

e. Significant Intelligence Sources.

(1) During the reporting period, the Division employed Long
Range Reconnaissance Patrols (IRRPs), Sigmw Teams, Recondo Teams, Red Haze,
SLAR, Aerial Photography, Visual Reconnaissance, and the Chemical People
Detector with varying degrees of effectiveness. Operations at the end of the
reporting period were far more productive than at the begining of the period.
Better liaison was being conducted with ARVN and the Vietnamese government,
police, and para-military officials at province and district levels at the
end of the reporting period. The 9th MI Detachment conducted continuous
operations in support of the Division intelligence collection program.

(2) The OB Section, 9th MI Detachment, maintained information
on the composition, disposition, strength, tactics, training, logistics,
equipment, personalities, and code names/numbers of eneq units within the
9th Infantry Division TAOI. In addition, the OB Section assisted in writing
Intelligence Estivates for the RVN provinces of Long An, Dinh Tuong, Go Cong,
and Bien Hoa, as well as estimates for operations PORTSEA, CHAPMAN, AXRON,
and CONCORDIA. During this period, the OB Section was involved in planning
and requesting specialized intelligence support from higher headquarteres,
writing of EI to be answered by subordinate units, and the debriefing of
Special Forces Reconnaissance Patrols. The most recent function was eval-
uating Field Information Reports produced by the 9th MI Detachment, the 149th
and 135th DIC Groups, O0A Reports, and Agent Reports produced by other sources.

(3) Interrogation Section, 9th 1I Detachment aijsets were de-
plapd at brigade level as a standard practice. Interrogation teams were
also deployed at battalion level in Long An Province to provide continuous
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support for battalions involved in the pacification effort in the area. An
interrogation team was deployed at the Dong Tam base to provide support for
the base security element. Two mobile interrogation teams were located at
division headquarters to provide additional support for any element of the
division which may require their services. 14th MI Detachment (ARVN) per-
sonnel were integrated into interrogation teams at all levels and provided
support to the Division G2.

(4) The CI Section, 9th MI Detachment maintained 11 confidential
informants and sub-informants in areas where 9th Infantry Division units were
located. These informants were primarily targeted against the VC infrastructure,
but were also able to provide valuable information concerning the location of
VC units, and guerrilla activity. The CI Section is developing a comprehensive
infrastructure file which will cover all areas where the 9th Infantry Division
is conducting operations. Information on the personalities in this file is
obtained through liaison with allied intelligence agencies, interrogation
reports, and confidential informants. Units planning to conduct operations
in a given area have access to these files. Special agents from the CI
Section have accompanied units on cordon-and-search missions. On cordon-
and-search missions, CI agents have in their possession the infrastructure
files for that area and are able to assist intelligence officers in identify-
ing detainees and suspects.

(5) The 9th Division Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (LRRP)
Detachment performed quite successfully during the reporting period, com-
pleting 43 patrol missions in which there were 18 contacts with the enemy.
lRRPs were used in the Delta region with moderate success because of the
nature of the terrain and dense population. However, they were able to ob-
tain much useful information on the terrain and enwe situation in Base Area
302 and 303. This permitted a more productive allocation of resources when
tactical operations were conducted in these areas.

(6) With the activation of the Mobile Riverine Force, the
need for waterway intelligence was significantly increased. In addition to
depths, widths, bank conditions and obstructions of waterways, horisontal
and vertical underbridge clearance was also needed. The effort to obtain
the desired data included the investigation of all US, ARVN and HE' sources.
One method used to gain this intelligence was to cominocate with sector
advisors in an attempt to utilize the RF/PF's located at bridges, to collect
tidal and clearance data at their particular location. To date very little
information has been obtained from this effort; however, it is anticipated
that this channel will provide the needed data in the future.

f. Intelligence Highlights during the Reporting Period.

(1) During the months of ayp, June, and July 1967, both the
274th and the 275th VC Regts were involved in several contacts with both ARVN
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and FWNAF units. On 5 May 1967, the 2d Bn, 275th VC Regt, reinforced by at
least one heavy machine gun company of the 24th Arty Gp, 5th VC Div, attacked
Ham Tan Compound (YS 9882) inflicting moderate casualties on the defenders.
Between 28 April and 5 May the 1st and 3d Bns of the 275th VC Regt were in-
volved in countersweep operations in the Rung La area (vacinity YT 7810) with
elements of the 18th ARVN Div.

(2) On 21 May 1967, the 2d Bn, 274th VC Regt ambushed a pla-
toon of the 11 ACR oi: %w 1 in the vicinity of YS 447825.

(3) On 28 June 1967, the 3d Bn, 275th VC Regt was contacted
by elements of the 18th ARVN Div in the vicinity of YT 3332. This contact
lasted approximately 2 days and forced the VC to withdraw across the Dong Nai
River into War Zone "D". The 2d Bn, 275th VC Regt was also involved in this
operation, but to a lesser degree.

(4) On 10 July 1967, elements of the 9th US Inf Div, the let
Australian Task Force, 11th ACR, and ARYN elements launched Operation
PADDINGTON against elements of the 274th VC Regt located in the vicinity of
YS 6580. The VC moved with their women and children at night and were able
to avoid major contact with allied forces. During PADDINGTON a new 40mm.
Chicom rocket laumcher, Model 56, and a North Vietnamese factory produced
claymore mine were recovered. This was the first encounter with a NVA
factory claymore in IIICTZ. During the operation, a NVA 2d Lt, assigned to
the 50th Training Group of the 5th VC Div rallied and reported that the 5th
VC Div had received approximately 105 replacements from the 325B NVA Division.

(5) On 16 July 1967, vicinity YS 434820 2d Bn, 43d Regt, 18th
ARVN engaged an estimated VC Bn, no unit identification was established. On
20 July 1967, elements of the 2d Bn, 274th VC Regt attacked ARVN outposts at
YS 463779 and YS 453838.

(6) On 21 July 1967, at 0845 hbrs, vicinity YT 628440, the
662 RF Co was attacked by an estimated VC Bn; an armored car platoon moving
south on Hwy 20 to reinforce the RF Co was ambushed at YT 650462. One POW
taken stated he was a member of the DSOO Dong Nai Bn. Approximately 55
minutes later, between YT 435328 to YT 432314 on Hwy 20, L3/llth ACR was
ambushed by an estimated reinforced VC Bn. K/3/lth AMR came under heavy
fire when reinforcing L troop; the 2d and 3d Bns, 275th VC Regt with ele-
mints of the DSOO Duong Nai En were identified in the action.

(7) Elsewhere in the 9th Div TAOI, the VC continued to
harass OW outposts, attack RD cadre, and attempt to counter ON pacification
plans.

(8) In Long An Province, VC forces dispersed to avoid con-.
tact with US forces# but on 19 June 1967, 2d Bde, 9th 13 Inf Div operating
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from its mobile afloat base, contacted elements of the 5th VC Bn, Nha Be Dist
(AL 306th Bn) in Can Giouc Dist. The VC lost heavily in thia contact.

(9) On the night of 23-24 July 1967, Dong Tem Base received
some 32 rounds of 82im mortar fire; it is believed that the heavy weapons
squad of the 514th VC Bn was responsible. The rounds were all inti-personnel,•
being point detonating and effectively spraying the area with fine pellets,
There were no US KIA's.

(10) On 29 and 30 July 1967, US and VNMC units made contact
with elements of the 263d VC Bn. On 31 July 1967, the Deputy Bn Coimander
of the 263d VC Bn was captured.

g. Eneq capabilities, vulnnerabilities and possible courses of
action,

(1) In VC Ba Bien Province, the 5th VC Division is expected
to stop up its "monsoon offensive",# taking advantage of the hoped for cur-

tailment of friendly aircraft operations due to weather. Probable targets
include those government outposts around the periphery of their May Tao
Mountain base of operations, convoys along Hwy, 1, 2, 15, and 20, the VC
Zu Vo Dat "rice bowl", and the Revolutionary Development projects near
Xuan Loc. Local force guerrillas will continue to %arass local government
officials, outposts and Revolutionary Development teams.

(2) In the RSSZ, Group 10 elements will continue to harass
the shipping channels to Saigon*

(3) In Long An Province, the entry of new battalions for
the "onsoon offensive" has, as yet, ýPailed to mterialize. Such an
offensive can be expected if friendly forces fail to continue the pressure
which has so effectively fragmented the VC forces in the area. Harassment
will continue in the form of mining incidents, bridge damage and attacks by
fire on friendly outposts, Revolutionary Development cadre and Chieu Hoi
centers,

(4) In VC .y Tho Province, the monsoon offensive" is expect-
ed to take the form of a buildup of several main fore* and provincial baitt-,
lions# assisted by local guerrillas, to attack district towns as well as the
Dong Tam Base.

(5) Throughout the 9th Division TAOI IC forces are targeted
through September on the dimption of OV presidential elections. They
plan to attack election propaganda teams and all other personnel wor•ing
for the election, confiscate ballot boxes, assassinate candidates and attack
election sites. Tax collection activities, propaganda programs and terror-
i= are expected to increase. However, the VIC are concerned with the grow-
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ing disenchantment of the people and have cautioned all their forces to

avoid inflicting casualties on the civilian population.

4. Operations

a. General.

(1) To provide a basis for discussion of the complexity of 9th
Infantry Division tactical operations, the general paragraph addresses the
Mission, Task Organization, Operational Control (OPCON) of Organizations, and
the Mobile Riverine Foice (MRF); all of which affected tactical operations
during the reporting period.

(2) Mission: The 9th Infantry Division continued operations in
support of missions and tasks, specified and implied, by the II Field Force,
Vietnam Campaign Plan. These operations consisted primarily of internal defense
and development operations in Bien Hoa, Long An, Dinh Tuong, Gia Dinh (ter-
minated 100001 May 1967), and Long Khanh Province (initiated 261300 May 1967).
In addition, strike operations were conducted in the RUNG SAT Special Zone
and Phuoc Tuy Province.

(3) Task Organization: Task organization of the 9th Infantry
Division remained relatively constant for the reporting period. Major changes
are addressed in paragraph 4b, Tactical Operations.

lot Bde TE FUNSTON

2-39 Inf TF 3.60 (OPCON)
4039 Inf A/3-34 Arty (DS)
2-47 (M) Inf Plat (-), C/5-2 Arty (AWSP)(SP)
3-5 Cay
1-11 Arty (DB) DIV ARTY
Plat, C/5-2 Arty (AWSP)
TF Forsyth (OPCOt) A/7-8 Arty (GS)

1-4 Arty (-)(GS)
2 Se, c/5-2 Arty (AWSP)

3-47 IDi
"I.7 hIt
3-34 Arty ()9 Awn
cM 117 (Spt) 9 H GO

9 XIDt (-)
39 Cal Wt

3-39 nt 18 PF Det
2_-60 Int 19 PI Det
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TF 5-60 199th We (Sep)(Lt)
2-4 Arty (-)(DS) (011110 aR-10oo01 Ma)
2 See, C/5-2
C/15 Egr (Sp

U~th ACR (Eff 261-&'2 May')

1-11 Ca.
3-11 Cay
A/7-9 Arty (DS)
B/2-35 Arty (US)
B/56 Engr(-

(4) Operational Control and or attachment of Organizations:

(a) During period 182200 April - 191155 May 1967, Head-
quarters, 1st Brigade was under operational control (OPCON) of Headquarters,
25th Infantry Division for Operation JUNCTION CITY Ill/DIAMOND HEAD.

(b) The 199th Bde (Sep)(Lt) was OPCON to Headquarters,
9th Infantry Division 010001 March - 100001 May 1967 for Operation FAIRFAX.

(c) Headquarters, 9th Infantry Division assumed OPCON of
l1th ACR and Operation KITTYHAWK on 261300 May 1967. Attachment of the l1th
ACR was effected on 1 June.

(5) Mobile Riverine Force (NRF)

(a) During the reporting period a significant innovation
in the conduct of strike operations in the Mekong Delta occurred when Head-
quarters 2d Brigade and River Assault Flotilla One (US Navy) commenced opera-
tions as the HF?. River Assault Flotilla Ooe provides mobility, combat support,
and limited combat service support to M1 operations. The mission of the NH?
is to conduct offensive operations in the Mekong River Delta area and in the
Rung Sat Special Zone. In the accomplishment of this mission, the N surpas-
ses any other combined strike force presently operating in Vietnam. New
solutions to old problems have sometimes been required by the III? environmentt
among these are commnications, intelligence collection, and fire control.
The outstanding combat record of the HRF clearly shows that these problems have
been met and solved. (App 4, Comimand History for June - July 1967, Commander,
River Assault Flotilla One and App 10, Operational Report Lessons Learned,
Operation PALM EACH/CORONADO)

, Nobility is the by-word of the XSF at all levels
from the platoon to the brigade. For example, the W was alerted on 25 July
to relocate from Can Gioue District, Long An Province to Cai Lay District, Dinh
Tuong Province. Planning began immediately, even while combat elements were con-
ducting search and destroy operations ashore. The WE? oemmeeed movement at
270200H July. In Just over eleven and one-half hours the move of 3900 personnel
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with supporting artillery had been completed and the area of operations had
displaced eighty-five nautical miles. By way of comparison, to move the same
number of personnel a similiar distance in the same time period would require
the constant services of 23 CH47 aircraft. Movement of supplies and supporting
artillery would require even more aircraft resources. Although a riverine
move of this type is remarkable, even greater mobility is obtained at smaller
unit levels when both air and riverine techniques are employed. Blocking forces
inserted by airmobile means effectively complement riverine assaults so that
the total effect is greater than the sum of its parts.

, Combat support and limited combat service support
as provided by River Assault Flotilla One have contributed significantly to
successful combat operations in a riverine environment. As discussed in a pre-
vious CRLL published by this headquarters, a riverine artillery base had already
been developed to render optimum support prior to commencing full scale operations
by the NRF. Naval fire support in the forms of 20mi and 40n guns and of 81=m
direct fire mortars represent important increases in the firepower available to
the ground commander. Moreover, rapid transport of forces within an area of
conflict enhances the ground commander's ability to effectively maneuver against
the enemy. Repeatedly, MRF elements have encircled Viet Cong forces and
systommatically destroyed them.

2 Commnications problems which have been encountered
fall into two categories: equipment shortages due to increased requirements,
and system incompatibilities due to changed environmental conditions. Shortages
due to overextended communication equipment authorizations are particularly pre-
valent with TA-312/U (telephones), RC-292 (antennas), and VRC524 (vehicular
mounted FM radios). Mutual interference caused by requirements to operate several
radio sets and associated antennas from one ship has created a series of tech-
nical problems wLich are presently under study by Electronics Command.

. Intelligence collection requirements for 3RF opera-
tions are greater than for comparable sized conventional forces for two reasons:

(A) The MRF, due to its great mobility, mast
keep abreast of events in a larger area. The intelligence staff at brigade
level cannot phsically keep track of the data base required for accurate esti-
mates within an area of interest such as the ?RF area. Initial studies into
the feasability of employing automatic data processing equipment support this
conclusion. A fundamental change in concept has boen made: A mobile Intell-
igence Tem (MIT) nominally consisting of representatives from 2d Brigade 32,
9th Division MI Detaonment (INg), 9th Military Police CompaW, 2d CA Companys,
19th PROP Company, and other# specialised intelligence units were organised
and equipped to move in advance of the W3?. Thus, when the MY? is alerted to
increased ene activity in an area by existing intelligence collection
agencies such as ARVN forces, United States Advisory teams, *et., the MIT
moves to the area, establishes vital liaison and begns target development.
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In this manner, the latest available intelligence on any operational area is
disseminated on a timely basis. To further assist both intelligence collection
and population control, initial inquiries have been made to obtain 12 National
Policemen on permanent assignment to the MRF.

(_) The MRF requires intelligence not normally
needed for other operations. Navigational data, in particular, have been either
inaccurate or non-existent. A riverine survey team assigned to Command Task
Force (CTF) 117 has made significant contributions to the operational effec-
tiveness of the M1R. Based upon data collected during initial transit of a
river or stream at high tide, the survey team gives an immediate indication of
navigability at low tide. The on-scene (Navy) commander can then plan for
patrols and for support of ground troops with confidence; without this on-the-
spot data, the (Navy) commander would have to rely upon outside sources of
information. It is significant to note that CTF 117 riverine assault craft
have regularly transited streams describedi by outside sources as navigable
only to "small sampans".

. Proper fire control is the mark of a professional,
highly competent fighting force. Initial fire support coordination policy has
been tested in combat and necessary modifications made. Because of the fluid
riverine environment, target identification becomes increasingly important;
direct commumnication between the supporting and the supported elements has
proven invaluable. Further, because of the wealth and diversity of supporting
fires available to the ground comnander, the rifle company forward observer
must fulfill the dual functions of observer and of fire support coordinator for
the company -comander. Assistance in this mission is gained from airborne fire
support coordinators and from airborne comnand and control helicopters. Through
either one or a combination of these methods, supporting fire from 20uu and
40 guns, Slu direct fire mortars, 105m= and 155=m artillery, helicopter
gunships, and tactical airstrikes as well as those fires from organic infantry
weapons have been brought to bear upon the enemy.

(b) Swmmry: The 1RF has exceeded planned objectives in
almot every field. During the reporting period, the VC/US kill ratio stood
at 7.51tl. This kill ratio was greater than the II FF(RCEV average during the
reporting period. As refinements are incorporated, current operational
capabilities of the )MU will hlow increased efficiency and effectiveness. The
MDY concept has been proven sound on the field of battle.

b,' Tactical Operations

(1) Generals Eleven major operations were conducted by the 9th
Infantry DW.tsion during Nay-July 1967. The primary objective of these opera-
tions in the Division's Tactical Area of Interest (TAOI), was directed at in-
ternal defense and development with associated strike operations when intelli-
gence warranted. In the main# internal defense and development operations are
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still in the offensive phase. Transition into the defensive phase had however,
been broached in the Long An and Bien Hoa Province where advisory assistance to
train ARVN units was initiated at the close of the reporting period.

(2) Operation EN4TERPRISE (13 February - Present)

(a) Background: At the time this operation began, Long An
Province was essentially virgin territory in that control of the province had
fluctuated between VC and GVN control since 1961. By early spring 1967, the
VC were estimated to control over seventy-five percent of the population
(345,000) and over ninety percent of the recognized hamlets and villages. At
that time the VC had a well organized intelligence system and a complex log-
istical base system, especially in the Plain of Reeds awea. The two major VC
units operating in Long An Province were the 506th Provincial Mobile Battalion
and the 2d Independent Battalion. Consequent]y, tha objective of Operation
ENTERPRISE during the offensive phase of consolidation operations was to fix
and destroy these two units.

(b) Operation ENTERPRISE was initiated 130830 ?ebruary 1967
by the 9th Infantry Division when 3-39 Inf relieved 2-14 Inf, 25th Inf Div at
Rach Kien in Long An Province. Strength of division elements in the province
were subsequently increased to brigade size with movement of 2-60 Inf into
Tan Tru (XS 655621), TF 5-60 into Binh Phouc (XS 610650) and Headquarters, 3d
Brigade into Tan An (XS 5486). During early stages of the offensive phase,
a Division Forward Command Post was established at Ben Luc (1s 6276). (App
5, Photographs).

(c) The first major engagement of Operation ENTERPRISE
occurred on 9 April near Doi Ma Creek during the previous reporting period
(see Operational Report-Lessons Learned, Activation through Deployment).
Identification of enem elements engaged revealed that a reinforced comparn
of the 506th VC Battalion, 315 Local Force VC Compan and local Guerrillas
had befn soundly defeated. Reaw losses in this engagement were 247 VC KIA
(BC) and 1 FW.

(d) Operation ENTERPRISE was temporarily extended north to
the Plain of Reeds area on 8 May. This operation was called NIRVANA II and
was directed against VC Base Area 371 in the Plain of Reeds. Base Area 371
was reported to contain as many as 68 separate logistical installations.
Reports also indicated the presence of the 506th Local Force Battalion and
the C42 V Company. Elements of the 3d Brigade and one compan from 4-5O Inf
(ARVI) continued Operation NIRVANA II until 14 Nay with no significant contact.
However destruction of eneq installations undoubtedly had a far reaching effect
upon ther use by the eneo for logistical purposes. Final significant remits
were 14 VC KIA (BC), I IIbi Chanh, and i1l booby traps, 107 bunkers, 6 sampans,
and 68 rounds of 6--mi mortar amuunition destroyed,
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(e) In summary, each battalion generally continued area-
oriented consolidation operations in the district in which it was based during
the reporting period. When intelligence indicated the presence of an eneny
concentration, battalions were massed to meet the threat. Often major size
tactical elements were deployed from the ENTERPRISE area to support operations
outside Long An Province. As evidenced by noted absence of any sizeable con-
centration of enemy (platoon size or larger) in Long An Province, the offensive
phase of Operation ETERPRISE has almost been completed. The 506th Provincial
Mobile and 2d Independent Battalions can neither mass nor move through the
province in any sizedble atrength. Significant VC losses since 13 February have
been 1140 VC KIA (BC), 42 PW, 30 Poi Chanh and 146 SA, 6-60m mortars, 1 M79,
146.6 tons of rice, 4 rolls of 16-mn films, 92 lbs documents, (App 3, Captured
VC Plan to Attack Ben Luc Bridge),$6800VN and miscellaneous items captured.
Destroyed were: 252 structures, 4132 bunkers, 90 sampans, 10,080 rounds SA,
169 mines, 277 grenades, 654 booby traps, 9.7 tons of rice, 1 booby trap
factory and other miscellaneous items. (App 9, Combat Operations After Action
Report-Operation MITNPRISE).

(3) Operation PALM BEACH (28 January - 31 May)

(a) General: Operation PALM BEACH was conducted in two
phases. Phase I (28 Jan - 10 Mar ) was conducted by Headquarters, 3d Brigade.
During phase I primary emphasis was placed on development of Dong Tam base
and security of dredging equipment (See Operational Report-Lessons Learned,
Activation through Deployment). On 10 March, Headquarters, 2d Brigade relieved
Headquarters, 3d Brigade and initiated Phase II. During Phase II, Headquarters,
2d Brigade continued base development, dredge security, consolidation operations
in the My The area and outfitting for Mobile Riverine Force Operations.

(b) On 2 May, in response to intelligence of the presence
of the 514 Local Force VC Battalion in the Ap Bac Secret Zone (US 3055), Head-
quarters, 2d Brigade conducted a classic search and destroy operatiorn. Elements
of the 3-47 and 3-60 Inf moved northwest of Dong Tam by tactical road march
and deployed companies abreast along Highway 4. The two battalion force then
moved north and became heavily engaged near the approximte center (A/3-47 Inf)
of the linear formation. While A/3-47 Inf fixed the eneW force, flank units
were moved to complete an encirclement. In late afternoon three companies
(A/3-47, A/3-60 and C/5-0 (M) Inf) mode a ground assault wh .ch subsequently
developed into a night attack on the ensm position; The VTit Cong, as evi-
denoed by loss of 195 VC KIA (BC), were taken by complete surprise. (App 6,
Combat Operations After Action Report-H)PTAC XVI). Total losses for Operation
PAIN BEACH I and II were 570 VC KIA (BC), 45 PV, 6 Ibi Canh and 57 UA, 10
crew served weapons, 1 B40 rocket launcharp 10.15 tone of rice, .J tons of salt,
10.5 lhe of documents and other miscellaneous doouments captaured. (App 12,
Operational Report-Ussons Loerned-Operation PALM BACH II/0C020ADO).
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(4) Operation CORONADO (I June-Continuing)

(a) General: Headquarters, 2d Brigade conducted limited
riverine training during Operation PALM BEACH II by conducting small scale,
short duration riverine assaults along the Song My Tho (river adjacent to
Dong Tam. These operations served as a break-in vehicle for full scale opera-
tions with the Mobile Riverine Force (NRF). Upon initiation of operations with
the HRF, the mission of Headquarters, 2d Brigade was to conduct operations in
designated provinces and the RUNG SAT Special Zone in cooperation with other
US Arryo, US Navy and RYN units to extend GVN influence by capturing/
destroying VC personnel, installations, equipment and infrastructure where found.

(b) Full scale operations of the P4RF commenced with the
initiation of CORONADO I on 1 June. CORONADO I began with riverine assaults
conmencing at 190635 June vicinity Rach Nui (Canal )(XS 8466). At 1150 the same
morning A/4-47 Inf became heavily engaged with elements of the 5th Nha Be (VIC)
Battalion. A/4-47 Inf had little or no cover at the outset of the battle,.and
the eneny was fighting from prepared positions. Losses during this action were: B
US, 21 KHA and 53 WHA, VC losses were 256 KIA (BC). During the remainder of
Operation CORONADO I, Headquarters 2d Brigade in coordination and cooperation
with 2d and 3d Battalions, 46th Infantry Regiment (ARVN) conducted eight brigade
size operations in Long An asd Go Cong Provinces. These operations resulted in
243 VC KIA (BC), 109 PW and 58 Hoi Chanh.

(c) CORONADO II was initiated 270600 July in western Dinh
Tuong Province. Headquarters, 2d Brigade, augmented by let Brigade, 25th Infan-
try Division, 3-39 Inf and TF 5.-60 In! (9th Infantry Division) and in coordination
with elements of 7th Infantry Division (ARVN), VNNC Brigade (-) and 44th Ranger
Battalion, reacted to intelligence of five VC Battalions located in Dinh Tuong
Province. A running battle ensued with heaviest contact being made by 3d and
4th Battalions, VCMC Brigade (-). During this operation the Vietnamese Marines
inflicted 108 VC KIA (BC) and 6 PI while suffering 44 K[HA nd 115 WHA. Losses
inflicted by US Forces totaled 70 VC KIA (BC), 6 PW and 1 Hoi Chanh while suf-
fering 8 KHA and 30 WHA.

(d) The 9th Infantry Division TAOI includes the RUNG SAT
Special Zone (ssZ). After conducting extensive operations during the previous
reporting period (Operation CHAP.AN) and a portion of the current period, oper-
ations in the RSSZ were temporarily suspended at 121200 May 1967. While Divi-
sion elements were conducting Operation CHAPMAN and after operations were temp-
orarily ouspended, other FWKAF continued to conduct limited operations through-
out other portions of the zone. At 010700 June 1967 Operation GRUT BD' was
initiated. When intelligence sources indicate the presance of the eneV in the
sone, Operation GREAT BED is reinitiated with forces prlarily from the W.
These forces generally vary from company to battalion size, operating in the
RSSZ for two-three day intervals. Although no major encounters with the eneq
have evolved from these operationse destruction and capture of sneW fortifica-
tions and materials during operations conducted has undoubtedly hae a devestating
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effect on enemy operations in the RSSZ. (App 12, Operational Report-Les-
sons Learned, Operation PALM BEACH II/CORONADO)

(e) In summary, Operation CORONADO and the MRP comcept has
proved highly effective in defeating enemy forces hiding, training and attempt-
ing to live in a riverine environment. Continued strike operations employing
riverine and airmobile assaults with associated fire power will, in the final
analysis, serve to destroy the enemy in a geographical sanctuary which has
supported enemy operations and existence in the Mekong Delta area for many
years, (App 12, Operational Report-Lessons Learned, Operation PALM BEACH II/
CORONADO).

(5) Operation FAIRFAX: The 199th Infantry Brigade (Sep) (Lt)
was conducting Operation FAIRFAX in Gia Dinh Province (Capital Military Dis-
trict) when Headquarters, 9th Infantry Division assumed operational control on
010001 March 1967. The 199th Inf Bde continued operations in the Gia Dinh
Province and periodically supported Operation ENTERPRISE by deploying battalion
size elements into Long An Province. Total VC losses to the 199th Infantry
Brigade while under operational control of the 9th Infantry Division .md while
conducting Operation FAIRFAX and participating in Operation ENTERPRISE during
period 010001 March-l00001 May, were 274 VC KIA (BC) and 22 PW. Upon termina-
tion of OPCOK to 9th Infantry Division, the 199th Inf Bde continued Operation
FAIRFAX.

(6) Operation AKRON (9-29 June) was conducted by Headquarters,
let Brigade and 3-11 Cay south of Camp Martin -' clear Base Area 303
(Hat Dich) of VC Forces and installations. A- .uu.. nal major objective of
the operation was to clear three trails and h icoptt landing zones between
Highway 15 and Highway 2 to facilitate future oera÷ as. An engineer task
force composed of A and B/15 Engineer Battali A/86 Engineer Battalion
with 26 bulldozers and 17 Rom Plows succeede in clearing 45.7 kw of trails
and 1615 acres of jungle. One major engagest . during the operation occurred

190115 June when lot Bnp 274th VC Regiment at Lcked the 3-11 Cay comand post.
The VC employed automatic weapons, 75m recoioess rifles and mortars but were
unable to breach the perimeter. VC losses were 65 KIA (BC). Us losses were
9 KHA and 32 WHA. Total VC losses for the operation were 94 VC KIA (BC), 4
N,# 2 Hot Chanh and 10,935 rounds SAP 45 mines, 9 tons of rice, 12 sa;a*ns,
98 structures, 15 tunnels, 1370 bunkers and two regimental mide base camps
destroyed. Sixty-two small arms and seven crew seried weapons were captured.
(App 7, Combat Operations After Action Report-Operation AKRON).

(7) Operation PADDDITON (10-16 July). This was a strike oper-
ation conducted in PMoo Tuy Province to destroy elements of the 5th VC Division.
This operation uas controlled by a 9th Infantry Division Forward Couinnd Post
located with Headquarteres let Australian Task Force vicinity Nui Dat (S 4367).
H ue rs, let Brigade, 9th Infantry Divisions l1th Arwored Cavalry Regiment
(-2), d and 3d Battalion, THE Brigade, 2-43 ARVN, 2d Royal Australian Regiment
(&AR) and 7th RAR Participated. One major engagement involving 3d Bn VW and
one battalion of the 274th VC Regiment at 121030 July resulted in 40 VC KIA (BC).
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A major accomplishment of Operation PADDINGTON was the successful employment of a
Tri-FWMAF in a previously inaccessible area to significantly disrupt installs-
tions and activities of the 5th VC Division. Total enemy losses were 92 VC
KIA (BC) and 13 SA, 400 AP mines, 10 AT mines, 1000 hand grenades, 25 RPF rounds
and 2600 SA rounds captured. In addition, 350 bunkers, 1500 meters of trench,
56 huts- and 9800 pounds of rice and grain were destroyed. (App 13, Combat
Operations After Action Report - Operation PADDINGTON).

(8) Operation HOPTAC (010001 June - Present). This is an internal
defense and developmunt operation in the Dinh Tuong Province which ihcludes secu-
rity of the Dong Tam base (XS 4143). Task Force Funston (a provisional Head-
quarters and Headquarters Detachment) is allocated forces for defense of the
Dong Tam Base, security of dredging and construction operations (see paragraph 11,
Base Development) and for limited consolidation operations. During the reporting
period two mortar attacks against Dong Tam base occurred. Artillery, gunships
and AC-47 aircraft supported in both attacks with unknown results. Significant
losses during Operation HOPTAC have been: VC 87 KIA (BC), 3 PW and one pound of
documents captured and 41 structures, 311 bunkers, 112 booby traps, three grenades,
five mines, 20 tons of rice, 13 sampans, one lumber yard and one tunnel destroyed.
US losses were: 4 KHA 59 WHA and one APC and one 3/4 ton truck destroyed, seven
3/4 ton trucks, three I ton trucks, two 21 ton trucks, one Medical Unit, self-
contained transportable, one air conditioner, two AN/OR 46 radios and six trucks
damaged.

(9) Operation RILEY (030001 July - Present). This is an inter-
nal defense and development operation in Bien Hoa Province and includes defense
of Camp Martin Cox. When not engaged in strike operations, Headquarters, 1st
Brigade assumes operational control of all elements engaged in Operation RILMY
including Task Force Forsyth (a provisional Headquarters and Headquarters Do-
tachment located at Camp Martin Cox). In the absence of Headquarters, lot Bri-
gade, TF Forsyth is allocated sufficient forces to secure Camp Martin Cox and to
conduct limited consolidation operations in the Area of Operations for Operation
RILEY. In addition to providing assistance to local RF/PF outpost positions
in the form of construction materials and technical assistance during Operation
RILEY, a training program for the 2-4 Inf (ARVN) was initiated on 31 July 1967.
Significant losses during the reporting period have been US: 2 KHA and 14 WHA.
VC losses have been 1 KIA (BC), 19 detainees, and two sewing machines, a small
amount of documents, one carbine maasin, and one typewriter captured and 23
huts, 36 bunkers, five mines, four M-79 rounds, 23 sampans, 744 rounds of sall
arms amunition, two spider holes, five CBU, 10 booby traps and one claymore mine
destroyed.

(10) Operation KITTYHAWK continued during the reporting period
with 11 ACM (.) conducting internal defense and dvelopment operations in the
Long Kanh Province. hphasis douing the operation has been on providing secu-
rity o± routes between Long Giao (YB .397) and Long Binh (IT 0612) and Gia Ray
(IT 6312). On 27 June, 1-11 AM roved to reinforce 52d Ranger Bn (A3•R) which

w in heavy contact with elements of 3d Bn 275th VC Regimnt vicnity IT 3332.
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Subsequently the 9th Infantry Division provided 2-39 Inf, 4-39 Inf, A/3-5 Cav
and supporting artillery to OPCON 11 ACR. Significant results of the battle
were 49 VC KIA (BC) and a sunstantial amount of equipment captured. (see
Operational Report-Lessons Learned, Ulth ACd).

(11) Operation D4PORIA (21 July - Present). The U1 ACR (-)
initiated major jungle clearing operations along Highway 20 from its junction
with Highway 1 to the II CTZ Boundary, a distance of 90 kilometers. At
210935, L/3-11 Cay engaged a battalion of the 275th VC Regiment reinforced
by elements of the DWNG NAI Battalion. The VC employed 57-m recoiless
rifles, RPG rockets, automatic weapons and assorted small arms. Eneuy losses
were 96 KIA (BC), 1 PW and 25 small arms and six crew served weapons captured.
US losses were 14 KHA and 47 WHA, (See Operational Report-Lessons Learned,
11th ACR).

c. Psychological Operations (PSYOP).

(1) The 9th Division PSYOP Campaign has increased its effectiv-
ness and volume of support to the division. This increase in both volume and
effectiveness can be attributed to the application of the experience gained by
Division Psyoperators during the preceeding months and to refined procedures for
effecting coordination between brigade, division and supporting PSYOP Companies.
These experiences were exchanged during weekly PSYOP meetings in which plans were
also formulated for upcoming operations. The most noticeable achievement in
Division PSYOP to date occurred on 31 July. On 310910 July 1967, a request for a
rapid reaction leaflet from the 2d Brigade was phoned to division. At 0920 hours
this request was phoned the 246th PSYOP Company in Bien Hoa. The leaflet was
given top priority by the 246th PSYOP Company and put ahead of all other requests.
The presses were stopped and the leaflet was processed for immediate printing.
By 1200 hours 50,000 copies of the leaflet were printed and on their way to the
Bien Hoa Air Base to be put on a PSYOP aircraft. By 1400 hours the leaflet was
dropped in Dinh Thong Province. In just a matter of five hours the leaflet was
processed, printed and air dropped, reducing the normal reaction time for a
leaflet of this type by 19 hours. Although this is just one example, it does
reflect the higher degree of coordination now being applied between brigade,
division and the supporting PSYOP Companies. Commanders within the division
have also increased their awareness of the importance of PSlOP before, during,•
and after tactical operations. BEphasis was placed on the production of rapid
reaction PSYOP (App 11, Sample PSYOP Leaflets) to exploit Chieu Hoi gains and
tactical operations.

(2) PSYOP activities during the reporting period are as follow:

Nays 12,599",000 leaflets air dropped
157,646 hand and ground disseminated.

50 hours and 15 minutes aerial and ground loudspeaker
bi'oadcasts.

35 Films*
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June: 14,410,000 Leaflets air dropped.
16,000 Hand and ground disseminated.

23 hours and 25 minutes aerial and ground loudspeaker
broadcasts.

29 Films.

July: 12,297,500 Leaflets air dropped.
15,920 Hand and ground disseminated.

26 Hours aerial and ground loudspeaker broadcasts.
51 Films.

Leaflets, JUSPAO Newsletteres posters and miscellaneous publications were
hand and ground disseminated during MED/DINTCAPS, County Fairs and audio-visual
presentations. This method of PSYOP dissemination is continually stressed as
it employs "Face to Face" persuasion. Films continued to be received enthusiasti-
cally by the target audience. Films shown consisted of comedies, westerns,,
public health and sanitation and VN psychological appeals.

(3) The effectiveness of the 9th Division PSYOP Campaign is more
apparent through the number of Hoi Chanh rallying in the division TAOI, not nec-
essarily to the Division. During the reporting period 19 Hoi Chanh rallied to
the 9th Infantry Division. This represents a decrease of 12 between this and the
previous reporting period. However, the number of ralliers in the Division
TAOI has remained on par or surpassed last years figures for the same period of
time. When 2d Brigade began conducting operations in Dinh Tuong in Februaryp
ralliers increased. When the Mobile Riverine Force operations were shifted to
another province, the rate declined. Another example is Long An Province.
Division Forces first began operations there in February and the rate increased,
reaching its peak in March. After that the rate fell but has remained relatively
high. A slight decrease in the rate is expected after initial operations as
the soft marics turn themselves in first. Hard core VIC are more difficult to
convince, but extended pressure over the months causes man of them to rally.
Increases in Hoi Chanh are partly attributable to the intensive PSYOP program
being carried out by the 3d Brigade in support of battalion operations. In
other areas, results of the PSYOP campaign are not so readily apparent, how-
ever, new ideas are being formlated to intensify the campaign in these in
these low yeld areas. Realizing the value of umediate exploitation of fbi
Chanh, mneuver uhits have steadily increased PSYOP effort in this area.

xploitation of ralliers will continue to receive mdxmm emphasis in an effort
to induce prospective Hoi Chanh to rally. A concentrated effort will also
be established to induce NVA rallier. A Chieu Hei questiorair has beon
prepared for distribution to insure a more accurate method of evaluation of
the PSYOP etfort.

(4) PSYOP field team are currently attached to the 2d and 3d
Brigades from the 19th and 21.6th PRYOP Companies. fThse teame provide PRYOP
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support in the form of ground loudspeaker broadcasts and audio-visual presenta-
tions. PSYOP field team consist of one officer and one EK cadre provided to
tactical units on a direct support mission basis to provide maneuver units with
a PSYOP advisory and operational unit. The loudspeaker field team, equipped with
the AN/U1H5 public address set, is capable of operating in a vehicle or ground
role and broadcasting up to 3000 meters. Complementing the efforts of the loud-
speaker field team is an audio-visual field team which is restricted to a
vehicle role. Their primary piece of equipment is a PSYOP jeepeter that can be
used to show movies and record and broadcast loudspeaker appeals on the spot.
The PSYOP field teams act as propaganda advisors to ground unit conmmanders in
addition to their operational missions that include:

(a) Supporting tactical operations with propaganda against
civilian non-combatants and hostile forces.

(b) Exploiting pyschological opportunities and vulnerabili-
ties that are determined during tactical operations.

(c) Providing a quick reaction person-to-person contact
with non-combatants and hostile forces encountered.

(d) Providing a limited PSYOP intelligence capability to
the supported unit.

PSYOP field teams provide the Division with an increased capability to
win the hearts and minds of the people and control non-combatants which is
essential in this type of war in order to accomplish the tactical mission.
The audio-visual field team has proven particularly effective in hand'dissemi-
nating printed media, i.e., leaflets, JUSPAO Newsletters and miscellaneous pub-
lications during audio-visual presentations.

(5) There are not enough field teams available to adequately sup-
port the division. Plans are underway to upgrade the PSYOP supporting companies
to battalion sise which will provide the additional field teams.

(6) Future PSROP will be phased into all aspects of Division
tactical operations. It will also be emphasised more during MED/DMTCAPS in
the *Face to Face" role. The addition of 30 portable megaphones and a .altilith
85 printing press will significantly increave the Division's capability of
providing rapid reaction PSYOP during tactical operations.

(7) Recapitulation of Pyschological Operations Activities by
Provinces
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Province Leaflets Misc Pub & Aerial & Films
Air - Dropped leaflets hand L/S Broadcasts

Disseminated

Phuoc Tuy 2,766,000
Long Khanh 5,442,000 10,000 11:20 12
Bien Hoa 1,540,000 15,3049 3:30
Long An 13,099,500 56,217 59:15 93
Dinh Tuong 12,281,000 8,000 10:55 10
Others 4,178,000 100,000 14:40

d. An objective apprasial of the progress of internal defense and
development operations in the Division's tactical area or responsibility (TAOR)
indicates that the offensive phase of consolidation is almost concluded. Area-
oriented consolidation operations in districts where the Division is deployed
in strength have for example, rendered base camp areas almost totally safe.
Strike operations have either fragmented organized enemy resistance into 2small
groups or driven it out to the TAOR. Small groups of enemy resistance present
no significant difficulty and strike operations can be quickly mounted against
large enemy forces that attempt to enter or transit the TACR. The remaining
problem, which is infinitly more complex, is destruction of enemy infrastructure.
Destruction of the infrastructure is undoubtedly taking care of itself to a
degree. For example, the enemy cannot produce victories which are vital to
projecting the Viet Cong cause without freedom of movement within the TAOR.
Moreover, the infratructure is constantly being expose to extensive psychological
operations which have in the past, produced tangible results within organised
eneny units. This leads to the conjecture that the infrastructure may be losing
its effectiveness mor than is readily apparent on the surface. It is toward
this end--destruction of the enemy infrastructure, that future operations will
continue to be directed.

5. Logistical

a. Supply and Service

(1) General. As experience is gained supply and services
for the Division improved. The Division continues to rely mainly upon organic
support for all operations but when needed the support from the let Logistical
Coiand has been excellent. The most significant change in logistical opera-
tions was establishment of support for the Mobile Riverine Force (3?F). The

e is supported as outlined in Admin Order e-67, dated 15 Noy 67, with Change
1, dated 31 My 67 (App 8)

(2) Class I. Class I support remained excellent. During the re-
parting period two ice plants, one at Camp Martin Cox and one at Dong Tam, be-
er operational. Additionally, an ice cream plant was constructed and became
operational at Dong Tax Base. An ice cream plant for Camp Martin Cox is under
construction and is programed to be completed in August 1967.
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(3) Class II and IV. No major problem exists with Class II &

IV. Although,, there continues to be shortages in certain areas, these short-
ages have not hindered the Division mission.

(4) Class III and IIIA. Limited capabilities within the division
to provide helicopter refueling points have caused some problems. When opera-
tions have required more points than can be supported by Division assets ;, the
1st Logistical Command has provided 5000 gallon tankers for limited periods as
refueling points. This action was particulary helpful during Operation PADDINGTON
which required a totdl of forty-two refueling points during the initial phases
of the operation. The completion of two bolted steel tanks at Dong Tam base
has increased the storage capacity for JP-4 to over 200,000 gallons. Four bolted
steel tanks for storage of Class III at Camp Martin Cox are under construction.
During the period the POL Section issued 1,123,326 gallons of MOGAS, 1,264,588
gallons of diesel, 1,834,200 gallons of JP-4 and 88,,00 gallons of AVGAS.

(5) Class V. No significant probleat areas have been encountered

in this area.

h. Maintenance

(1) There have been no significant maintenance problems during
the reporting period with exception of maintenance support of the Mobile
Riverine Force.

(2) The 709th Maintenance had the following job orders during

the quarter:

RECEI WED COMhWLETE

Aircraft 323 343
Tracked Vehicles 170 151
Wheeled Vehicles 506 436
Artillery & Mortars 47 43
Generators 414 424
Heavy Construction Equip 55 45
Sigva Equip 4732 4738
Office Machines 189 312

c. The 9th Medical Battalion treated 17,811 patients. Of this
number 288 resulted from hostile action and the remainder were non-battle
injuries and diseases. Additionally, 1639 MEDCAP and 314 DMTCAP patients
were treated.

d. Graves Registration Section of the 9th 8 & T Battalion processed
115 divisional remains and 2.25 dirisional/nwn-diviuional personal e@feots dur.
ing the period.
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e. During the reporting period, a test was made of various lubri-
cants which would prevent or lower the number of malfunctions of the M16EJ
rifle (App 9, Evaluation of Effectiveness of Lubricant Used with M16E1 Rifle).

f. Logistical Support for Operations.

(1) Operation FERftPRISE: Support of Operation DITERPSE
continues as previously reported. There has been only one significant change.
The Division has established a policy of conducting night convoys to the
Forward Support Element at Tan An supporting the 3rd Brigade. Presently the
9th Supply and Transport Battalion is conducting two night convoys per week
averaging 15 trucks per convoy. The benefits of this action are twofold.
One, the movement of US convoys at night restrict the Viet Cong in their
movement. Second, the road (Highway 4) is free from large US convoys during
the daytime allowing more freedom of movement for Vietnamese civilian traffic.
Also# it is planned to have the lst Logistical Command conduct four (4) night
convoys per week which will further restrict VC movement at night and allow
more freedom of movement for civilians during the daytime.

(2) Operation PADDINGTON: Due to the extensive area covered
by the operation and the large number of units employed, it was necessary
to establish two logistical support bases. One base was established at
the Blackhorse Base Camp and coordinated by the S4, lt Brigade, 9th Inf
Division. The second base was established at Xu~en Moc and operated by the
Forward Supply Element, 9th S & T Bn normally supporting the let Brigade.
The logistical base at Blackhorse was resupplied by the 29th General Support
Group through the Forward Logistical Base located at the base camp. The base
at Xvyem Hoc was resupplied by unit delivery from the 53rd General Support
Group located in Vung Tau. It should be noted that an operation involving
other FWMAFI where a US infantry division is designated as the controlling
headquarters, detailed planning and coordination between the maneuver ele-
ments and the support units must be effected. Each area of supply, main-
tenance and medical support must be pinpointed. When needed, outside assistance
from the logistical conuand must be called for well in advance and programed
into the overaU support plan.

(3) Operation X4VW I: An operation to clear Highway 2
conducted by the 11th ACR was not supported by the logistical element of
the Oth Division. Coordination was effected by the 11th ACR thru the 9th
Division with the 29th General Support Group. Unit distribution was made
of Class I, IM and V and lmited II and IV by convoy daily. Limited air
resupply wan also used.

(4) Operation CORONADO I and II: Operations conducted by
the 2d Brigade (Mobile Riverine Force), 9th infantry Division is unique in
that resupply except for fresh fruits and vegatables, and some repair parts
is accompihed by LBT. (App 9, Admin and Logistical Support for Operation
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(5) Logistical support of operations in close proximity to
Camp Martin Cox continue to be supported from the Division's primary base
camp as previously reported.

6. Fire Support

a. General: Fire support during the reporting period consisted
of employment of artillery, close air support, B-52 airstrikes, chemical, naval
monitors and helicopter gupship support. Fire Support coordination for the
most part, was conduuted at battalion and brigade level with the Division Fire
Support Coordination Center monitering fire support plans and offering guidance
and assistance as required.

b. Fire Support Coordination

(1) Most requests for fire support are routed directly to the
element which will provide support rather than through the fire support
coordinator. The nature of the combat environment in which the Divisioxis
conducting internal defense and development operations dictates use of this
system. In some cases this system did not give the fire support coordination
center complete knowledge of the fire support being prodided and consequently,
did not always permit employment of the quickest and most economical means of
fire support.

(2) The first operation requiring close centralized control of
fire support by the Division Fire Support Element was Operation PADDINGTON.
During this operation the Division Fire Support Element operated from the
Division Forward Command Post to control the fires of all the various fire
support means. Even though no serious problem areas were encountered, several
areas in fire support coordination required refinement.

(a) Prompt and accurate reporting of artillery locations and
proposed moves are extremely important to the tire support coordinator. In
this regard it is imperative that aggressiveness and a sense of urgency be
demonstrated to establish commnication between the fire support element and
the artillery control headquarters. Both FM and VHF should be used. Comumni-
cations are essential to insure adequate fire support of meneuver elements and
mutual support of fire support/patrol bases (PS/PB) during multi-battalion
strike operations. Fire plans and progress reports implementing the fire plan
mot be reported to the fire support element promptly.

(b) Post operation fire support upon termination of Operation
PADDITON included preparai.on of a target list for euplmnt of non-toxic
cheaicales, artillery and airstrikes base on an analsis of intelligence ac-
quired during the operation by the lot Australian Task Force. The method for
attacking a target was as followst After a target was identified either from
intelligence or by the Man Pack Personnel Detector, a CS drop would be made,
Approximately 30 minutes later an airetrihe would be called in on target and
this would be followed by artillery harassing and interdictory fires. Actual
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results of the program are unknown; however, it is feasible that harassment
of eneny units in the area Justified the program. Follow-on artillery, air
and chemical fires should be considered in order to prolong the effects of
any strike operation. The major problem is scheduling follow-on fires was
the availability of airstrikes. Since these were harassing and interdictory
targets the priority for airstrikes was low. In most cases a more urgent
request than harassing and interdictory had to be uaed to fill requirements
for airstrikes.

c. ArtLllery Support

(1) General: During the reporting period, 9th Infantry
Division Artillery units provided artillery support for Operations ENTERPRISE,
PALM BEACH II, CORONADO, OEAT BN.D, RILEY, HOPTAC, PADDINGTON, and AKRON.
A total of 27,500 missions were fired and 180,691 rounds of ammunition were
expended in support of operations. The type of operations conducted with
the Division's tactical area of interest placed greater emphasis on employing
artillery batteries on independent missions with centralized planning and
decentralized control.

(2) The 2-4 Arty is employed in the Delta Area, Because of
restricted mobility and scarcity of firing positions, the batta]lon's batteries
were positioned throughout the area of operations and provideQ thA majortt7 of
artillery support from battery base camps locations.

(a) 2-4 Artillery provided artillery support for
Operations ENTERPRISE, CORONADO and HOPTAC. During an op,-ation in support
of Operation EITMPRISEO two batteries were airlifted into position to
support rapid movement of heliborns troops. This was a -. ccessful operation
with one battery emplaced in time to fire a landing sona' preparation for the
second FS/FB. Other operations required displacemen• of artillery to provide
adequate support.

(b) Armored Personnel Carries proved to be effective
prime movers for 105mm Howitzers in the Delte area. Ao modification is
necessary but steps must be taken to prevent short turns tiAt might damage the
trails.

(3) 1-11 Artillery supported the let Bigade. The battalion
had to be prepared to displace b land or by air at anytime. During the repo-te,
1pg period, 1-U Artillery participated in Operatiors UNCTION CITM, AKRON,
PADDINGIOI and RILY.

(a) During all operations except JUNCTION CITY, the
battalion as given additional batteries for operational control. This created
prokleon in caumvioatione and control, but prope coordination reduced these
problems.
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(b) During various operations it was learned that
improper employmet of white phosphorus as a marking round could cause friendly
casualties. The height of burst (HOB) must be at least. 200 meters. If less
than a 200 meter HOB is employed it should be cleared as a lethal round to
preclude injury to friendly elements. When firing illumination, the impact
point of the shell casing must be considered to avoid injury to friendly troops
by falling debris.

(c) When firing landing zone preparations the artillery
must know what the i.Xantry scheme of maneuver is after the insertion so that
fires can be shifted during the insertion to support the operation.

(d) Because of the limited communications equipment
available to US advisors to ARVN, it is necessary to provide an artillery
liaison officer to ARVN forces when these forces are supported by US Artillery.

(4) 3-34 Artillery. is the Division's mobile riverine artillery
battalion. Currently only two batteries are barge-mounted and the third is loc-
ated at Dnng Tam base camp to provide artillery support for local security, base
camp patrols and counter mortar fires. The 3-34 Artillery participated in Opera-
tions HOPTAC, RILEY and CORONADO. In addition to riverine operations the Iat-
tery located at Dong Tam displaced by road and air to support operations.

(a) Since the riverine force is capable of displacing into
different sectors of responsibility, it is important that a common code be co-
ordinated with US Advisors for clearance and control purposes.

(b) The major waterways within the operational area
must be plotted on the firing charts to facilitate fire coordination with naval
eleu.ents.

(c) During a mortar attack against the Dong Tan base,
the artillery had difficulties firing countermortar targets because friendly
patrols were in close proximity to tVe countrmortar targets. The Artillery
180 should offer advice when patrol plans are being developed to permit
mmx~mum support by artillery.

(5) 1-4. Artillery is the Division's general support artil-
lery battalion. To best support and reinforce DS arwillary, the batteries
were positioned throughout the Division's TAOI. This made centralized control
difficult. Therefore, the batteries generally operated independently and
received support from battalion headquarters located at Camp Nartin Cox.
The 1-8 Artillery was able to provide adequate artillery support during
all najor operations of the Division.

(a) Several operations wle it necessary to split a
battery to adequately provide fire support. This required additional fire
direction cutter (WDC) personnel to provide 21 hour operations. Sinme the
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batteries are not centrally located or operating under battalion control,
battalion FDC personnel have been distributed to various batteries to
augment their 24 hour capability.

(b) Airlift procedures have been developed by the bat-
talion for airlifting the 155ram Howitzer by CH-54and CH-47. The 1-84 Artil-
lery successfully completed airlifts with both types of helicopters without
incident. It was learned that goggles must be worn by all personnel in the
lift zone because of winds and blowing debris generated by helicopters.

(6) In conclusion, artillery resources allocated to the
Division are sufficient to adequately provide required support. Three problem
aýeas which receive constant attention by Division Artillery to insure con-
tinuous support are: Keeping artillery air observers constantly appraised of
the boundary of areas of operations, organizing artillery pieces in fire sup-
port/patrol bases in such a manner as not to restrict available fire support
and maintenance of constant temperatures in panoramic telescopes by keeping them
in boxes heated with lightbulbs to prevent fogging.

d. Close air support: The majority of immediate air requests
during the reporting period were routed through Division to DASC. It was
found that the best way for a unit to get an immediate airstrike was to relay
the request directly to DASC if the unit had the capability to do so. Response
by the Air Force to immediate air requests is normally excellent. The average
time between request and the time the aircraft was on target was 30 minutes.
Units have been reminded to program use of cluster bomb units which is normal-
ly the ordnance carried by aircraft conducting close air support. Cluster
bomb units must be expended, otherwise the aircraft will be diverted to another
target. In summary, the division received its fair share of close air supportbased on priorities and operations conducted during the reporting period.

e. B-52 Airstrikes: Eleven B-52 airstrikes were flown during
the reporting period. There were no casualties nor evidence of casualties from
any of the strikes. There was however, evidence of intensive ground damage.
It was found that a subsurface burst was unsatisfactory for use in heavily can-
opied areas because it left nothing more than a large crater. The surface burst
facilitated ground exploitation because it cleared a large area of jungle.

f. Chemical Fire Support: The role of the Division Chemical
Section in supporting ground operations during the reporting period was nor-
mally to remain airborne above ground units and deliver non-toxic chemical sup-
port on call. This type of support was provided for all ground operations.
In conjuction with ground observation by units, the manpack personnel detector
*s successfully employed to locate target of opportunity. On several occasions,
enomy escaping from the area of a CS drop were observed and engaged by ground
olements and supporting gunships. However, no specific results of enenv casual-
ties were recorded.
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g. Helicopter Gunship Support: Helicopter gunship support is
normally the most responsive means of immediate fire support available to the
ground commander. Gunships are particularly useful in filling the gap between
friendly units and artillery support. The most significant problem area in
employment of gunships is identifying the target area to the gunships. In the
heat ,f battle, co.munications channels become flooded with traffic on troop
movements and employment of other means of fire support which leaves only mini-
mum time for coordination with gunships. This problem is under constant refine-
ment and has not significantly hindered successful employment of helicopter gun-
ship support of grouind tactical units. In other areas of support, the gunship
has proven invaluable when emoloved in the countermortar and convoy security
role (land and water).

h. Naval Monitor Support: For an explaination of fire support
provided by naval monitors, see App 4 (Command History for J.ne-July 1967,
Commander River Flotilla One).

i. In summary, every effort is made to provide fire support to
the ground tactical commander in any manner which he deems necessary. This
has been accomplished with minimum friendly casualties while inflicting signi-
ficant losses to the enemy. Methods for providing fire support and improve-
ments in the type of support that can be provided are under constant revision.

7- Engineer Support

a. General: The 15th Engineer Battalion continued to provide
combat engineer support to division operations during the reporting period to
include an active civic action program.

b. Intelligence: Increased enemy mining and booby trapping,
expansion of the engineer area of operations, and requirements of the Mobile
Riverine Force (M1F) caused the demand for engineer intelligence to remain at
a high level.

(1) Enemy terrorist activity in Long An Province for example,
included construction of two earthern mounds on Highway 4 approximately 1000 met-
ers apart. One was nothing more than a pile of dirt which obstructed traffic.
The second mound, exactly the same in appearance as the first, was mined,

S(2) Activation of the W generated a need for waterway
Intelligence (App 4, Command History for June-July 1967, Commander River
Flotilla One). In addition to depths, bank conditions and obstructions, widths,
in waterways, horizontal and vertical underbridge clearance was also needed.
To obtain desired data all US, ARVN and MN sources were investigated. Liai-
son with sector advisors to utilize RF/PF outposts located on bridges to col-
lect tide and clearance data resulted in minimal information; however, it is
anticipated that this channel will provide needed data in the future.
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c. Engineer Operations: Direct engineea- support of division
operations continued with Headquarters, A, B, and E/15 Engr Bn based at Camp
Martin Cox. Company C remained at Tan Tru in support of the 3d Brigade and
support of the MRF. In the Mekong Delta normal close combat support was rend-
ered, Additionally 11 bridges were constructed or upgraded in the Delta. Of
significance during the reporting period was combat engineer support (clearing
operations) during Operation AKRON (paragraph 6, Operations). Basically
this included two major trails between Highways QL 15 and LTL 2 south of Camp
Martin Cox.

(1) Mission: Task Force Plow commanded by Headquarters, 15th
Engineer Battalion, participated in Operation AKRON; providing engineer means
ofr jungle clearing, tunnel destruction, road improvement, bridging, route
clearance, preparation of fire support bases and direct support to 1st Brigade.

(2) Organization: TF Plow was composed of a TF Headquarters,
A/15 Eng, B/15 Engr (-) and A/86 Engr (+). B/15 Engr was augmented by Hq/15
Engr and Hq and A/709 Maintenance Battalion. Engineer equipment augmentation
was as follows:

9 Rome Plows - 79 Engr Gp
4 Bulldozers - 34 Engr Op
4 Rome Plows - 34 Engr Gp
3 Rome Plows - 159 Engr Gp

(3) Concept: TF Plow organized jungle clearing resources
into two jungle clearing teams (A and B). Each team was initially allocated 10
Rome Plows and eight bulldozers. Rome Plows were to cut all vegetation (Fire-
stone Trail - 200 meters wide, Blackstone Trail - 100 meters wide, Brimstone
Trail - connecting Firestone and Blackstone - 100 meters wide). Follow up bull-
dozers were to pile cut vegetation into windrows perpendicular to the axis of
the trace.

(4) Execution:

(a) Navigation: For part of the operation, navigation
was provided by an existing trail as reference. When no trail existed (as on
segments of Firestone and Brimstone Trails), a tank dozer (sometimes accompanied
by a Rome Plow) was sent ahead with a compass. The tank dozer would act as a
trail blazer with the clearing party behind. Correction of direction were made

3Aftqr Action Report (U), Headquarters, 15th Engineer Battalion, Operation
AKHd.TF Plow dated 5 July 1967.
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by aerial observation. Checks on location were made by calling for artillery
spotter rounds based on known map locations. Initially the cutting pattern
was 100 or 50 meter squares. Two primary disadvantages to this pattern quickly
became apparent. After Rome Plows initially plunge into the jungle, their
control and supervision from any central location was virtually impossible.
Secondly the operators had no visible reference and easily became confused and
lost their sense of direction. Both of this difficulties were overcome with
adoption of a pattern basically paralleling the reference trail. This pattern
alliwed visual contact between reference trail, supervisor, and Rome Plow
operator. The pattern allowed as many as ten Rome Plows to be worked in a
single pattern in an echelon formation.

(b) Maintenance: Maintenance bases were moved to be
close to the work site. This reduced travel time to and from the work site
and provided close-in maintenance support. In addition, B/15 Engr Bn and
A/86 Engr Bn operated contact maintenance teams at the work site.

(c) Statistics: Blackstone Trail encompassed 450 acres
or 18 lin kin; Brimstone Trail, 225 acres or 9 lin km; and Firestone Trail, 9a0
acres or 18.8 lin kin. This totals 1,615 acres or 45.7 lin km or 28.4 miles.
This operation was conducted over a period of 20 days, 10-29 June 1967, excluding
2 days of preparatory work done by the B/15 Engr Bn. (App 5, Photographs,
Operation AKRON)

(d) Civic Action: Civic Action projects performed by
the 15th Engineer Battalion for period May - July 1967 were:

(1) Construction

a Bridges - 6
h Culverts - 5
o Roads - 30 km
d Leveling/grading - 6 playgrounds
• Other

1 Kiddie Land Built complete with slides,
teeter-totter, swings and sandbox.

3 Concrete rice drying court in Binh Phuoc.
Fields of fire were cleared for PF outpost

position in Bien Hoa Province (continuing).

(2) Health and Sanitation:

a M.DCAPS - 24
b Patients treated - 776
c Immunizations
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1 Plague - 636
2 Smallpox - 767
3 Typhoid - 40
/ Cholera - 845

e. In summarys support provided by the 15th Engineer Battalion
was greatly improved by receipt of the new D7E Bulldozer during the reporting
period. Trails constructed during Operation AKRON have added to the flexibility
of tactical operations in Bien Hoa Province and security of Highways QL 15 and
LTL 2. Mission requirements are expected to remain unchanged with combat engine-
er support continuing throughout the Division TAOI during the next reporting
period.

8. Civil Affairs

a. General: The Division Civil Affairs element continued ardent
support of internal defense and development operations throughout the Division's
Tactical Area of Interest. This entailed continuing development and implementa-
tion of civic action projects in close liaison coordination with local civilian
and military agencies. More important objectives of the civil affairs program
during the period May - July 1967 were to develop confidence of the civilian
population in GVN by:

(1) Creating and cultivating a desire in the civilian popula-
tion and RF/PF to make them want to help themselves.

(2) Improving standards of public works, welfare, education
and health.

(3) Developing farmland and lines of communication to further
the civiliam econo.v.

(4) Increasing efficiency of information exchanges between

US and GVN civil and military agencies.

b. Civil Affairs Operations

(1) Cultivating a desire in the civilian population and
RF/PF to make them help themselves.

(a) Arrival of materials at the work site of a civic
action project normally represents culmination of several weeks of ardurous
labor on the part of the local civil affairs officer and local advisors. For
example, the hamlet or district chief is first approached for recommendations
of what is needed in the way of civic action projects to improve the local
environment. The province chief and provincial advisor are then approached
for approval to initiate certain projects. Action follows to encourage,
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through coordination and cooperation, the Vietnamese to acquire materials for
selected projects through their logistical channels. This normally meets with
only token success and contruction materials must be acquired through US channels.

(b) After needed materials are on site the hamlet, vil-
large or district chief must provide the labor. Laborers provided are normally
local civilians and RF/PF. The civilians are understandably apprensive about
enemy retaliation to their cooperation in a US/GVN project unless they are
satisfied with long term plans for security from such retaliation. Regional
and Popular Forces oii the other hand feel that they are soldiers and not labor-
ers. In any event, laborers are provided whether voluntary or by order of the
local chief. Only after these laboorers have received technical assistance need-
ed to learn how they can be most productive and after they have experienced for
themselves the worth of a project, can they be expected to volunteer for addi-
tional labor.

(c) The most important by product of these endeavors is
that the enemy has not interfered with major projects constructed in support of
the Division's Civil Affairs Program. This can be attributed to fear on the
part of the enemy that he will only alienate the population by destroying
something that he himself cannot provide.

(d) One significant example of motivation that can be
instilled in a population to make them want to help themselves was evident in
reopening the hamlet of An Nhut Tan, Tan Tru District of Long An Province (XS-
664674) on 27 June (App 5, Photographs). Prior to 1961 this hamlet was by virtue
of its geographic location, a trade center in Long An Province. When the Viet
Cong entered and imposed control in 1962, the population dwindled to 20 and
the hamlet became a ghost town. Upon entering Tan Tru District in early 1967
the 2-60 Infantry stationed one rifle company in An Nhut Tan on a permanent basis.
Within a period of approximately four months Viet Cong influence had been driven
out of An Nhut Tan, construction materials had been provided and through a pro-
gram of US and Vietnamese self-help, the town reopened. The population is now
150 and growing. Of significance during the reopening ceremony was the escape
of a water buffalc donated to the local townspeople by soldiers stationed at
An Nhut Tan.

(e) In connection with P1/PF outpost construction and
improvement, the 9th Infantry Division directed a survey of these positions.
Subsequently, MACV Advisors and GVN officials joined the survey team. The
purpose of the survey is to make recommendations to responsible ARVN Battalion
Commanders for improvement of RF/PF outpost positions. It was noted that an
outpost found in poor condition did not necessarily indicate a need for immedi-
ate remedial action because the position may have been programmd for abondonment.
When improvements or reconstruction of an gutpost is recomaended, an effort is
made to provide materials. However, materials are not provided unless an attewpt
has been made by the Vietnamese to acquire materials through GVN logistical
channels. Outpost positions in Long An for example, were provided with nine tons
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of posts, screw metal (screw ýickets) not available through Vietnamese logistical
channels. Other assistance provided included clearing fields of fire with Rome
Plows and mechanized flame throwers. All manual labor however, is provided by
RF/PF soldie;s.

(2) Improving standards of public works, welfare, education
and health.

(a) Public works in the main, does not represent a signi-
ficant problem in the Civil Affairs field. Although the first thing a hamlet
will ask for is a well and electricity, the hamlet will probably already have
a well that has been in use for years. These wells are normally shallow and
therefore do not provide a source of potable water. When possible, projects
will be planned to provide deeper wells, sometimes down to 1000 feet. Electricity
is provided as power sources can be made avatable. Within the purview of public
welfare, several continuing projects remain in progress. Upon arrival of the
9th Infantry Division in Vietnam an Operation KANSAS stockage point was estab-
lished. The stockage point handles all clothing and commodities brought over-
seas by the Division and items received through donation from organizations in
the United States as well as items received from CARE, Catholic Relief Service,
andUSAID. At the end of July 630,000 pounds of clothes, health aids, children's
items, food, and construction materials had been distributed through Operation
Kansas. In other areas of public welfare, several playgrounds have been construct-
ed and projects to improve local conditions undertaken. In one area for example,
a foot bridge, large enough to accommodate a Lambretta, was constructed over a
sixty foot wide river in the Division's TAOI. Before the bridge was constructed
farmers had to walk approximately three miles to work.

(b) The Division's MEDCAP and DkNTCAP program continued
aggressive support of public health projects which is a vital portion of the
Civil Affairs Program. Total patients treated by the Division have reached 317,
500 patients. When feasible US units promote integrated US/GVN participation
in separate NED/DENTCAP projects. One particularly gratifying facet has been
the evacuation of afflicted children to Vietnamese hospitals for correction of
cross-eyes, hare-lips, cleft palates and club feet. This is another area open
to exploitation because the eneuv cannot approach providing this type of medical
treatment.

(c) Education: To increase the civilian prod .tivety, the
Division Civil Affairs Program is sponsoring classes in agriculture. Additionally
English classes are given by Division personnel who speak Vietnamese and by non-
Vietnamese speaking Division personnel through an interpreter. One battalion in
the Division has provided a Vietnamese school teacher, for a hamlet where the
local administrktion had not employed one, through donations. This wap a temporary
means of educating the people until the local government was able to obtain a
teacher. The average salary is 300 $VN (approximately $25.00) per month.
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(3) Developing farmland and lines of communications:

(a) As a demonstration of the flexibility of civic action
support which can be provided through the Division Civil Affairs Program, 8,800
square meters of nipa-palm *id heavy undergrowth were cleared in Dinh Tuong
Province. This project, near Tan Phu Hamlet, was accomplished to provide addi-
tional farmland.

(b) Improvementof lines of communications in the Division's
TAOI represents a major effort advanced by the Civic Action Program. The bene-
fits of this improvement have been two-fold. First of all the Vietnamese eco-
nomy has been improved by virtue of their being able to move goods to market.
Secondly the lines of communications add to the flexibility of ground employment
of tactical elements of the Division. Over 125 kilometers of road have been con-
structed or improved since the Division's arrival in Vietnam. An unfortunate
correlery of the program is that the increase in LOC required increased security
over employing RF/PF which the GVN official are unable to provide. This hinders
the program to a great degree.

(4) Increasing efficiency of information exchangedbetween US
and GVN agencies:

(a) Area Coordinatibn Centers (ACC) have been established
id several districts and provinces to facilitate exchange of information. Each
ACC consists of three groups. The steering committee, composed of the province/
district chief the brigade/battalion commander, a Civic Operation Revolutionary
Support (COR!S5 representative and the sector/subsector advisor comprises the
first group. The second group consists of representative of US/GVN organizations
who form a combined operations center which concerns itself primarily with
coordination of operations and collection of intelligence. The third group
called a Civil Military Action Committee, coordinates all civil operations.
Thus far ACC have been established at Bien Hoa, Long An, Dinh Tuong Provinces
and Rach Kien, Tan Tru, Long Thanh and Xuan Loc (Long Khanh Province) Districtu.
Because of the nature of duties executed b' the ACC, it also concerns itself
with coordination of Revolutionary Develoymant activities.

(b) Keeping the public informed of US Activities and ex-
plaining enemy atrocities (in conjunction with pyschological operations) is an
integral part of the civil affairs effort. The overall them of information dis-
seminated is designed to further OVN influence. Near work sites of major projects
signs are displayed explaining the purpose of the project and how it is intended
to benefit the community. loudspeakers are employed to broadcast information
either under division control or by the local government. In one hamlet a
television set has been provided under US control in the hamlet "square" for the
viewing pleasure of the local population.

(5) In sumary, the Division Civil Affairs Program was initiat-
"• e prior to arrival in Vietnam. However, unavoidable difficulties were experienced
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after arrival and it has taken a tremendous effort on the part of commanders

and civil affairs personnel at all levels to achieve results which are now
ahead of expectation. New areas are still to be explored. Yet to be fully

evaluated is attachment of highly qualified and motivated civil affairs

trained enlisted personnel to rifle companies operating in remote areas.

These personnel are attached to provide recommendations to the company commander

on how he can execute short term, high impact civic action projects. This

allows the company commander to concentrate on the tactical situation. In

this connection, foot bridges are being fabricated at base camp locations.

When it is determinea that a small hamlet is in need of a foot bridge, the

diminsion is relayed by radio to the base camp. A prefabricated bridge is

flown in, emplaced and the unit moves on. This is but one facet of a success-

ful and expanding civil affairs program.

9. Army Aviation

a. General: The quality and quantity of ArM Aviation support

provided to the division has been outstanding. Requests for airmobile assets

from the Division to II FFORCEV have in most cases been honored out right

without undue justification. All reasonable requests for additional assets

or extension of assets provided has likewise been honored. The 9th Avistnf

Battalion provided general wipport to the division on a daily basis and con-

ducted several airmobile asmults. Normal support requirements consisted of

16 UH-lD (Command and Control aircraft to general officers/bri ade-'omIitted

battalion commanders and utility/resupply aircraft), two OH23 (Division LNO/

utility) and four UH-1C gunships (convoy escort/countermortar/units in contact).

The general support mission and participation in airmobile assaults normally

averaged 3000 flying hours per month within the 9th Aviation Battalion.

b. Arav Aviation Support

(1) During Division controlled operations, the 9th Aviation

Battalion established a forward AruW Aviation Control and Coordination Corn-

iad Post. This command post was composed of representatives from the flight

operations center, Ar" Aviation Element, battalion 8-3 and a liaison officer

from supporting Arqr Aviation units. The command post proved most beneficial

in providing current information on each airlift and assistin Division G3 in
planning ArW Av1~tion Support.

(2) Operation D4T3PRISSt The 9th Aviation kttalion with the

110th Assault Helicopter Copter Company attached# supported the 3d Brigade by

coeducting multiple combat assaults and ale Flights. "Smokesy was utilised

to screen a river line during the initial combat assault. The battalion flow

65 hours in support of the first days operation, lifted 271 troopes and 3 tons

of cargo.

(3) Operations AKRON, The 9th Aviation Battalion with the
120th Assault Helicopter Companr attached, supported the 2-39 Infantry by con-
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ducting combat assaults into landing zones (Lz) vic YS 3286. Lapding zones were
prepared by artillery and gunships. A total of 334 combat troops were lifted by
the aviation battalion while flying 58 hours in support of the operation.

(4) Operation RILEY: The 9th Aviation Battalion supported
4-39 Infantry by conducting combat assaults on 4 and 25 July in support of
Operation RILEY. Multiple LZ's were utilized to facilitate cordon and search
operations. A total of 868 troops were lifted during 412 sorties.

(5j Operation PADDINGTON: The 9th Aviation Battalion was the
coordinating headquarters for Army Aviation dperations during Operation
PADDINGTON. During the initial combat assaults, the battalion controlled four
Airmobile Light (AML) companies and two Airmobile Medium (ANM) companies.
Staging areas were established at Blackhorse and twelve at Nui Dat for refueling
supporting aircraft. Approximately 2500 troops were airlifted during the first
day of the operation to include two VNMC battalions. The aviation battalion
alone flew 101 hours during the first day of the operation.

(6) The following number of helicopter companies (airmobile

light) were requested and received from II FFORCEV:

REQUESTED RECEIVED

Total Average Total Average

May 91 2.93 58 1.87
June 78 2.60 63 2.10
July 82 2.65 69 2.23

(7) The following helicopter support was provided by the 9th
Aviation Battalion during the reporting periods

ALI JUNEJULY

Hours Flown (Total/Combat Assaults) 3,263/619 3,256/404 3,360/528
Sorties 9,767 8,547 9,578
Cargo (tons) 267 276 215
Troops & Passengers Lifted 10,950 10,180 10,537
Mod Emacs 76 116 112
VCKBA 0 16 21
Buildings Destroyed 10 1 22
Buildings Damaged 22 10 21
A/C Destroye4/0hzged 1/5 0/2 0/4

(8) Statistics generated during the reporting period indicated
that support requiremnts and support provided remained relatively constant.
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(9) During May organic light fire teams flew riverine escourt
missions totaling 88 hours and 40 minutes. Thirteen hours and 20 minutes were
flown intransit to rendezvous pointh where the escourt missions would originate.
Several missions were canceled after the, aircraft were enroute to the rendezvous
point resulting in unnecessary engine time. Additionally, river convoys normally
had adequate protection which negated a requirement for support by a light fire
team. Requests for this type support are being more closely scrutinized to
ascertain that a valid requirement exists before missions are approved.

(101 One 23 May 1967, a Stingray light fire team from Co B, 9th
Avn Bn provided direct support to the 4-39 Infantry Battalion. During the
attack of a target, the gunships were subjected to enenV fire during the break
from their firing passes. The Commanding ftfer,, 4-39 Inf directed his ground
elements to provide suppressive fire for the Stingrays. This action was note-
worthy in that it was the first time that a ground element provided mutual close
fire support to the Stingrays. This timely, coordinated, mutual fire support
protected the gunRhips during the most critical phases of firing passes.

(11) During July the Pathfinder Detachment had a mission to
operate a staging field for a company (airmobile light) tactical troop lift.
Using organic means of marking individual touchdown points for each aircraft,
the troop lift was greatly facilitated both in lining up troops and from the
safety point of view.

(c) Three studies were completed during the reporting period
concerning employment of organic aviation assets"

(1) Increasing availability rate of OH23 helicopter through
consolidation: A staff study was intiated to determine if the availability rate
of 0H23 helicopters could be increased by withdrawing aircraft assigned to divi-
sional units (less 9th Aviation Battalion) and consolidating them under control
of the 9%h Aviation Battalion. The results of this study indicated that dead-
line rates of helicopters for parts was the primary cause of a low availability
rate for the 0H23. Therefore, it was concluded that no improvement in avail-
ability rates could be realised if all 0H23 hellcopters were placed under control
of the 9th Aviation Battalion. To reduce deadline rates# howevers increased com-
mand emphasis was directed on acquiring needed parts through supply channels. Ad-
ditionally, the Commanding General directed that a system be impletmnted where-
by each brigade would be provided with a vininum of three flyable OW each day.

(2) Aircraft Prioritiest To implement the Coumnding General's
gaidane. that three 0H23 helicopters be provided to each brigade each day, a
recomnnded priority list was suboitted, approved, publiuhed and distributed
ftring July.

(3) uploynmnt of MI-iC Heoicopterst The third studo involved
utilization of two Ui-lC helicopters assigned to 9th Infantry Division Artillery
for general support aircraft i.0., searchlight aitcraft/mn-packed personnel
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detector missions/command and control aircraft. It was concluded and approved
by the Commanding General. that tvr, "-IC helicoTnters assigned to 9th Infantry
Division Artillery w-tid be l1atera"., transferred to the 9th Aviation Battalion
for reasons stated.

d. Sunmmry; An objective appraisal of Arnm Aviation support from
the 9th Aviation Battalion and from non-divisional resources indicates that
the division is receiving adequate support to meet mission requirements. Re-
finements indicated in areas mentioned can be implemented at the local level.

10. Chemical

a. General: The Division Chemical Section continued support of
division operations 1Ath riot control, defoliation and tunnel contamination
operations to complement ground tactical operations. Effectiveness of dispens-
ing riot control agents and the division intelligence collection effort were
greatly eianced by receipt of eight Man Pack Personnel Detectors (MPD) modi-
fied for airborne employment from organic helicopters.

b. Man Pack Personnel Detector (MPD): Two MPD's were received
by the Division Chemical Section on 27 May for evaluation. Six additional
HPD's were received during June and July. These detectors were employed from
UH-lB and D model helicopters. The MPD determines the presence of concentra-
tions of personnel by the detection of compounds excreted by the human body.
Best recordings are received at altitudes of 200 feet or below. Pilots normal-
ly prefer to fly missions "on the deck" at 80-100 knots. Low level flights at
high speed make it difficult for pilots to maintain their exact location. Also,
the MPD takes readings every 0.5 seconds making it difficult to pinpoint the
exact location where a reading was recorded. Pinpointing location was facili-
tated by following the NPD aircraft with a "chase aircraft" flying at a higher
altitude. When a heavy reading is obtained, the chase aircraft is signaled
and the loeation ri recorded approximately 200 meters to the rear of the NPD
aircraft'a Position. To provide protection for the aircraft taking recordings
and the chase aircraft, two gunships normally accompany the mission. Problem
encountered weres 1) Aircraft vibration caused failure of electronic components
of the HPD after two-three days emplcoment. 2) Missions flown in rain gave poor
results. 3) Dust, smoke and/or haze fouled the HPD by giving invalid readings.
4) False readings resulted in areas where recent bombing, artillery, or demoli-
tion explosions had occurred. All problems areas will be included with recomi-
mendations in an evaluation of the MPD to be submitted on 15 August 1967 to the
Arq Concept Team in Vietnam.

c. Operations

(1) The WD has proven to be particularly effective in eri-
fying agent and visual reports of large enoq concentrations. The HPD is also
effective when employed in remote areas i.e.,M Rl SAT Special Zone, Plain of
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Reeds, Pineapple Patch etc, because these are not population centers and prac-
tically any indication of personnel may be interpreted with validity as being
an enemy element. During daylight, Eagl% flights have been employed and have
made contact as a direct result of MPD readings.

(2) Riot control Agents (CS-1) were effectively employed
during the reporting period from orbiting aircraft at the request of the ground
commander and in reaction to MPD readings. Although visual sightings of the
enen7 leaving a contaminated area were made and subsequently engaged by sup-
porting gunships, no positive results were reported.

(3) Defoliation: On 14, 20-22, 24-26 July the Division
Chemical Section conducted defoliation operations in Phuoc Tuy Province in
support of Operation PADDINGTON. These missions were directed against known
enenqr garden plots and rice paddies. Some damage was visible as spraying
was completed but results are not yet complete.

(4) Tunnel Operations: On 12 June a tunnel complex dis-
covered south of Camp Martin Cox in the Operation AKRON area was contaminated
with CS-1 and an attempt was made to destroy the complex with an acetylene
generator. On 28 June the tunnel was reentered to assess damage. Blast dam-
age to tunnels was described as light with tunnels still passable. However,
the CS-1 concentration was still high enough to preclude occupation of the
tunnel for more than ten minutes even while wearing a protective masic.

d. In summary, chemical support of dvision tactical operations
has been effective during the reporting period. The Man Pack Personnel De-
tector has opened an entirely new area in the intelligence collection effort.
While it is no panacea for the problem of locating an elusive enemy, it does
hold great potential when employed with other information gathering methods.
Destruction of VC garden plots has further complicated the VC logistical
effort in Phuoc T•v and Long Khanh Provinces. More emphasis will be placed
on defoliation of base camp perimeters and selected VC land lines of communi-
cations in the Division TAOI in order to enhance observation of enezy move-
ment and limit their freedom of movement.

U. Base Development

a. General. During the reporting neriod clearing and construction
of Division base camps continued despite darorating weather conditions. It
became readily apparent that construction must be programmed six to eight months
prior to actual construction to insure availability of construction materials.
Dificulties experienced during the early period of the rainy season dictates
that horizontal construction be programmd during the dry season. Development
of ban armpe at Camp Mertin Cox and Dng Tan continued to be areas of primary
concern in the conktruction effort.
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b. Camp Martin Cox (Bearcat)

(1) During the reporting period an area 2400 X 4000' of jungle
was cleared from areas adjacent to the camp. In addition 10,000' of roads
were constructed and 36 0,000 sq ft of vertical construction were completed.

(2) Emphasis was placed on an area for receipt of Royal Thailand
Volunteer Regiment (RTVR) during the next reporting period. At the close of
the reporting period sufficient billets and overhead cover had been completed
to accommodate the advance party contingent.

(3) Local hire and direct hire indigenous personnel continued
to supplement the base construction effort. Direct hire personnel are hired
in one of two catagories i.e.., "A" or- "E" clearance as determined by the Mil-
itary Security Service (MSS). For a catagory "A"l clearance a prospective em-
ployee must enlist the services of an ARVN Captain or two Second Lieutenants
as his sponsor. A catagory "E" clearance requires sponsorship by two ARVN
Sergeants or one Second Lieutenant. Most employees find the cost of sponsor-
ship, which varies from 2,000 - 5,000 $VN depending upon rank, beyond their
means. Daily hire personnel are kept under constant supervision. Each daily
hire is paid 80 $VN ($.70) per day. A change in USARV policy attributed to
the variance in hiring levels during the quarter i

MAY JULY

Direct Hire 55 55
Daily Hire 830 390 (200 for RTVR)

(4) Among the majo facilities completed during the reporting
period was the Muin Post Exchange (PX) which was formally opened on 4 July 196?.

The following is a comparison of the old and new facility:

OLD NEW

INVEMR $675,#375.52 $,#837,859.44
PNSONEL TO OPERATE:

(M1Ucary)
Main Store 10F, 19 E4 1 OF1 , 0 26
Warehouse 4 IN 6 IN
security 1 IM 4 34

(Ciilan) 6 is
main Store 3 n
Warehouse 6 11
Naintenance - 2
ICU ClerksS0 OZ Al D/ AP Lt..
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Customers (daily average)

2#500 4,000

TOTAL SALES(f4ain Store) $523,983.71
(Annexes) $39339.00
(ClassVI) $77,156.11
(Food 4ervice) $15,195.15
(Concessions) $81,338.86

NOTE: The only demand items which are in short supply at the
Main PX are assorted electronic equipment, cameras and accessories.

(5) On 18 June a MARS station was opened at Camp Martin Cox.
This station completed 343 patches during July. Priority of calls are given
to individuals who have been notified of a death in their immediate family,
individuals who have been wounded, personnel referred by a chaplain or member
of the Red Cross as having a pressing personal problem, and lastly to roatine
traffic.

c. Dong Tam Base

(1) During the reporting period close coordination between the
Dong Tam Base Planning Board and the lst Logistical Command Forward Supply
Area, has assured efficient priorities for construction are established well
in advance. This procedure has provided sufficient time to acquire materials
before actual construction has begun.

(2) Experience in designating priorities has dictated that first
consideration be given to drainage. Second priority has been given to roads
and comunications, and third priority to vertical construction.

(3) Approximately 4#792,974 cubic meters of fill has been pumped
into the base during the reporting period. However, all of tho problem of
working with super saturated silt are being faced at Dong Tam. Due to the short-
ages of aggregate rock in the Delta, concrete must be added 10 to 12 percent by
volume to sand to stabalise roads. Eosion is also a problem. Ditches must be
lined with burlap and continually maintained. Erosion of the airfield is especially
noticeable where aircraft impact.

(4) Internal Security:

(a) The base defense perimeter con3isto of five sectors,
four land and one water. There are forty-nine bunkers in the land sectors
and nine in the water sector. Each banker is sanned by three non. The fol-
lowing oqupmat/weaponas are emplyed to defend the perimetert
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Perimeteer Sector

1 Counter mortar radar 5 Nm60 machineguns
8 106m recoilless rifle 4 M-79 grenade launchers
5 90m recoilless rifle 1 Starlight scope (every third
2 Quad .50 cal machineguns bunker)
2 Twin 40mm Cannons
6 Searchlights
2 Helicopter Gunships (on call)

(b) In addition to manning nine bunkers in the water sector,
each dredge is secured by a reinforced platoon, drag line security is provided
by one reinforced squad and one fire team is required for pipeline security.

(c) Searchlights employed from the berm/perimeter proved very
effective to illuminate suspected enenV mortar positions during two mortar at-
tacks when gunships were employed.

12. Organization and Training

a. Organization:

(1) During the reporting period the 9th Infantry Division found
it necessary to establish several table of distribution (TD) organizations to
more effectively accomplish its mission. The continued need for the defense
of its two major camps, Bearcat and Dong Tam necessitated the creation of two
austere Task Force Organizations with the capability to cowuand and control
allocated combat forces. With a modest expenditure of only 17 Officers and
32 UK the two TD organizations were staffed, thereby releasing two battalion
headquarters to combat operations.

(2) The 9th Infantry Division long Range Patrol capability was
significantly expanded by forming a provisional organization which resembles the
Long Range Patrol Detachment recently proposed in organization and strength.
It effectively will double the Division's ability to saturate its TAOI, as soon
as suitable persennel have been recruited and trained.

b. Trainingt

(1) The 9th Inf Div expanded its replacement training program
from a three& g=v •r&Jnenea a five day cycle which will include a 18
how cembat•fpl troibetter acolimate new replacement with the conditions
they wiAl encounter during combat. All incoming personnel in grades Z-1
through 0-3 receiving the training.

(2) A Sipe.2balming proparwe instituted with the goal of
qualifying two amep each e rto te efe range of
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coeot psir. This program was taught at brigade level to allow maximum use
of the terrain peculiar to each-brigade's area of operation.

(3) A program of and Basic Water Survival Training was
instituted in early July for da"z1 a . men 9 for the 2d and 3d Brigades. The
one day program of instruction covers basic boat handling procedures of those
boats organic to the brigade. It also includes periods on maintenance of the
boat and its engines along with basic navigational techniques.

(4) A program of retesting of RlU 81=n and 4.2" mortar sections
and platoon was undertaken to update all aortarmen in fundamentals, review basic
crew duties and insure continued high performance of all personnel.

(5) Based on a recommnendation of the 9th Infantry Division Safety
Council, a program of Cal .45 Pistol refresher training was undertaken to provide
all personnel armed with the Cal .45 with four hours of mandatory instruction.

(6) In an effort to improve the performance of 9th Infantry Divi-
sion volunteers at the MACV Recondo School and to prepare then to better receive
and utilize the information taught at the school, a DivWijta A.Mrodo Course was
established. Not only are the MACV Recondo School volunteers given a one week
course, -but in the interim week between starting dates of the MACV course, the
personnel from maneuver units reconnaissance and scout sections are afforded the
opportunity to also participate in the training. This is providing a significant
advance in the technical and professional competence of the Division's recon-
naissance elements.

(7) Some 400 9th Infantry Division personnel participated in numer-
ous non-divisional courses presented by the New Equipment Training Teams (NITT) and
other units in Saigon, Cholon, Wtng Tau and Camp Martin Cox. Other soldiers
traveled to the Philinpines and other locations within RVN, to attend Jungle
Survival Courses, bridge evaluation courses and computer programming courses.

13. Revoluntionary Development

a. Generalt Basically all Division operations can be classified in
one way or another as being in support of Revolut.ionary Developmnt (RD).
"Revolutionary Development", the central them. of the counterinsUrpny effrt
in Vietnam today# is a process by which the Onvernment of Vietnam (OVN) establishes

5Drat• IMACV Handbook, Military Support of Revolwntionary Development, Headquhwrett,
Nilitazy Assistance Comand, Vietnam, Anted 9 1%y 1967.
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OWl mintains secity in populated areas and integrates the population J nto
the structure of a viable, free non-cownist Republic or vietnam (RVN)5.u
The M actively participates in RD by deploying Vietnamese cadre, trained in
the process of restoring, consolidating and expanding government control so
that nation building can progress to population center. The 9th Infantry
Division's primary role in RD is to provide security through the conduct of
strike and consolidation operations and to assist the civic action aspect of
RD through 4DCAP/DETCAP and other civil affairs projects.

b. The work of RD teams during May was stymied for a number of reasons
although the teams demonstrated a more than willing effort to do what was required
of them. To a degree, RD TAam projects were hampered by a lack of construction
materials. Moreover, Team security while operating in outlying neeas represented
another of their more serious problems. For example, when a team was provided
security by ARVN or RP Forces, they invariably refused to post close in security.
When not provided security from an outside source, they refused to remain over-
night in hamlets where they were working. Instead the teams would retire to a
nearby RF/PF outpost position at dusk. The Division initiated a program of pro-
viding patrols and ambushed in Long Thanh District, Bien Hoa Province and Dinh
Tuong Province and initiated patrolling in Long An Provi ice to provide increased
security for RD Cadre.

c. During June the RD Program remained generally the same overall.
An attack on a RD Team operating in the Nhon Trach resulted in death of the
District Chief, his wife, a Civil Operations Revoluntionary Development Sup-
port representative and the District 82. This attack umdermined the RD effort
in the district by instilling doubt in the population that GVN could provide
neccessary security. The situation was further aggrevated when the population
asked the RD Team to leave. This attitude could be overcome if the RD ",jam
would use the attack to actively counter VC terror activities. Revolutionary
Development activities in Dinh Tuongp Long An and Long Khanh (flth ACR) Pro-
vince continued at a slow but steady pane. Progress remained dependent upon
the degree of security afforded to the team's envirorment.

d. In July an Area Coordination Coodttee (ACC) was established in
Juan Loa District Long Dmab Province. This and other ACC located in Blien

a Long An and ;inh Tuhng directed operations which would serve to complement
and assisL the RD Program through ae efficient cooperation and direction of

VIWA? and civilian efforts. In addition, three Mobile Advisory Tems wee or.
ased; two in Long Khanh and one in Long An Province. asch team was organ.

Ind one officer# four enlisted men and an interpreter. Xfesson of thesetem are to retran iIF/iF Forces with priem-it~y to those forces supportin RD
Team. An invaluable side effect resulting from eeplquent of these retrain-
ing team is that it allows the Division, through visits and reports, to becom
intimAely familar with problms in the RD Program.

e. In smarys, the 9th Infantry Division is fully cognisant of its
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role in supporting the RD Program. Ivery atteup is being wade to .identify
and correct all problem areas confronting the RD effort. The success of ,4i-
tial endeavors in this area has been encouraging because it has justified per-
sonnel and material resouce expenditures required to open areas for Revolu-
tionary Development.

14. Signal

a. General. The 9th Signal Battalion continued diverse operations
required to pr6vide the Division with tactical communications. This included
land line, VHF, photographic and air courier service.

b. During May the 9th Signal Battalion continued to provide tactical
communications while Company C, 36th Signal Battalion concentrated on non-
tactical communications support. Major areas serviced by 9th Signal Battalion
were Camp Martin Cox (Division), Dong Tam (2d Brigade), Tan An (3d Brigade),
Ben Phouc (5-60 Inf (M)), Tan Tru (2-60 Inf), Rach Kien (3-39 Inf), Ben Luc
and the Mobile Riverine Force (2d Brigade). App 10, Switchboard Diagram).
Systems were also initiated to support the l1th Armored Cavalry Regiment upon
its attachment to the division., Within the Division's TACR courier require-
ments exceed the Signal Battalion's capability to provide ground courier service.
To correct this situation, the battalion initiated air courier service to each
outlying unit on a once or twice a day basis.

c. Signal support during the month of June reom ned relatively wi-
changed.- elected items of PLL continued to be difficult to obtain although
the overall picture improved, Revetments to protect items essential to un-
interrupted commications, i.e., generators, were improved throughout the
division area of operations.

d. Operation PADDINGTON was supported during July with installation
of four VP system,. It becaus appaeent that forward signal center support
team training must be continually evaluatid during periods of prolonged inac-
tivity when there are few displaceumits of division forward on field operations
(Obsevations, lessons Learned). Support of the Mobile Riverine Fooe continued
with enellent results. The value of radio/wire integation (INI) to operation-
&I requirents w reemphasaised and a marked -movenmet of RVI usage was noted.

e. In conc•usions signal requirments within the Division including
support of the Mobile Riverins Foree, are within the capability of the 9th
lignal Bttalion. Refinements in current system are continually reviewed to
improve signal support being provided.

I
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lo Observations

a. Personnel and administration

IME Inusion. Program

DIUSI(xh Upon closing Vietsa in early 1967 the 9th Infantry Division was
immediately faced with a personnel turnover 'rotational haup which would o-
our during late 1967 and early-1968. Alternatives available to reduce the rota-
tional hump were to iJnse I)ivision personnel with personnel in other organisa-
tione or in the pipeline, who had rotation dates before or after the xIvisiones
rotational bump. Another alternative was to curtail overseas tours througb a
cross section of the Division to spread the rotational hmp

OSUVYAI(.S: Ifion provided the.L4UL solution for reducing the rotation
hmp* A essive implementation of the infeUsonnall but negated a need to curm
tall indiviftals.

.•: Intr-Division Infusion

I8XI After infusion outside the division had been ubed, to reduce a bak
of the personnel rotational hup it was feasible to use int.-.division• iuflon
to achieve final USY objectives becaue of the Division's deploemnt in th1ee

TI aAn inveab side effect from Intra-division infusion is that it
allws personnel who deployed with the division to complete their tour iith the
division.

jai *dIl aM Distribution

£~lar Units which fall to make preise oodatn with aAcwptime APO
and AD Mssage Outer faolities puior -to moving out an field operations wil
experience delay and in mom oases miumted mail ad distIbution,

Uls Unit 801 mit Indl pmoefte for o ati dth spp•tng
£ a0 Asd £ oese Oerne- to irure a cotimms flow of mal Na distribation
mhile operating may from a bane mp leietime.

C ON PI D9NrJ AL.
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ITE•: Casualty Mail

DISCUSSION: Delayed receipt of admission and iisposition reports causes un-
necessary delay in delivering mail to casualties hospitalized outside the
Division area, To correct this situation liaison enlisted pexsonnel were st&-
tioned at the three major outlying hospitals to report admission and disposition
od division casualties.

OBSERVATION: There has been no significant interruption of mail delivery to
casualties as result of implementation of this system*

ITEK: Disposal of Waste Material

DISCUSSIONg A joint Military Police/National Police search of a Vietnamese Nation-
al carrying a box from the division's Sanitary Fill revealed that the box contained
30 field manuals. The manuals dealt with CBR, booby traps, basic weapons, etc.

OBSERVATION: Regardles of the intensity of the indoctrination progr9*, trash
disposal areas must be closely scrutinized to preclude loss of sensitive mater-
ial that has been carelessly discarded through negligencee

ITEM: Indigenous Personnel

JISGUSSION: It is of absolute necessity that daily hire personnel and vehicles
transporting daily hire personnel be thoroughly searched upon entering and ex-
iting base camp. An average of one individual per day as a general rule, will
attempt to gain access without proper authorization*

OBSERVATIONs To date no incidents of sabotage or terrorist activities have
occurred as a direct result of constant surveillance of indigenous personnel.

ITE~s Contraband Items

DISCUSSION: The problem of contraband items being transported on and off base

camp will be prevelant at all times unless positive remedial action in taken
to preclude it. Indigenous personnel will attempt to introduce maduana and
other drugs onto the base camp and remove Military Payment CertiftU es, field
manuals, candy, electrical wire, batteries, maps pipe, tool., clothing and etc.

OBSERVATION: A more emphatic program of information and indoctrination is being
established to preclude an exchange of contraband items between US and indigenous
personnel.

CON 0 DEIC TI AL
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ITqs Missing Financial Data Record Folders (FDRF)

DISCUSSION: Of every 1,000 replacements arriving at the Division, approximately
250 arrive prior to receipt of individual FDRF. Two h•ndred FDRP will subse-
quently arrive within 20-30 days. Of the remaining 50 DF=, approximately 20
will eventually be recovered.

OBSIRVATIONs In order to preclude oongressional and inspector general complaints
and proceeding on the theory that the men are victims of an arclaic system over
which they have no control, temporary FDRF are initiated and the men are paid.
Reconciliations are effected either upon receipt of the PDr or upon verification
from FCSA.

IHs Casualty Evacuation by Dust-Off

RISCUMION: The principal of the ehain of evacuation of casualties fro unit
medic to battalion aid station to Division clearing station to ars level wao-
nati-• or surgical hospital in tins-homored. In a guezrila war and with the
advent of helioo.ter evacuation, the casalty wauy times goes directly to the
"hospital from the battle field where he was injuredo. ere is no question that
many lives have been saved because of their rapid tranportation to an a= has-
pital. hperienoe has shoen, however, that in many cases it was detrimental to
both the man and the mission when clearing station facilities were over-flown
in order to get the man to an um hoopitAl. The following points substantiate
this argument:

1. aNu cunalties have not been seen iy medical personnel prior to pick
up by dust-off, and must ba taken to the clos -pt facility, i.e., cleazing Sts.
tioe where resus•itative treatment is given and the patient utablised prior to
further evacuation. further, those patients that are treated by thetounmuquet,
require imsediate professioral medical oa%* The orisk of DOA in such greater
wAe clearing stutions are by-p•esed and additional time is spent flying to a
nore distant medical facilliy.

2. Seriously injured casualties and slihtly wounded csualties are
placed on the saie evacuation helicopters At VIM MMR33G station the sitly
wounded casualty can be treated, held for a short period, and returned to duty
directly without leaving the division are.

3. Evauation can be coordinated at the clearing staticn, thereby,
pIreenting a situation where a helicopter takes a single Vatient to a hoe-
pital whih ma require 40 to 60 sinutes, plus refuelng time; at the em
time other patients in the AO ae *waiting evacuation. Frther#, patiest
are brou• t to the clearing station by aliok shitp or ocnda vehicle. If
the evaquation heoleea~ r by-pussee the clearing station e•amte to a ho-
pifth, other patients awaiting evaecuation an held an undue length of times

CONFt ra6A0IAL
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4. Clearing stations have the necessary equipment and professional
personnel to provide resuscitative medical care and to stabilize the patient
so that further evacuation will not jeopardize his health.

3OSIRMATIONs Whenever possible, combat operations should be supported by
a clearing station in the FSB, with a dust-off helicopter co-located with
the clearing station. Casualties should be brought directly to the clear-
ing station for initial treatment, and then further evacuation to army level
hospitals coordinated by the clearing station.

IT: Riverine MNedioal Support

DISCUSSIONs For ri~verine operations an ATC with an emergency medioal team
consisting of 1 MC and 7 Medical Corpsmen moves with the assault fore to a
point near the area of operations. bergency medical care is provided here
and than casualties are further evacuated. On several occasions casualties
were unable to be evacuated from the medical ATC due to closeness of enemy
contact. To counter this and to provide a more efficient service as %6l1 as
to eliminate urgent cases taken to the APB's where closeness of spaces and
dangers of moving patients up and down desw with narrow passages exist, an
LCU with helipad has been requested.

OBSERVATION: A LCU will provide quicker response to urgent cases and ability
to move to area of operations for medical service.

MT: Medical Clearing Station

DISCSSION Setting up of Medical clearing station in field operations.
A clearing station n6rmally is located where security is pvovided, anM
where it can best support the mission. This invarinby meanr tha bAevas
trains area. The medical clearing station area must have adequate @Wae as
well as area for a dust-off helicopter landing *one, To ama', maziam use
of the clearing station it is edvisable to locate the clearing station near
or in a MD area. By this meam, the medical coiepan7 can be mm rempowive
to battalion aid stations as well as more effeoot.vols smport tts operation.

O•MT s Medical clearing stations sho•ld be used as nich as pessible
and located as close to the AO an feasible, The Sapbbilitis of the medical
olearings station ae the same for inititl l1fe sWAr proiedunro as an
oevacation hospital.

a Itellgenee Collection Vorksheet

DISCUiBIt So flow of info'mation ino 02 is tolvaacus ad eaah saramte
pleoe of Infazmation mast be tbhroughby evaluate In li&t of 'he ceeaplete in-
tellio e piLtume. Buds for organsing the essential elements of infozmationC ON FIJVr"A Lw
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(Wi) should be predicated on what is needed to confirm or complete intelligence
on hand*

OBSERVATIONj A collection worksheet file, tabbed to separate intelligence 131
and ftwpuk by specified geographic or political area (i~e. province, Special
Zone, eUo) and by intelligence subject within that area (ise. installations,
lines of coimunioation, infrastructure, tactios, etc) will enable the G2 plan-
ner to focus on one area and subject at a time when building an intelligence
picture to accurately portray enemy capabilities, vulnerabilities, and pos-
sible coures of action. On the worksheet are oolumb fors E1I, Sources, Date
and Time (ZHI) Dae, Feedback and Dissemination. Thus on one form (worksheet),
the user can determine the timeliqess of the answer, see the answer, maintain
a record of it's dissemination and/or action taken, and develop additional EHI
to more fully develop the intelligence picture for that particular enemy ac-
tivity within the designated area.

ITD(a Utilization of Order of Battle information derived from captured docu-
ments.

DICUSSIONt Captured documents are a valuable source of order of battle in-
formation on VC units fro% the highest to 'the lowest level. However, volume
of information derivied froi these documents presents problems in filing and
analyzing a:d disseminating the information to using units.

OBS0ERATION% The nost important step in the utilization of iwformation de-
rived from captured documents is in passing the information on to the using
units.* hh of the information obtained deals with the ocmposition, strenAth,
weapn•, equiment, and personalities of a partioular VC unit. All personality
information is extracted and passed to the Counterintelligence Seotion for Ar-

olusion in the blacklists. Other information is analysed and disseminated in
Order of Battle briefs, passed directly to the interrogation section to be used
in crose cheaki• PN statements, or disseminated to units having primary interest.

sacnuation of Wbx Documents and Material

Z8WWTXI When the IPN fem Is not looated in clos praoxmity to Brigade
eadquartercs uems of tactical oonsiderations, the utilisation of am a•-t.

mobile oomand post, or any other reason, units should use erY available
mans to rapidly evacuate enemW dooumnts and material direetly to the ZIN
Te--, bypasing intermediate headquarter*. Sine tactical units rarely have
the capability to aake me than a cursory eaminaltion of such items, failue
to rWdly evacuate theo items of possible Intelligence value may remlt in
delaring proper evacuation beyond the point wher quiak esploitation of such
intelligence would be fruitful.

C ON FI ONTIA4-
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0NSURVATIONS Since the IPW Team will normally be located in the trains area
when not with the CP, eveW effort should be made to utilize resupply helicop-ers,
helicopters returning to trains area for refueling, or any other type vehicle to
rapidly evacuate captured documents and materials.

=I Nap Supply

DISCUSSION: S2 personnel should anticipate that on any operation the A0 may
be enlarged to include additional areas in any direction. In the event this
occurs, map coverage becomes an immediate necessity. It is realised that al-
though transportating large umbers of maps may be difficult and irpraotioal
a definite plan fnr additional coverage over and above the assigned AO must be
implementea..

OBSZRVATION: That 82 sections have their possession or at a minimu readily
available in the trains area, sufficient maps for normal distribution of eacL
map sheet bordering the assigned AO. Prior to each operation, the 82 must ascer-
tain that he has such coverage, and if not submit a reqpisition for Immediate
iosusu

=5I Debriefing of Combat Action

iELU88IONs Frequent e*r eous spot reports ae submitted b7 subordi4te units
as a-result of oonfusiont following an engagement. D"1rn one operation contact
reports indicated that the VC forces encountered-yar from half a squad to platoon
size, and that several VC olayomres were detonated* Debriefing of personnel
Indicated that the nit oomanders Impression differed from the platoon leaderJ inveilve.

OMMMUAS Platoons should be debriefed as soon as possible following contact.
The ptatoon leader should debrief his entire unit, reoonatractin the entire
event. Mm applicable, the company comander or battalion 82 should participate
In the debriefing.

1R. Interrogation of WN and Ohieu oBi

S To facilitate rapid dissemination of Intelligence gained fto
interroation of PN and ineu hoi, a system of sped translations and report-
Ing needs to a establishWe. ohe present asyest requires evacuastion from the
field looat•l• to the battalion P cage. No field interrogptio, can be made
due to the lack of trained interroators and interpreters. At battalion and
brigade level an ilterroation in made sad then the NW Is evacuated to the
mvJision IN cae for mome •futeAve ine-gto At egah level a formmi
iniarrogation report is pr•p d an 4smn t to the a2 or Q2 at the
SpproSIte level.CN Fbt O ENTI ALw
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The formal written report takes time to prepare, edit and distribute. A
system of informal reporting should be established to permit immediate dissemina-
tion of intelligence information. In particular local force and main force pers-
onnel should be interrogateC and information expedited to the capturing unit
to g maxinmm exploitation and value of the intelligence derived.

O2S1RVATIONS All IPW teams should be alert to desesminate intelligneoe inform-
ation as rapidly and expeditiously as possible. At lower level interrogation
should be geared to combat intelligence for immediate use (of the troops on the
ground) at ompumay/battalion level.

lKWs Helicopter Landing Zone (ELZ) Studies

DISCUSSIONs It is necessary to have all HLZ studies as comprehensive as pos-
sible in order to ptovide the commander and the pilots a complete orientation
prior to conduotion of an operation.

OBSiN ATIOE, All ELZ should be plotted on an overlay with a narrative desorip-
tion of the area and supported by individual photos (preferably hand-held photos)
of each HLZ.

Ms WC/EVA Booby Traps

DIGOM M A high percentage of US casualties have been attributed to 0/EVA
mines and booby trps.p Too often mines and booby traps go undeteced until
after detonations When discovered, mines or booby traps should bot be destroyed
unless trained personnel are available to dissw theme The only VC/NTA marker
"sign reported encountered haa been "TV DAi! (Kinl Zone). NOVY G2 recently published
a handbook with several illustrations on VC/NVA mine end booby trap indicators
being emplyed in I Corps.

CBMATIOJl All personnel must make a throqb and continuous search of local
terrain in order to detect 10/ETA mines and booby trapse. he average soldier
doem not possess the necessary knowledge to disam mines or booby traps with-
out preat danger to himself. Signs should be reported to hiaber headquarte
for oaqaiation and distribution to all units. Any unusual emplyo•met of mines
or booby tmp should be sketched or photog• •ed prior to destruction.

M T Nade sMass and Booby Traps

S:M Bori Operation AM a smal ordmae cache was located that sub-
stentiates the local immfactr•ig of han greeades, mnes and booby treps.
Two hand Srnades confiscated wrn oontcted froms U8 chocolate milk cma, with

an eplosive filler and standard fume.

SO # F IENATrI A L
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OD8NRVAYIONa Comand emphasis at all levels must be placed on the destruction
Or removal of all waste items, cans, batteries, oummunioations wir, foil, pla-
tic bag., to preclude their use by the enemy.

ITNI EHighway Obstructions Constructed by the Viet Cong

DISCUSSIONs The Viet Cong are very tricky in, their mining and obstruction of
locally travelled highways. One instance occurred on Highway 4, durig a time
when the Viet Cong were extremely active in their terrorist sctivities and tae-
ties. The TC set up two earth obstructions approximately 1000 meteid apait,
on Highway 4. The first obstr,-.+don was found to be no more than a large pile
of dirt blocking traffico. This was checked for zines, using the mine teroetors,
and removed from the road* The second obstruction was found to be esmotly like
the first pile of dirt, except it was mined.

OMDSVATIONS Anything loes than a 100 effort by the mine detector team would
have resulted in overlooking the mine. Moving the pile before throughly check
it out for booby traps would most likely have resulted in an explosion, inflict-
ing daane and casualties to friendly troop@.

IM.:s Corrdination Requirement. of Mobile Riverine Foroe (NO)

DIS UNl• s The nature of operations (strike primarily) conduoted by the MRW
necessitates rapid and continuig coordination. For ezauple, at one anchorage
the MU employed security force. in three separate provinces vhile conducting
operations in two provinos. Aa evidenced by this exsmple, the WR is a trans-
itory fame hiceh cootinnally crosses Gil boundaries of political and military
responsibility. ie requires extensive liaison and coordination which has been
routinely handled by the brigade oeemand and staff with exoeption of puwly U8
Navy advisory matters.

2M TAMXi Two liaison officers authorised by brigade TOU cannot met
requirement@ for all required oordinatior anA liaison, consequently, the 85
wan eomand group have had to asme a portion of this responsibility. To effect
fu land conti• • ecoordination, a lialson section of fo offie rsn, preferably
Captain, is wmrvernted. Provisions for essipuent Of thsee officers has been
addressed on a proposed revision to the Table of iKstribution.

I5s Aimeobile Feint as b1onow of 1orie

DXBWWOK Area of operations assied for strike operations often meed
a unts capability to attack and simltenseusly block likely routses of escape

CON FI DENTIAL
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OB81AT'IOI: Airmobile feints to include full airstrikent artillery and gan-
ships landing sowe preparations can often be employed along likely enem7 escape
routes to deter enemy use of those routes. Moreover, by detering enemy use of
a route, he may remain in a fixed position or attempt to escape along routes
blocked by maneuver force.

IY: Waterborno and Airborne Command and Control Craft

DISCUSSIO8 Both brigade and battalion commanders have found the helicopter
an invaluable tool in ommand and control. The Delta enviroment, flat, open
and free of vegetation canopy presents a challenge to ground navigation and
a great advantage to the airborne cmmander and observer. Delineation of ob-
jeetives, routes and ebstacles and, to a smaller degree, enemy forticationa
in a very difficult task to the commander on the surface and a relatively easy
task for the airborne oommander. Both troop and assault craft maneuver is
facilitated I00% as a result of the generally umobscured view of the airborne
command group. With the limited visibility of darkness and margnal flying
weather experienced during the southwest monsoon season, the command and com-
munications boats (0C0) provided by N 117 are essential to continiag oomand
and control by brigade and battalion omnmanders in their forward positions of
the area of operations.

ONUATIOI: The combined use of ecomend and control helicopters and the CC3
by brigade and battalion commanders permits close supervision and control of
the Joint combat power deployed by the Mil with oeoperating and supporting
forces.

_=I Individual Icuch-Down kaing Aizmobile Operations

DISCUSIOa During July 1967, the Pathfinder Detachment had the mission of
operating the stae field for a three omapa U-ID Helicopter Tactical Troop
lift. b.e requirement was to mark the touchdown points for the lead aircraft
of each ompany. (Operation PFADDnIO)

goWAU The practice of marking only the touchdown point for the lead
aircraft of each airmobile compay is not desirable if there is sufficient
time to properly employ the organic Pathfinder teem to amk Individual tonuc-
dowm points.

Coornation with AMl

IOlose ooontion with I= laoes working in the are a mast
be ascomlshed down to am Including cmpa level to make e US and AR
have eha d call msi #, re frets. points of og , oven rys" and operaons
orders.

CONFIDENTIAL
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OEffACI o The use of a liaison officer to ARYN units working with or in
conjunction with US =uits is a must for proper coordination*

pt Imployment of AA (SP) Artillery to Augment Fire Support/Patrol Uses

DISCUSSIO, T twin 40m and quad .50 oal proved to be a definite asset in
securing s/s. By using Ushese items at IS/FE the infantry elements securing
1•/PB ae allowed to conduct extensive patrilling in the AO during daylight
hours. The only restriotion being routes into Is/Ps, since the 40u weapon
is not air transportaDle and cannot accompany 105 batteries that are airlifted
into position. ,owever, the quad .50 oal can be dismounted and easily airlifted
into Air Head.

inMMTIM's The use of twin 40=9 and quad .50 cal machine guns is defense of
IS/PS lessens the requirements for infantry security during the daylight hours
and increases the ability of the infantry elements to conduct S & D operations.
these weapons also increase the firepower and defensive capability of the IS/PB
when secured by infantry u=Its and allow for more ambush patrols to be establish-
ed during the hours of darbess.

Ms_: Incentives for Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (LERP) Neumbers

Dj 88IC: The LU? Detachment consists of volunteers who often operate in
five man patrols In TO occupied areas over erteaded periods of ti., beyond
the range orf riendy arillu y and with lit~td radio o6ntiot with Other
friendly forces. To participate in these miLsions ruquiep a special typ
of infantzMn who is ntelnieut, cal under stresse, resurceful, aegressive,
and willing to forgo nozal comforts for days at a time

0inDAZE In order to recruit th desirable LM? mfebert, and retain him
as an enthAuiastic energetic aber Is spite of the risks and disocaforts of
his msesions, special incentives ane requ•ieo. Such Incentive may naolude the
re•o•ition he receivee fraim Wres releases, wearing a distinctive unifoxm,
having neat and presentable lvIn quarters, scheduling tim. for sports and
other worthwhile activities. Such inoentivies, together with st•omg leadership,
will go for to obtain and motivate desirable LU? candidates.

B esiapply Helicopter

a A remraply beloopter available twice daily, wSwrovm the of-
feoeovee of on unis in two • s (I) due eiteu to nmle ed/or

oreasdN4 1em l trm two hot m=al daily, unite mov mo mre effectively,

(2) Soe Individual peck is reducded

CO NV F)• E A/T IAL
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SOONUVAYIO I Troops performed better when given two hot meale a day*. roops
were more alert and oould move more effeotively due to reduced pack load.

j_.U Kaintenanee during Field Operation.

DIN ION: On several occasion., supported units have left all their
organisational maintenance personnel in base oap, depriving themselves
of all maintenance capability. Consequently, forward support oompanies were
requested to perform such jdba as chaqgin a flat tire. Nozmal worklcads
will not permit support personnel to perform the organizational maintenance
of supported unite.

038WM0YA ft hmphasis msot be placed on the need for oe•wt iational main-
tenance personnel to accompan their units on field operations.

IMsi Logistic Planning for Airmobile Operations

X=11105: One of the most important apects of a successful aimobile
operation is an adequate and organized logistics base for helicopters partici-
pating in the operation. In addition to forecasting fuel and amunition re-
quiremente, detailed plans must be made as to the type(s) of refueling system
to be used, method of providing aunition to armed helicootero, lftvial
layout and organization of refueling and reaming areas in consideration with
staqgin and helicopter parking requiretment, vehicular ta tat require-
ment and personnel requirements. Logistics personnel must have sufficlent
time to complete detailed plansiag of the logistics bas and operations prioe
to beginning an al•obile operation.

•TRAWUs a. SnocesefUl logistics support for helioepters particl-
pating In airmobile operations require detailed planning.

b. 84 personnel not be Aotified medlAtely of pending a immobile
opemrtion, and mast work closely with 83 and Pathfinder personmnel thru
an phanes of plaw.ng.

o, • rouA •o reconnaissance o refuelin and remaing are
mat be conducted by 84 nd Pathfinder peronel as eaoly # possible.

8 aidstand for Vosk aA ft pet mromat nad UtMeW Amea

In te I Loe Sah aea, the momom ni b•egn in stroent
in early ft. Pmw eey constreted haodstaa, rmds, vehioel stmp esoeg,
=A maintmame aeas deterloste ad becom usnless qu ms with the onst
of wet eatho. r .s is sana ted by vehicle mvmet in rac weas. Pro-
pered, poked, ~e hadsttnd is neded for an msuch aea to preet
deter ation of workinfg neo.
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OEBSRTUYAIONI Properly prepared hardatand work and storage am should be
afforded maintenance units in orders to prevent a loss of mission capability
in rainy weather. During wet spells, vehicle moveagnt, particularly tracks
in prepared and unprepared areas must be kept to an absolute minium.,

I'•s Demand rate for Contact Team

DISCUSSION: Contact teams have been provided for major operations and normal
support mission work. The prina•ry advantage gainsa was the prevention of the
necessity for evacuating all downed track@ in need of 3rd echelon r epar..
This represents a substantial savings in time, mampower, fuel, lives and
equipment.

q!SIRATION: Maintenance support units should continue employing contact
teams to work with supported battalion maintenance sections on field operations
and normal mission work.

LTNh SmokGrenade Use in Flooded LZ's

iZDIS S An-Ln the monsoon season most areas of South Vietnam are flooded,
thus reducing the effectiveness of smoke grenades. Experience of the past
month has shown that, in most ases, several atteapts had to be made to success-
fully mank with moke. Mhat was needed was a moke grenade that couid be dropped

mra an aircraft into vet or flooded areas and remain on the water surmfae.
Since no such grenade was mediately available in the supply yastm, an effect-
ive and ecomical solution was attained throu& use of 2.75' rocket warbead
carton and a standard N-18 smoke grenade. 2hen modified granades were 100%
effective (4 out of 4) dui an operation on 25 July 1967.

MjIfAMAM Using the N-18 smoke grenade inside of the oardboad shipping
carton of the 2.75' rocket warhead wnll provid an effective ous amanimal
marksi device for use in flooded terrain.

U.' aycolog"Ia WIxplottIon of VC Attacks

Sbosequxnt to a VO attaok on an isolated hamet or Uif/J Instal-
lation, assistance should not be limited to fire sufort and or other tactical
support. A W should be orninsed to daploy to the location of the attack
to help treat the wounded and gLive other &ai as required. Zn conjuction with
asslstm e should receive sme tpe of publ•city to porkt and Install in the
popiltIon the idea that the 13 is always atlable to provide as asssetane
possble.

CONFIDENTIAL
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;Mt: Smoke Grenade Use in Flooded LZ'W (Con't)

1e Remove pl ring from safety pin leaving
safety pin (cotter) in Plae.

2. Attach two feet of lifht wire (aircraft
safety wire ,040 is ideal) to the safety
cotter pin as in diagram twist double strand
for about 3m.

3. Break off safety spoon by bending back
and forth just below safety pin.

4. Panture a small hole in the side of card-
board (A) see diagra.. Thread loose end of 5 1 J
wire thru the hole and slide grenade into
carton as in diagrame. Pull up slack and __ _

attao) pull ring outside as shown,

5. Punch several (3-4) smoke exits holes
in top of canister.

6. Add three nails to oarton, one
to keep smoke grenade pre3sure from
popping the top off the oanister (C) a small
knife out with the nail pushed thru will
work*

NOTE: These sm ---eades with exits holes in
the top (i.e., white, red) work best although
=W color wil work satisfactory.

1*-i
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OBSERVATIONS VC attacks on isolated hamlet or RF/PF installations can be in-
ployed to the advantage of US Forces when exploited in a thoroughly planned
and programmed MEDCAP.

ITU(: Mutual Fire Support

DISCUSSION: Gunships are vulnerable when making approached to and exits from
areas where they fire in support of troops in contact.

OBSERVATION: Coordination of mutual fire support has a definite application
when planning employment of helicopter gunships in support of troops in contact.
Suppressive fims from ground elements during a helicopter gunship firing pass
will provide an iyvaluable degree of 'rotection for the gunships.

ITEK: Control and Coordination of Aircraft and Supporting Fires in a Nobile
Riverine Force Area of Ouerations.

DISCUSSION: The variety of air transportation and firepower available to the
commander must be judiciously empl eyed to achieve tactical success without en-
dangering one element by indiscriminate employment of another* For example,
the WF must on occasion employ land and barge based artillery, mortars organic
to Navy craft, fires of maneuver battalions, close air support, gunship support,
command and control aircraft, observer aircraft, troop lifts, aerial resupply,
medevac, etco

OBSERVATIONS The senior headquarters exercising oiamnd and control of air-
craft and supporting fires in an Area of Operation can facilitate exeouticA
of this task by observing the followings

1. Use every mears possible to remain continually abreast of friendly
locations.

2. After contact is established, employ supporting fires to block enem

escape routes which cannot be covered by ground elements.

3e "Loan into" supporting fires by complementing its effect with eploy-
ment of maneuver battalions.

4. Avoid the necessity of registering indirect fie veapons oter contsot
has been made*

5. Employ close air support on either flank of the gun-target line of in-
direct fire support of beyond the impact area.

6. Vary Mwe #pe of ordnamnce on a target by alternating air and artillery,
one imediately following tlh otbero

CONDENTIA&i
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7. Maintain direct fire on targets by employing armored troop carriers
one monitors with their armored protection, from other-wise open water escape
routes in conjunction with air and artillery fires.

8. Gunships can best be employed against machine gun of other orew-served
weapons emplacement when, by virtue of their close proximity to friendly posi-
tions or lack of friendly cover, artillery and airetrikes cannot be used.

9. To provide qontinuity of gunship support, designate one team leader
to remain on station and brief relief teams when the original team is forced
to depart for rearming or refueling.

10. As air, artillery, and gunship fires defoliate fortified areas, bunk-
ers becomes definable to indirect fires, especially those of the 155mm howitzer.

11* When it is aecessary to withdraw the senior comand and control heli-
copter for refueliag, insure that a subordinate command group is prepared to
oversee the battle until refueling is accomplished.

12. Although dustoff may be called by comanders at company level, the
senior commander must retain approving authority for entrance and exit times
and routes of dustoff helicopters so that the momentum of the attack will not
be lost because of an u~spected requirement tO cease fire*

ITZ.s Protection from Demolition Blast

DISCUSSIOE: During an aimobile operation one man was killed by flying debris
from a tree which he had blown in piepariAg a landing awne. He was neither far
enough aM frm the tree nor did he have cover*

OBSa YA!Bas Maembers of demo tersn must constantly be reminded of safety
in protecting themelves and others when handling explosive materials. If
not closely supervised they become too familar with the explosive materials
tnvolved and tend not to exercise muffioient oaution in handling and detonat-
ing. That all demolition teo= personnel receive close supervision in their
work. Adequate cover and distance should be chosen iq advance. This prot-
ection should be easily and quickly obtained.

SProtection of DemlitiorA from Xoite'e

I On a recent operation in which demolition tearn had to move on
through wet, wad terrain, dmolition fuses and blasting oaps got wet.

Misfires on bsequent use of fuses and aspe were encountered,

CON Fo DeNrIAL
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_0BS__ATION_ Caps, fuzes and explosives miast be kept as dry as possible to
insure against misfires or delayed detonation. If possible, these materials
should be airlifted to projects where demo teams have been on foot moving
through streams and rice paddies* This would eliminate wet demolitions and
therefore out down on misfires and safety hazards.

ITEM: Bridge Training

DISCUSSION: Repeated contact with the line companies show that their per-
sonnel have limited knowledge of construction and operation of bridges*

OBSERVATION: Instruction provided by the bridge company has increased
efficiency of the line companies, but further training is a necessity.

ITs! Incoming Infusion Personnel

DISCUSSIONs Many of the new personnel entering a unit of the infusion pro-
gram have little or no bridge experience. Many of these individuals fill
important command slots.

OBSERVATION: Intensive platooLtZ r .r.equired.-pn.j.ar scale basis
to familiarize indt~aiT!dyfwith bridge equipment and its capabilities.

IT3: Mission Readiness of infrequently Used Equipment

DISCUSSION: On a recent operation pneumatic assault boats were required.
The boats were loaded and without prior inspection taken out on the mission.
After. arriving at the river site it was found that the pneumatic pumps were
missing. Also, it was discovered that one of the boats was unable to hold
air*

OBSEVATION: Equipment should be maintained in a state of mission readiness.
All aooessory parts and equipment be made to assure they are operable. This
is especially true for infrequently used equipment and acoessories.

Is Base Camps in the Delta

DISCUSSION1 The majority of the base oamps were not prepared properly
prior to the units arrival. This resulted in oongestion and acute drainage
problems. The reasom for the inadequate preparation may be sumned up in the
following points$

CON Fl iEfNT1AL
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1. Lack of detail layout plan.

2. Not enough time allowed for engineer effort.

N3 Lack of engineer heavy equipment.

OBSERVATION: Units moving into the Delta should plan their base camp and
install it with proper drainage prior to their moving into it.

ITE=14 Rome Plow Maintenance

DISCUSSION: Any improvements that can be made on the D7E tractors or RD16M
tractor to make them easier to maintain while working as Rome Plows will
keli any clearing operation. Tractor down time is the biggest problem in this
type of operation. By doing maintenance and repairs at night, whenever
possible, this situation can be greatly improved. However, several character-
istic weaknesses of the tractors could be improved by modifications* The
greatest repair problems are baused by broken radiators, broken belly pans,
and broken hydraulic lines on blade lift cylinders.

OBSERVATION: By fabricating a Vrill from a J" steel to cover the radiators
this problem can be drastically'"reduced. Belly pans can be reinforced by
welding dozer blade edges over the existing pan or. as a replacement pans 2"
angle iron should be welded to the blade lift cylinder over the hydraulic
lines. (EIR initiated)

IT.4: Moving Unit Headquarters with Clearing Operations

DISCUSSION: As jungle clearing operations proceed, the distance from
bivouac to work site increases. Travel time is essentially lost time. A
maintenance base near the work site is essential and POL and water require-
ments are high. Constant travel on previously cleared trails also creates a
security problem.

OBSERVATION: It is desirable to move a base consisting of maintenance pers-
monnel, oonmnioations capabilities, one cookt operators, mine detector team,
and supervIsors every two days. Fly rations, POL and water into the work site
daily and take only essential wheeled vehicles.

IT: Chain saw systems fouling up.

DISCUSSIONs Several chain saws have been highly inefficient, and sometimes
even deadlined, due to the spark plugs and engine becoming fouled up*

CON FD 0 .NTI A."
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OBSERVATION: It appears that the wrong type oil is being used in many chain
saws - due to the lack of information - in the case of most of the personnel
involved with chain saws. A non-detergent oil should be utilized - according
to the lube order - in all of our chain saws, also operators and maintenance
personnel be thoroughly indoctrinated with the importance of using the proper
type of oil in chain saws.

ITEM: Road Maintenance

DISCUSSION: A great deal of road improvement can be accomplished by ripping
up the existing road with a dozer grader and then reshaping it. The existing
roadways are hard pack and readily wear out scarifier teeth. An ample supply
of scarifier teeth is suagsted if a project such as this is undertaken*

OBSERVATION: A great deal of time is saved by not hauling unnecessary fill.

ITE. : Information Posters

DISCUSSIONS Engineer units should put up billboards on project sites to
inform local people of the work being done in their behalf. 'henever pol.
sible, play up the part of the local Vietnamese effort.

OBSERVATION: By posting project information posters, the US military effort
will be -more closely associated with the local natives.

S'Local A1VN Advisors

LS§_CU§SION When conducting a construction project within the range of Viet-
namese military units or local population of the local US Advisor should be
informed of the project arrangements with Vietnamese officials when necessary.
Also, by informing the US Adviser he will seem well informed to his counter-part.

OBSERVATION Insure that the local ARVY advisor knows about any work being
done in his area concerning the local people.

IM: Nl M Matting

DISCUSSION. NAI matting can be used effectively as a road nutfaoe, eurfac-
ing a motor pool, storage area, etc., with a great deal of effectiveness if
two precautions are taken.

1 the ground on whih the matting s to eplaced has a•good bearing
capacity under all conditions.

'77
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2. The ground on which the matting is to be placed is well graded for
drainage.

OBSERVATION: If the matting is placed over poor soil such as clay or silt
(rice ;;!U fill) T-17 membrane should be placed between the matting and the
ground. The T-17 will prevent the failure of the matter as a result of the
ground washing, or being super saturated.

ITEM: Brake probleme in Wet, Sandy Areas

DISCUSSION: Vehicles that are utilized extensively in wet, sandy or mucky
area have had problems with muck and sand seeping into the brake shoes,
wearing them out in an unbelievably short time.

OBSERVATION: That a program be set up to check and replace brake shoes, if
necessary, at least once a month on all vehicles utilized extensively in wet,
sandy, or mucky area.

ITEM: Fires in Radiators and Belly Pans of Rome Plows

DISCUSSION: Leaves and branches collect in the radiators and belly pans of
Rome plows during extended jungle clearing operations. The heat of the eng-
ine ignites the debris, causing damage to electric wires and hydraulic hoses.
If leading fuel injectors are present, the fire then becomes a diesel fire.

OBSERVATION: Insure that an air compressor is available to blow out debris
from radiators and engine belly pans. In addition, a good water supply and
fire extingusiher should be readily available to reduce damage in the belly
pans*

ITE•: Supervision of Rome Plows

DISCUSSIONt The Rome Plow works best when the operator works with fresh
jungle on his left and previously cleared jungle on his right. By cutting
in a counter-olookwise fashion the operator accomplishes this but he cannot
be effectively controlled by the supervisor while on the back side of the
square. If the Rome Plows are clearing along a road they are safer and more
easily controlled as the supervisor can keep them in view.

OSERVATION: It was found that Rome Plows work more effectively in tandem
by cutting up the left side of the road, returnin down the right side and
by oontinuimg to widen the area the area in this round-irobin fashion. Depend-
ing upon the jungle density, an initial out of 100 to 300 meters in length
works beat.

SON F-DENT/A-
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ITEDs Pilot Trails on Clearing Operations

DISCUSSION: Rome Plow operators need a pilot trail to follow through the
jungle on clearing operations. In thick jungle the trees fall back over the
Plow cab, obscuring the vision and direction of the operator. If he cuts
into new jungJet he can easily become lost* Whent #here is no road to orient
on or to follow, a new road must be cut.

OBSERVATION: Out pilot trails with a Rome Plow* It has been found that the
lensatic compass will work inside the Rome Plow cab, reducing the possibility
of straying off the planned course.

ITEM: 155mm Gun Pads

DISCUSSION: Firing positions were constructed for 155imi towed howitzers
during the dry season by pushing up dry rice paddy fill and constructing
a wooden firing platform. Trail logs were -utilized to contain the howitzer
during firing. With the arrival of the rainy season the paddy fill be-
came too soft to support the trail logs and the guns could not fire due to
the failure of the soil.

OBSERVATION: The solution was the construction of a retaining wall to sup-
port the trail logs. This was accomplished by placing concrete filled 55
gallon drums in an octagon around the gun pad. A one inch cable was strung
around the barrels and PSP was placed on both sides of the barrels. (The PSP
was added due to overturning action of the barrels)* After one month of firing,
only minor repairs have been necessary. Square 12X12 timbers have been
substituted for round trail logs as they tended to turn or slide under the
trail spades.

ITSK: Outboard Motors

DISCUSSIONS The 25 hop. Chrysler outboard motors used to provide propulsion
for LTR pontoons have been utilized nearly 24 hours a day. This extensive
use is resulting in increased maintenance problms. The gear box in the
lower housing of the foot has been freezing up and wearing out at an extreme-
ly rapid rate. No amount of preventative maintenance sees to reduce the
trouble enoountered in the gear box, except for daily greasing of the oom-
ponent parts of the box. This is a very time conowtng operation and leads
to excessive down time for the motors.

OE AM£-0 If a thicker, more visoous lubricant were available for specific
use in situations such an this, much unnecessary maintenance could be avoid-
ed. Xost civilian outboard motors requires a special type of bypoid greae
for use in the lower gear housing and should be available for use. (Uquipient
Imrovme Recommendation Initiated)

C 0 N F J NT'AL
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IT__: Soil Stabilization

DISCUSSION: Soil stabilization has proven to be a major problem at Dong Tam
base camp. The heavy rains are causing extensive erosion of roadways, the
temporary airfield and even company living areas.

OBSERVATION: Roadways and shoulders have been stabilized by mixing cement
with the soil and allowing proper curing and wet up time* A large quantity
of cement is used, but this and a costing of peneprime have helped reduce
the erosion of the roads. Ditohlines have been stabilized somewhat, by cover-
ing them with burlap and coating the burlap with peneprime to help it shed
water. Retaining walls are also used to a certain degreet but require
extensive construction time*

ITE__ The half-pontoon Float Bridge

DISCUSSION: For one operation in the delta the bridge company of the 15th
Engineer Battalion received a mission with certain special requirements.
The design criteria and requirements were:

a. 1/2 pontoon limitation

b. Air transportable

0. Ready to use in 3 hours

The bridge and adapters for it were constructed in the motor pool at
Camp Martin Cox. Two typical loads, an off set load and an H-frame ramp
load, were flown by a Chinook helicopter and presented no aerodynamic problems
The bridge was then taken by truck to Tan An where two predesignated groups
split. One group stayed at Tan An while the other went to Binh Phouc, the
staging area for this operation. The group from Binh Phouc then proceeded
to the bridge site at Xom Cau to prepare the site. The first section ar-
rive,! zAsembled, by Chinook. The bridge assembly was completed in 3* hours,
,•±th partial anchorage, and a convoy of APC's was able to move across it*
All anchorages were in and the bridge was ready for full operation in less
than 5 hours. At the completion of this operation the bridge was easily
disassembled and airlifted back to Tan An.

OBSIRVATIONS The followi.r! lessons were learned:

as The air mobilty and ease of handling in outstanding.

be A half-pontoon bridge can be placed in a tight location where a
full pontoon would be impractical, such as close to another bridge which
has been blown.

Lao)
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o. The light weight of the bridge allows the bulk to be assembled on
the pontoon and then flown to the bridge site*

d. The class of the bridge with all floats in the water is 18, but
tidal conitions result in the shore floats being grounded, occasionally,
lowering the class.

e. The ramp section cannot be safely married together by helicopter
because of high downdraft.

f. The site has to be prepared prior to arrival of the bridge to fully
utilize rapid placement capability.

g. Anchorage should be prepared and placed prior to arrical to cut
down on construction time.

ITH._ Starter system for Chain Saws

DISCUSSION: The major failure component of chain saws appears to be the
rewind spring on the stater. In many instances the starter cord has pulled
clear out of the chain saw.

OBSERVATION: Starter assemblies are not sturdy enough to withstand continued
use and restarts in the fields A stronger rewind spring be used in the start-
er assembly. Operators should be cautioned about the danger or damaging
starters by pulling too hard. Also an additional two feet of cord might
eliminate the possibility of the operator pulling the rotar against the stops,
alleviating much of the present problem. (EIR initiated)

ITEM Limited Application of Tunnel Destruction Kit

DISCUSSIOI: On two occasions, the Tunnel Destruction Kit was used in an
attempt to destroy VC tunnel complexes. Because both had more than eight
(8) feet of overburden, the kit failed to destroy them; however, it was most
effective in the dissemination of CS which was placed in twenty pound bags
throughout the complex and which exploded simultaniously with the acetylene.

OBSERVATION: In that the majority of tunnel complexes encountered have more
than eight feet of overburden, the Tunnel Destruction Kit is of limited use*
Its capabilities must be know by those who employ and operate it.

SFrlelity of the Nine Detector
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DISCUS.SION Mine detectors are receiving heavy use under adverse conditions.
This is resulting in a high dqadline rate due to the sensitive nature of
these instruments. Broken handles and cracked heads are the major deadline
items of the detectors.

OBSERVATIONS The extension handle and the detector head are not durable
enough to withstand the typical shock flexure which they receive. In many
cases operators are nqt fully aware of the fragility of the mine detector.
That a more durable handle and dgteotor head be designed for the mine detect-
or. Secondly, that e-nerators be more fully trained at unit level in the care
and maintenance of mine detectors. (ER has been submitted)

ITDI: Road Clearing

DISCUSSION: For road clearing operations, where command detonated mines are
often used, a track vehicle on either side of the road pulling a rake (plow
like) would pul? out wires to command detonated mines. If this methc. is
usee, the tracks should be ahead of the road1 clearing party by at least 75
meters. Road clearing precautions that should be employed at all times are:

1. Do not set up a pattern in time. A unit was asbushed by a .50 cal
300 meters outside the base camp.

2. When clearing a road, clear all of it, the shoulders of the road
included.

3. Do not take for granted that a road is cleared when it passes
through a friendly village or an ARW or RF-PP outpost. On several ocaassions
mines have been found within 50 meters of a friendly outpost.

O:BSRVATIONt When proper techniques in road clearing operations ane used,
there will be a minimm of personal injury and property damage.

s: Competion of Aerial Photography Missions

DI8CUSSION: Completion of aerial photograph on a tin•ybamis is of utmost
imp6ttance. The most 'significant problem area in the inability to take aerial
photbgraphy during the rainy season because of veroast.

W A!1 : Completion of aeial photo missions have been reduced by appraziat-
sly 756 mine the onset of the rainy seasoC, thus anticipated requirements nust
be oompleted before the monsoon season begins.

CONFI D:NTIAL.
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ITE: Photographic Processing

DISCUSSION: The To&U structure of the 9th Signal Battalion Photographic
Section provides an .hJ/TFQ-7 mobile laboratory to process the photographs
taken in support of the Division. The ctpability of the AN/TIQ-7 is 75 each
contact prints per day. However, the amount demanded of the section exceeds
400 prints per day. The 9th Signal Battalion vas authorized a quonset hat
to provide the additional laboratory space needed to process the increased
demand. Since the quonset hut was not i'eadi)* available, iamiediate action
was required to temporarily alleviate the situation.

Q31ISRYATION: The Photographic Section obtained a 30-foot snemitrailer from
the Long 3Bin salvage yard and modified It with electricity and plumbing
to accomodate the task of photogapi printing. By moving the photographic
printing operation from the AN/I7 into the semi-trailer more space kad
facilities became available for both the necessary operations - photographic
pxinting and negative processing. The result was a three fold increase in
previous :Xiboratory capabilities. This field expedient measure enabled the
9th Signal Battalion Photographic Section to accomplish its mission in a
more satisfactory manner until the quonset hut laboratory facilities could
be completed*

IM: Frequency Interference an MH Systems

DISCSSION: Frequency interference has besome a constantly recurring problem
of MW' syestms. Helicopter MMF equipment a well as hazuonics of push to
talk frequencies have caused unnecessary harandment to ocemuications systems.
In a combat zone much as exits in BiN, It is impossible to isolate s"stems
in such a way so that this problem is avoided. The density of coininications
equipment within a limited area necessarily causes a high degree of inter'-
ference.

OBURVATION: The 9th Signal Battalion is presently testing the higher fre-
quencies employed in Delta Band of YE' equipment. It is hoped that the
ancont of interference will decrease significautly in this new range of
mnegacycles* Futher training of persormel in diagnosing interferaen prob-
lems. This recomedation has been made to a COUCEO teem who reaently
visited the Division probing area" wher inoreamd traainingi needed.
With myr training In this area, operators will be able to Initiate prompt
action~ when difficulties wise and better ooniloaticus wil be the remilts

ZYk Ivitobboard Facilities Within m1vision TOO
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DISOUSSIO:S The total amount of sole user circuits terminating within a
Division Tactical Operations Center makes it almost impossible to have a
telephonic device at the end of each wire. If this were done a total of
20 or more phones might be necessary withik DTOO and it would be extremely
difficult to discover which phone were ringing at any one time.

OBSWRVATION: Within the Division TOC a swih)oard has been installed
which teomizates all sole user lines destined for the DIOC. These cir-
cuits correspad tr trunk lines on a normal switchboard. Bach staff section
within the MOO then has a subscriber phone off the switchboard. there-
fore a plary calling DTO oan ask for a number of section instead of being

limited: by one specifically located section. It also gives flexidbility to
subordinate TOO's by allowing one TOO to talk to another using MW switch-
board for the connection. In addition to terminating sole user circuits the
MOO switchboard also has trunk lines to Reliable Main which gives access
for NOO personnel into the tactical ocm user circuits or into the admin-
istrative switching system. Ibis arrangeent also decreases the number of
telephones necessary within the MTOC area

M5: Radio Wire Integration

DISM M: Unnecessary administrative delays in gaining staff approval have
been resolvd through the implementation of a radio wire integration sysem.

hrou-b the use of this system, the comander while airborne can initiate a
staff action or accomplish other administrative and tactical matters without
retwadat to his headquarters or, risking Lsintorpretation throug relay stations
by oontsting radio wire integration statiou on the gr*und. Te radio wire
intpatiom station taW s the incomin radio call ad completes the cal throuA
a "Mitahboard to a telephone subscriber after omatauing the party on the tels-
phone that he must use radio prooedure on the incoming oall. Th reverse pro-
aedure ean be initiated by a telephone bsoriber,

I to i• nr• suee of the radio wire integration system the use
of the optem .mst be widely dissiminated and understood by allo

Mw Te 195 tmammtter In the AN/,-4- as beenra constant souc
of downtime of the MR equipment due to Its fallare. Ountinow usag of the
trasnLtter in the dust, humdity and best of th enclosed s"elter hs omused
It to be eliable on peolonged op•rations.

CONrl e/AL
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• AV•r.4 C ON F"Ir J NTIr/A.
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending 31

July 1967. (RCS/CSFOR-65)

OBSERVATION: During periods of listening silence, the transmitter and tele-
type machines should be turned off and watch maintained with only the receiver
.nv. This cuts down on the actual "on" time of the transmitters and teletype
machines and provides less wear on critical parts.

ITMs Installation of V11' Communications

DISCUSSION: During the critical time of displacement of a CP and the establish-
ment of a VHF circuit, it is imperative that VHF team chiefs at the distant ends
be able to communicate via FM while attempting to establish the system. This
is twice as important if any difficulty is encountered in making VHF contacto

OBSERVATION: VHF personnel at the controlling headquarters should be given
access to an FM radio (VRC-46) and frequency to be used until the VHF system
has been established. The team at the field location can be supplied a radio
by the supported elemeni. This FM should be used between the two stations
until the VEF system has been properly aligned and good voice contact established.

ITEM: Uses of Red Haze and Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR)

DISCUSSION: Red Haze and SLAR readouts are, in most cases, received too late
to allow immediate reaction. Also readouts form these s•w of intelligence
are not comprehensive and conclusive enough to warrant commitment of resources
unless their findings are verified by more positive intelligence information.

OBSERVATION: Red Haze and SLAR are best to establish patterns over an extended
period of time. Therefore, all readouts should be plotted over a period of time,
as on a monthly basis, and filed for future reference. Patterns, when establish-
ed, and when integrated with other intelligence provides a more comprehensive
intelligence picture*'

ITEK: Evaluation of "People Sniffer" (Manpack Personnel Detector) Operations

DISCUSSIONs The "People Sniffer" has been found to be highly accurate in deter-
mining the presence of people. It has been most effective when employed in a
helicopter at tree-top level, moving cross-wind, on a day with low humidity.
For accuracy in selecting the location of the reading, winds should not be too
brisk and an overhead aircraft must at all times associate the flight of the
"People Sniffer" with the terrain over which it passes. As readings are
read from the "People Sniffer" device, the information is radioed to an
overhead aircraft which plots the locations and can direot the flight of the
"People Sniffer" mission*

C. DIV r DENT/ft w.



AVN,- C 0 /V F1 DE Nt\T/,L
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending 31

July 1967. (RCS/CSPOR-65)

OBSERVATIONs Since the mere presence of people does not nece arily represent
the enemy9, the device should logically be employed in areas where innocent per-
sons are not normally lcoated; this precludes the "People Sniffer's" effective-
ness in populated area of the delta region. Also during rainy weather, the
"People Sniffer" can be employed more effectively some two hours after rain has
fallen.

ITEK: Communications for Airmobile Assaults

DISCUSSION: Aviators flying on combat assaults morster three different radio
frequencies, Mg UHF and VHF. The flight lea er tioniters the supported groundp
units FM frequency, the aifiobile company UMF command frequency, and supporting
armed helicopters on VHF. The thecry behind the flight leader monitering the
supported ground units FM frequency was to increase the reaction time should
any changes occur. Experience has shown that all large scale airmobile assaults,
(company size or larger) are controlled by the ground commander from a command
and control helicopter. Instructions from the command and control helicopter
are transmitted to the flight leader over UHF radio. The volume of traffic over
the ground units FM net has caused confusion and distraction of the flight leader
and necessitated several transmissions of UHF to insure that instructions were
properly received by the flight leader.

OBSERVATION: That on a large scale airmobile operations, all troop carrying
helicopters use the airmobile company FM frequency for command and control,
and a common chatter frequency* That the flight leader be controlled by the
comand and control helicopter over UHF radio frequencies, and armed helicopters
leader is also mission oomnander the requirement. to moniter the supported

+ ground unit oommander|8 PM frequency is valide

ITE~s Weather Effects on Aircraft Mission Accomplishments

LaSCUSSI9: The monsoon season and the 8swnt of rain increase daily* This
increased rain will hinder missions due to additional hunidityp lower ceilingsp

occasional IFl flights and flooded LZ's and Ma'e. Perio•s of ground fog with
great!7 reduced visibility will hinder most early morning operationsp periods
drp the dwv of low ceilings will cause aircraft to be flown in the daupr
s ones pLe.s 100 feet to 1500 feetg and the, sudden rain showers ossng V•R

Soonditionsp b,•nM. out-the importance of istrmnnt trig

flTMORYTeI a. A rview of aviatre files rev a&I that the instmenttickets have expied UBR Begulatons do not require renewal of these tiekets

bo Aviators maintain proficiency In instrment i. t via use of good

time while on administrative type missionse

C O F, 51;



SUBJECY: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending 31
July 1967. (Rcs/Cs•OR-65)

o. Aviators should be made aware of kolding in some pqwer while sitting
in flooded LZ's and PZ's to prevent sinking into the mud.

d. USARV has no known .i-n e-m Lo flights. A battalion policy should
be initiated in this field oo prevent flying in the danger zone, except in tast-
ical emergencivs. A Go-No-Go rule should be established, i.e., 1000 and 3. No
mission other than tactical eregencies require undue exposture of aircraft and
crew to enemy ground fires.

e. Isolated rain showers may at times build into large type rain showers
precluding return to uome station. An Approach Control System should be trained
and utilized at Bearcat or alternate locations for landing should be selected
and used.

f. The Aviation Battalion has at the present time one Instrument IP and
one Instrument Examiner. These personnel will be utilized in an Instrument
Training Program to maintain aviator instrument proficiency.

IM: Integrated CH-47, DR-1D Helicopter Tactical Troop Lift

DISCUSSION: Whenever CH-47's are used in conjuction with UH-1D's on airmobile
operations, the landing zones must be secure. Therefore, Chinooks can only be
employed on subsequent lifts once the initial assault has been conducted by UD-
ID's. In order to fully integrate CH-47 and UH-I1 tactical troop lifts, prior
coordination is required.

0ESRVATION: a. For an integrated tatoial troop lift, CH-47's must either
be attached to the airmobile company, or as a minimu, liaison personnel from
the 01-47 must attend the briefing by the airmobile company.

MTs. lrequenoy Designators in Airoraft

DITSOMI During the past quarter it beome increasingly neceesary for sup-
porting resupply or airlift helicopters to change frequencies to go in sApport
of another brigade element on a change of missions This generates the require-
mat for the pilot to contact that unit on its frequenoy. Quite often the pilot
lose not have an SO or cannot find the unit in his 801 which causes the NOB to
rLve his the fequenoy in the clear or by a plus or inus from the frequency in
se, either of which ane security violatione.

C91l: te pilot of each aircraft should as a minimun, carry the our-
nt frequency designator code. When it in neocessary that he be directed to
aup frequency, the -edio call word can be given in the clear wzth the associ-
Sd frequency di•iMtowelinating the need to transmit it by other method..

A) F) 0 w



SUBETIs Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Wding 31

July 1967. (RCS/CSPOR-65)

ITM: Airmobile Liaison

DISCUSSIOR: When conducting multipale battalion airmobile assaults the lift

couumader should provide a liaibon officer to the ground commander to keep
the commander informed of 66 status of the aircraft unit and to implement
any changes in the aircraft schedule caused by the tactical situation or weather.

OBSERVATION: An airmobile liaison officer has proved invaluable in multi-

battalion airmobile assaults in keeping the Ground Forces informed 6f the status

of aircraft and to implement changes due to tactical situation or weather.

C c~$JF a5Ti•w
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SUEJICTS Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period 1nding 31July 1967. (Rcs/CspoR-65)

be Commander's Reocumeadations

(1) General. The 9th Infantry Division maintained a high state
of combat readiness during the reporting period and was not significantly
hampered by either administrative shorWages or lack of non-divisional assets
provided by II Field Force, Vietnam. The following recommendation are based
on six months combat in support of internal defense and development assistance
and two months of extensive mobile riverine operations.

(2) The success of strike operations is dependent upon a well in-
tegrated intelligence collection system. Whereas the individual soldier pro-
vided two-thirds of intelligence in previous wars, the Area Coordination Center,
National Police, Hoi Chanh, agent reports, etc, In Vietnam constitute the primary
sources of intelligence, and produce raw intelligepoe at a phenomenal rate. Tac-
tical unit omma•nders are faced with the problem oTfe•e piece of raw intell-
igence for fear of not reacting to the one piece of valid information which
will lead to a solid contact.

RECOMMDATION: Action must be taken at all levels to weed out duplications of
the same low level intelligence report which, when circulated through separate
channels, tends to confirm the presence of a non-existent enemy force.

(3) Certain demands placed upon the Division to conduct training
are considered inherent and valid requirements. For example, pipeline person-
nel and certain other training lends itself to the operationaL envirorment e.g.,
mines and booby traps, mortor testing, sniper training, eto, The requirement
to train junior non-oomissioned officers who have by necessity received accel-
erated promotions to compensate for division, wide shortages, is not considered
valid* To maintain performanoe standards in their assigment and after reassign-
sent from VYetnm, these junior non-oomissioned officers need to receive advanced
trainitog.

MrCOIOUTIONS That consideration be given to establishing a non-ocemisuioned
officers school at Aray or Force level.

(4) The effectiveness of strike operations is dependent upon sa-
curate intelligence. By prngraming available combat power comensurate
with developing intelligence in a proposed area of operations, overall mseeess
of strike operatiouis In assured. Procedures for planni strike operations as
outlined by the Diviaion (App 14, L0I, Planning Procedures), hove facilitated
the judioaou eploent of combat power on a oont;ining basis. throu& the
medium of long rapn plannin, all assets are immediately responsive to
oureent, as well as unexpeoted tactical requirements.

Thi e success of strike operations can best be assured tkrou#
systematic developent of intelligence vhile simltneowusly progroing combat
poe wonel in advance.

C o I ...N. I. 4
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SUIET: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending 31
July 1967. (RcS/C OR,.65)

(5) Deployment of the Division throughout a large Tactical Area
of Interest has necessitated organization of two provisional commands to con-
duct base development and security operations.

RECOMMMNTION: When security and base development become overly complex and
present a burden to a tactical unit commander, 2 ovision" headquarters should

be established and provided necessary resources to perform security and base
development missions.

(6) As base camps develop and material and ammiticn etorage
areas begin to expand, vulnerablilites to enemy attack have a tendency to be
overlooked*

.. O.NKDATION: Vulnerabilities of equipment, installations, fuel and ammuni-
tion storage area must be continually evaluated to insure that excess stock-
ages are not allowed to accumulate and that all passive defense measures are
fully implemented.

(7) Opportunities to mau a multi-battalion size force in one of
the many known enemy base areas occurs rather infrequently. Upon ters4 tation
of an operation it As normally not feasible lo leave a .mffioAiat forco
in the base area after the main force'has withdrawn to prMolude the enemy's
reentry*

R110M9DATION: Dring the course of an 3perations note areas where the enemy
is most likely to attempt to resume operations. Based on careful analysis, plan
and implement a long rang post operation program of defolication, H & I fires,
chemical di'po, and planned airstrikes in selected areas*

NON
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AvFI.C-.M-H (7 Nov 67) 1st Ind 1 NOV I7
A SBJMZOT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for' Quarterly Period LInding

31 July 1967. (IICS/csPOR-65) (uIc-Wmru TO)

DA I II FFOROV, APO San Francisco 96266

STflU: Comending General, UISARV, ATMI: AVHGC-DH, APO 96370

Corimender-In-Chief, US AxrTy Pacific ATTN: GPOP-OT, APO 96558

TOs Assistant Chief of Staff for rorce Development, Dept of the Army,
Wa'shington, D.C. 20310

1. Subject report is forwarded.

2. This command has reviewed the attached report and concurs
with the comi:ents and recommendations with the following exception..

Section II, p(29), b(3), Recommend that consideration be
given to establishing a noncormissioned officers school at ArM level
only.

.51MR TITU CO012,WWM:

CPT, AGC
Asst AG

[9



CONFIDENTIAL

AVHGC-DST (7 Nov 67) 2d Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending

31 July 1967 (RCS/CSFOR-65) (UIC-WDFU TO)

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 96375 5 DEC 1967

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT,
APO 96558

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Les-
sons Learned for the quarterly period ending 31 July 1967 from Headquar-
ters, 9th Infantry Division (DFUA) as indorsed.

2. (C) Pertinent comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning integrated intelligence collec-
tion system, section II, page (29), paragraph b(2): Concur. This pro-
blem exists in all US tactical units. Much information is available con-
cerning the enemy. The current strength of intelligence staffs and
supporting MI units is inadequate to establish the collection management
and analysis system to positively identify the original source of all in-
formation and determine whether reports are confirming or a duplication
from the same source through different channels. USARV is currently pre-
paring a program to augment MI supporting units which includes increased
collection management and analysis capabilities.

b. Reference item concerning noncommissioned officers school
at Army or Field Force level, section II, page (29), paragraph b(3) and/
let Indorsement, paragraph 2: Nonconcur. Establishment of such schools
at the Army or Field Force level could not adequately fulfill the require-
meant. Unprogrammed construction of physical facilities and increased
personnel overhead at those levels is unacceptable. In addition, such
training conducted solely at the Army or Field Force level would require
too large a school base to support the troop strength in Vietnam.

c. Reference item concerning provisional headquarters for base
development and security, section II, page (30), paragraph lb(5). Under
certain conditions, this may be the best solution, however the establish-
ment of two provisional cosuands will not always be desirable or required.
Under the provisionsof USARV Regulation 10-4, dated 16 November 1966,
subject: Area Coordinqtion, and II FFORCEV letter, dated 2 January 1967,
subject: Area Coordination, the 9th Infantry Division Comiander, as sub
sona coordinator of the 9th Infantry Division TAOR, is required to ap-
point installation coordinators for each installation within his TAOR.
Responsibilities of installation coordinators include:

Deowspraded at 8 VW9 Istweels
3D..iu8q0d .1Set is vans

DO't DIR MO0.10
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CONFIDENTIAL

AVG•C-DST (7 Nov 67)
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending

31 July 1967 (RCS/CSFOR-65) (UIC-WDPU TO)

(1) Physical security.

(2) Defense.

S(3) Installation security.

(4) Housekeeping functions.

Resources of the installation coordinator's staff should adequately ac-
complish assigned tasks.

d. Reference item concerning vulnerability to enemy attacks in
base camps and storage areas, section II, page (30), paragraph lb(6):
Concur with recommendations. Subject should be considered by unit com-
manders in improving base defense measures.

3. (U) A copy of this indorsement will be furnished to the report-
Ing unit through channels.

FOR THE COCROANDER:

1 Incl

nc . S. Nakatsukam
Cpt, AGC
Asst AG

cc: HQ, 9th lnf Div
BQ, II FFOCIV

4
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GPOP-DT(7 Nov 67) 3d Ind (U)
SUBJECT: Operational Report for the Quarterly Period Ending 31 July 1967

from HQ, 9th Inf Div (UIC: WDFUAA) (RCS CSFOR-65)

HQ, US ARMY, PACIFIC, APO San Francisco 96558 2 JAN 1968

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding
indorsements and concurs in the report as indorsed..

2. Substantive comments regarding intelligence collection aspects
of this rpport are being prepared for forwarding to Headquarters, USARV
and Headquarters, 9th Infantry Division. A copy of that correspondence,
keyed to this indorsement, will be provided to DA at a later date.

FOR THE COI4*ANDER IN CHIEF:

1 Incl
nc CP, AGO

AstA



1k OAPTUD VC. PLIN TO ATT'ACK TEM BRIDGE LOCATED AT DEN LUC

The following is a plan prepared by the Viet Cong to attack
the bridge located a* Dei. Lua. The pdul was captured by the 2d
]3attalion, 60th Infantry at Binh Trinh Dong Village (XS 652656)
on 30 March 1967i The plan is included in this report to show the
amount of detail whioY is normally indicative of the detail employ-
ed by the Viet Cong prior to initiating any operation vf this na-
ture.

-- --- ------------- -- --- ----- -----

CO)MAT PLAN RAIDING

1. EW4 SITUATION -

The enemy forces camped at Den Luc area is 1 Jn, consisting of
395 men, commanded by Captain Gian & 4 US Offioers. They are
the 3rd Bnp 50th Regt, 25th Div, their Hqs is located at the
end of the bridge in the direction of Binh-Nhut.

Weapons: 1 81=m mortar
1 57= reooiless rifle
4 60n mortars
4 50 cal machine guns

26 submaohine guns

Individual weapons: rifles

There are 4 combat boats arzed with 16 machine guns

There are local fotoes and popular forces deployed
in this zone especially to proteot the bridge, 4
outposts, and a tank at each end of the bridge.

There" .are 6 soldiers deployed to protect each support of the
bridge. They are armed. They will shoot at any suspicious
object floating close to the bridge. There ar also 2 soldiers
patrolling each span of the bridge. On both ends of the bridge
and under the bridge there are 4 outpost about 250 ueters aveq
located near the bai*" of the rivero. 2hee are 2 squads in each
outposts There are soldier's barracks on both sides of the
bridge. There oe 3 men uarding each end of the bridges The
generator is located about 30 neters fron the bridge on the BSAh
Shut side of the river. Qonbat boats patrol the river every 1
or 2 hbo&@ rfon the bridge out to 700 vote. Thor use esarh-
lights on the river and on both b oo On eaeh span of the
brifde thee are 4 searchlights. Both sides of the river a"e
also lighted for 250 meters bf latp posts. 'he bridge is veWy



, brightly lighted. WJben they see something suspicious. they also
electri4y the water around- the bridge. This in has deployed 1
company on each end of the bridge, the rest of the Bn is coaped
all around the bridge area.. The Bh also patrols Dinh Shut & Dinh
Duo Strategio Hanlets, These forces sometimes attack our pe'i-
meter. The 4 combat bbats ere docked neqt to the bridge supports.
There is 1 guard in erch boat when they are docked. There is 1
company stationed in Dinh Uhut Strategic Hamlet now.

II OUR SITUATION

Doth Dinh Duo and Dish 11hut are Strat6gic Hamlets, These are
enemy controlled areas. The enemy has firm control of these
arenas, The houses are crowded very olose togethert 2/01s of
the people are neutral and 1/3 "ae families of VC and are vorking
for us in propaganda missions. We have a few secret cells in these
hamlets but they are weak.

III TRAIN MID TOPOGRPHY -

The Van Co Dong river begins in Tay ifinh and flows into Van Lang
river which flows into the sea. The river is about 350 meters wide
at the bridge, the current is very fast. This river has a bridge
0$ Den Luc on highway 4*. Den Luc Dridge is about 518 meters long.
Maximum load for the bridge in 36 tons. The bridge is strategic
for the enemy since highway 4 links Saigon and the Mekong Delta.
This highway is usually patrolled and well guarded. There are ARVN
outposts along the highvay anM imerioans are camped from Den Luc
Market to Go Den along the highway. On the Long An side of the
bridge their is a road which runs through Binh Due village and leads
to Don Da, then runs past the outpost at Da Dong stream. Nattral
obstacles - on both sides of the river at Dinh 1hut village there
are many coconut trees that can be used for cover and concealment.
So novenent is very easy.

The Binh Shut side of the river from Dinh Duo to Cho Tao mar-
ket is a liberated area. On both sides of the river their are mn•W
bushes, but sometimes there are sampans filled with peop1e fishing
along the riverbank from Dish Chanh to the Den Luc Bridge a distance
of about 150 aeters. The natural obstacles will aid us when we ap-
proach the objective. On the river their are no sampaun, on the banks
of the river the enemy has a double barbed wIre fese which surrounds
this area. Thin is a heavily populated area, the houses are very
close together. There a•re •ins of a large shrine on the river bank
800 meters from the bridCe. bonetimes during the night the eneM
sends Recon patrols which come to the ahrin. 2here is a river in
this area that passes through Di* Ohanh and Dinh 1hut outpost a dies
*tase of 2 kloneterse. This river has 4 small branches that ran
along ite the Vmn Co Dong river, Rash Dinh stream nd lRash Tha stream
the distance fro Thu Doan canal to the Dish Duo side of the •iver to
Den luo bridge .is 5 kiloueteo. On the river Dn LUo bri4e to Da3

oong Streams s 300 moeters. sne is *Isolear o brash froe Doug

2



Stream to Thu Doan ocnal the terrain will aid in seizing the object-
lye. The distance from Ong Thong stream to Ben Luo bridge is 180
meters on the river bank. There it a new life hamlet along this
distance. There are 5 barbed wire entanglements surrounding it.700 meters from the bridge next to the ri•er bahk, there are several
houses and gardens and a saw mill, where enemy forces usuaily oaup.
In the area of this strategic hamlet there are 6 small streams which
run from the Vam Co Dong river into the rioefields. Cho Moi canal
is 250 meters from the bridge. The La Dong stream is 300 meters
from the bridge. On the Saigon side of che river there is a Den
Luo market has many people, this side of the stream, which has good
natural concealment. Their are sampans of migrating people located
500 aeters from the bridge toward &n Thanh Village.

IV MISSION-

Our cell mission is to investigate and study point L.I. which is
on VC. Our Commander has decided that our cell will raid and destroy
point LI. in order to defeat the enemyts attempt at rural pacific-
ation and out the highway connecting Saigon with the Mekong Delta.
When we attack them we will meet many hardships and advantages such
as:

IL. Advantages:

l. We have studied the whole enemy situation from the inside.

2. We have kept informed on the enemy' a defenses.

3. We know the terrain and natural obstacles well.

4. We are ready to fight.

13. Disadvantages:

1. Our explosives are very heavy to transport.

2. Its very difficult to transport explosives to the objective

because of the bright lights and swift current.

3. In order to seize the objective we must cross many streams
and pass through many strategic hamlets and travel across
many swamps; this will be very difficult.

T. RESOLUTION -

Accordin to tho situ-,tion above, our 076l will have
many advanta&ems =d.4isadvantaces.

We must try to overcome all obstacles, We must try to
affix a pulley on the objectives Even if conditions are diffi-
cult we will carry out our mission. We will destroy the L.o.

3
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point in order to disrupt the transportation of the enemy who plan an
offensive aginst us in the dry season.

VI COORDINATION.-

a. Prior to Combat.

1. The lot spearhead consists of 4 elements.

a, The Destruction element consist of 2 oL.•r.A•u+ Re Is
in charge of the lit stage, Anh is in charge of the
2d stage.

t. The lot Medic Section has 4 laborers commanded by
Rong.

o. The deploynent element is commnded by Sau Hinh
and is responsible for the avenues of approach and
withdrawal.

d. The sampan element will transport the explosives
and place then in the water. It consists of 6 con-
rades commanded by Anh.

2. The Attack Element Consist of 5 Cells:

a. let cell- Comrade Nan is #1, Comrade Ie is 42, they
will carry 2 pulleys, 1 pistol and 1 grenade, and
will hold the wire from the riverbank to the object-
ive.

b. 2d Cell- Trang is #3# Anh is #4 they are in charge
of paying out the wire from the riverbank to the
bridge in support of the lot cell.

o0 3d Coll- Is comprised of 3 comrades - Van is #5y he
will attach the wire to the explosives, Thien is #6
he will pay out the electric wire, Xuan is #7, he
will pay out the eiectric line at 5 meter intervals.

d. 4th cell- has 2 comrades Dun is #8, Xien is no, 9,
mission is to carry tho batteries to the firing
point, then stay their and await further orders.

o. 5th Cell- has 2 comaries, Ut is #10, Phuong is #11,
mission is to pull the wire for the 2d cell after it
has been connected to the explosives. The explosive
transportation element which will transport the ez-
plosive from the departure point to the water posit-
ion must be on tine.



3. The 2d spearhead consits of 2 elements: the support element
"& the medical service element, which arc divided into 3 sell

each.

a. lot Cell- Thno & Tao, armed witb 2 QKC rifles, mission to
stand at the mouth of the La Boa 4 strean to observe enemy
activity,

b. 3d Cell- is the mortar cell, will be deployed at Da Su
and the medical servi'e element is comprised of 1 medic
and 4 laborers with 2 sampans. They will be deployed at
Ong Pho streanm

4. The sabotage device consist of two mines, each one is l,000
kilograms, 1200 meters of electric wire, 200 batteries, 2
pulleys, 2 (iliegible) 600 meters nylon rope and 400 meters
of rope.

B. During Combats

1 To transport the explosive A element must travel along water-
ways. They will travel by 2 motorized sampans to Dinh Vhut,
there they will turn off the motors, then they will paddle to
the "water position" which is located at the mouth of the
Dinh Chanh river where there will be men waiting for them.
They must awrive at the mouth of the Dinh Chanh river at
exactly 8 o'clock. The attack will move by land to the water
position and wait there for the deployment element to report
on the situation. The deployment cell and the medical
service must come to the predetermined position, if they come
early they must await for the other eloments to deploy.

2. No. 12,3*, and 10 will carry 2 rolls of nylon rope and 2
pulleys to the "fire position", Nose. 4.,5,6,76t,9,11 will 60
to the "water position" and tighten the mines. The end of
the rope will be passed from man to man by their numbers.
They will push -he 2 mines to the "firing position" then
wait there. No's 3 and 10 will play out the roll of nylon
rope to no 1, then No 2 will tie it to the ob~ect. Lifter
this has been accomplished No 10 will tighten it to Nbv 3.
Then No 3 and No 4 will take the rope and tie it to No 5's
explosives. Then w & 4 will take another rope and tie it
to the bottom of No's 6 & 7 explosives. Then prepare to
play out the electric wire and tie the wire to the botton
of all the explosives. After this has been don* No 3 & 4
step by stop will pull No's 5 & 6 explosive and ploy out
the rope and wire at the bottom of the explosives ooordinating
with 7 & 8, then they will pull the battery box to the side
of the river 4nd wait for orders. 1Vo 1 & 2 will $else the
objeotive and tie a rope to it, they will float oomethink;
on the river to -:6 Dong Streon. 6 conrades will go by sampan

5]



to the "water position" and give them to the attacking ele-
MOnt. Then 5 of them will return to Dinrh Nhut factory and
wait there# The 6th man will join the attack element. If
no 1 & 2 cannot seize the objeotiVe they must drop No 3 & 4
pulleys& They must then continue their attack In the 2d
stage, and No 10 & 11 will play out the rope to I-o 3 & 4
who will take the end of the rope to the objective and tie
it theret and throw the other end ir.to water for the current
to carry to Ba Long stream& They will then contact no 1 &
2, the other members will then carry out their missions as
outlined above.

3. Spe ahead at exactly 8 O'clock the support element
carrying 2 GKC, 1 submachine gun and 2 naohineguns must be
in position with foxholes prepared and ready. The mortar
cell must be present at a predetermined position, and the
medical elements with 4 laborers must be at Ong Pho stream.
The support cell must seize the river. Thuc & Tao carrying
2 CIC must stand at Ba Bong stream to watch the activity at
enemy cement pillar.

C. Lfter Combat-

1. A spearheads When the explosives blow up No 6 & 7 will
draw up the wire and reroll it, No 3 & 4 will draw back the
rope, No 8 & 9 will tighten the battery box, then all ele-
ments will withdraw to Binh Nhut factoryý check the soldiers
and withdraw to a safe area,

2. D spearhead: After the explosion the support element will
not fire and withdraw to Ong Pho stream then with the media
and other elements withdraw to safe areas.

VI. )2DICAL

A. Elements

1. One medic and 1 nurse and 4 laborers with utrotchura,
led by Rong are located at Dinh Chanh strean with local
cudreman.

2. B elements I medic and 4 laborers with stretchorpq, led
by Phu an located with 2 sampans and local oadrenan at
Ong Pho stream.

Vii1 WIMR&WAL

A. SP•IULD-

Is Will reassemble at Dinh Vhut faotory to sheek their
streanmh.
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2. B Spearhead J Will reassemble at Ong Pho stream with
the maohinegun team and Reoon team and will check
their strength.

Estimate of the Situation:

1. A SPEAIMDE z

When Nos 1 & 2 carry the rope toward the objective, if they ate
discovered the CKC cell should open fire at the combat ships in
order to signal the nachinegun cell. When the OKC cell opens
fire this is the signal for the machine gun cell to open fire on
the bridge and the mortar team will start firing on the soldiers
capped next to the generator in Dinh Nhut which is about 80 meters
from the bridge. Nos 1 & 2 must quietly attach the pulleys to
the iron pillar, Nos 3 & 4 must quickly attach the explosives
then withdraw to the firing point.

2. D SPRhE AD:

In case they are discovered by the enemy everyone must find an-
other way to get to their positions on time. If the explosives
are not blown up they should be withdrawn after receiving the
order to do so.

3. A & fl SPEA.••D:

If someone is wounded they should go to the aid station where
medical aid will be available.

4. If the explosives don't blow up Comrade Anh is in charge of re-
oovering them.

5. If the nylon rope gets snagged Comrade must swin over and free
it and put it in the river where the current will carry it to
Miss Tale house where Comrade P will see it.

6. The situation is quiet the ship will go down Rach Tao river, turn
into Oe Dong river, and then come to Dinh j1hut where there is a
dump truck.

When the situation is not quiet and there are ships on the river,
us will have to move toward Dinh Chanh.

7. Although the Dinh Nhut post is deployed we will still move to be
at the mouth of Van Dlnh Chanh river at exactly 8 ocolock.

7
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9m INAITRY DMPION
APO San Prenoisoo 96370

AVD•M4 6 July 1967

Si&TWTI Command History, River Asault flotilla One-

STO: Addressees of Operational Report - LOessonO Learned

G AuL: The follovrii is a reproduotion of the Command History of
River Assault Flotilla One for periods inica-ted. These reports have been
inoluded to provide an overviev of U.S. Navy activities associated with the
Mobile liverine Foroe.

COOawD EITrma -. NE 1967

The Mobile Riverine Pase moved on 1 June from Vung Tau to Dong Tam, Vietnam
and on 2 June, two battalions of 2nd rigade, 9th Infantzy Divivion emberked
on ships of the Yobile Riverine Force at vong Tam, The 2nd Bri•ade Staff
embarked on USS DIWA (APB-35). River Assault 3Lvisons of RIVYLOT ONE
embarked as foll .- s:

EIYDIY 91 APL-26
ERMVU 92/CQMzNVRo 9 COLLEGnEZYDI 111 U A

BIT=DIV11"/CCWZYROJ 11 DONG TAX

Additionally, RXYILOR 1 Detachment Doing Tas, consisting of two officers
and four enlisted rmn, debaeked frem SNOW.

The RIVMM M boat overhaul commenued on 2 June when the first two boats
oommunced their ovemhaul at Dong ams. O orews departed on BE and the
overhaul vwk was ooaleted In thiir absence.

on 6 June, T-112-3, while iinesweepWL• in the mg Canal, was subjected to
a command detonated mLi ie.c alom an the starboard aide in the ViLo tY of
the seg compartmet. 2M starboard en e was lifted off its foundation
and dropped Into the blp. t Both sen foundations wr broken. 1irtber,
both see strainers wm rutuedg, fe were @heazed off the bldkhead and the
reduction gar housing an the statboard en.ne was brokot with parts being
smattered over the engine yoom. Vexioal itiffawn on the strboard side
we bA*ked. Otarboard shell plating w ales e bded and split in sevra
placee. The forward bulkhead of the ngine raee was bucked an the stMbeAd
side near the overhead. All tow. bettort e wex broken and pow was lost

I
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completely. The dead batteries also Immobilized tne £•., , p"yioutly fit-
ted for electric fire. Fuel lines were broken close to the tanks and damage
control plugs had to be used to prevent further fuel leakage into the bilges.
The port 50 Cal turret mount was blown over the side shearing off the top rf
the pedestal where the turret bearing support connects. The armore4 turret,
the .50 cal gun and the M18 grenade lamenher were lost. Both the remaining
turrets are distorted around the same connection points. A salvage search in
the area of the mining was conducted by IRplosive CQvodm Demclition rersonnel
with assault boat escort end Arcr bank security on 7 and 6 June. Only one
plastic turret top and a wye-gate for the salvage eqaipment was found. On 10
June, COMKAVFORV provided a salvage unit from ar1bor Clearance Unit One Team
Five to continue the search for tba missing ordnanoe,

One ATC has been fitted out as a casualty and clearing boat and the two batý-
talion Aid Station boats have rscelvcd whole blood refrigerators to iriprove
their capability. The medical casualty and clearing boat, in addition to the
refrigerator, has received surgical lighting and fittings for a surgical table.
The boats participated in their first operation on 10 June.

On 17 June Visitors Information Bureen (7Th) was set up .y the AM and Navy
Administration and Public Affairs Offices. With a high-level visitor coming
almost daily and press people coming at least three times a week, the VIB will
make the visits more profitable through advanced planning.

In addition to troop carrying, the Armored Troop Carrier (ATC) has demonstrated
its verstility in many areas. They have been used as 81M mortar boats, afloat
battalion medical aid stations, medical clearing stations, hydropraphic survey
boats, tugs for AM pontoons, and as support for barge-mounted artillery fire
support bases.

The Riverine Smarey Team has beg= to provide significant services in collect-
ing rive•ine ]ydrographio data. They are not only fulfilling an immediate
requiremants, but are simultaneously collecting considerable additional data
valuable for C0MCV9, CCW RV, NATOCINA and other requirements. They
are an important ozrWzL asset for current operational comfitments,

The first resupply of the Hf, by the USS NOIN COUNTY took place on 16-17
June. No particular difficulties voer encountered. The cargo handlin on
the Self Propelled Baeracks Ship (AMB) is extremely slov due to the limited
deck sae althug the 542 class Tank Landin Ship (LST) matches very well
with the bas ships.

The ri of Hobile Rivexim ]onoe/Mobile ivsrine Bas (IP/ID) fo Dong Ta
to ]la Be on 10 June vas unevenful as far an the Wavy was oaoemed, though
the hzz had difficulties vith the artillezy brges. Oricanly 5 ladi Craft
Mlsohani ed (L.-8) and tour bapges were to make the trip. Won sortie from
Dong !a, two of the lM-8's bad casualties &Ad returned to Bong Ta vwith am
barge. As the remainder tuned to go up the Bol Rapp two 101.5'o received
holes PAt tho water 1ines and one of, these beoame inoperative "i to oontaminted
fuel. The buarge were, ancohred, River Assault Squadron (RAS) boats wern ordered
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to stand by, and an Army Tug was ordered out to provide assistance. the re-
maining LCM-8 and barge were sent to Vung Tau, AC this LON-8 was passing
through the anchorage area, her tow line parted and the barge drifted out to
sea. The Army tug was diverted to pick up the drifting barge and tw it to
Vung Tau, It then towed the remainin units to Vung Tau, where AMARA re-
palmed the L4M-8 1S. The barges were finally towed up to Ma be with the
RIVFWT ONE lTD on 13 June.

Bridges with restriotive underbridge clearances are a troublesome operational
problem in the Delta& Established CTF 117 underbridge oleta±nde requirements
are 15 feet of vertical underbridge clearance and 25 fbet of horizontal unde%-
bridge clearance-both under conditions of wet season high tide. According
to a recent MACV policy bridges will henceforth either be built high and wide
enough underneath, or a specific COMVPOV wiivor will first have to be ob-
tained for all permanent or semi-permanent bridges built (or rebuilt) over
Azored Troop Carrier (ATC) navigable waterways.

When týhe MRB moved to the Soi Rap on 18 June, the artillery fire support base
was located close to the MRD and a 155mm batte-y was attached to the organic
Second Brigade artillery. To provide them with services, some new methods of
support were developed. Ammunition for the 155m 6guns was brought up from
VuWg Tau by Landin Craft, Utility 4LCU) while the 105mm battery was sipalied
from the Support LT using LI(-8' s. Hot meals prepared on APB' s-and carried
to the Fire Support Base in thermos cans. The mess runs were made to coin-
side with requirements to replenish amwmition and potable water. Limited
laundry and shower services were also provided. Repairs to 14-8's4.re ac-
complished at AMMRI with the army providing the repair parts. Gasoline to
operate the artillery batteryts generators was supplied b; the refteler.

Present W operations utilize barges as floating platforms for artillery.
Army LCM-es are assigned the tasks of towing and positioning the bargus.
Although these functions fall with the general Navy support tasks, they Ar
a recent development and were not Included in the original concept. Thus,
no Navy WX's or similar craft have been progammed for this mission. Since
present in-country IQI and other boat assests an fully committed It has been
determined by CCMVFV that It is not feasible for the Navy to asoume this
mission for 6-12 months due to personnl lead time required. Present
C0WWW plans ar to request ninteen 10Q4's with brews to provided prime
moves for artillezy berges in the !1, The Army will continue to meet IMA
requirements for 6-12 months until arival of Nay units.

The wived SurvW Tem (18T) of 10 marin.e and IVOOM civilias has per-
formed yeomm service. In me recent 3-W plrod, for ezaaploe, thUf obtained
over 260 oilei of river souninge while W- 117 AM n combat
operations. Soese soudInge not on2y st uxgmfcy 117il requireents buti
also requiresents from toIUJWA0V/OX AV1V, listing of umber one priority
bydmogaphic needs for MY an well.

wo of four n= Tra Plotters have a.rived for installation in the =is.

'3
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Technical assistance from the DECCA Navigator unit in-country has been requestee
to supervise the installation. Also, the first copies of a chart with D•ECA
grid lines on a 1/25,000 scale map have been received. If these are found to
be useful, a production printing will be requested.

The Parracks Ship (non-self propelled)-26 (APL) and VERNON COFT, with maximum
personnel loading and operating in a salt water area, have experienced a short
fall of about 15-20 thousands gallons of potable water per week. Once in fresh
river water, the APL-26 can use its filtratior system and will hove no diffi-
culties. The present plan is to install a potable water filtration plant on
the Support LST. This will provide a fresh water source when in the river en-
viroment and give increased efficiency to the evaporators by removing suspended
solids before processing in salt water.

The procedures for the receipt and transfer of sensitive chilled plvducO bave
smoothed out very well. The material arrives by CHINOOK sling load threo
times weekly direct to the LST. The Supply Officer of the Support LST has
bean desienated as the receiving officer. The ships provide a small working
p rty to break down the load, transfer it to the boats, and deliver it to the
ships. The rapidity of handling has increased and spoilage from exposure has
been reduced to a minimum.

For the first at the M0, the AiW has initiated air resupply directly from
the support LST. Previously, the material was transferred from the LST by
boat to a landing zone ashore, for helicopter transfer to the field. This
required four seperate transfer operations and consumed most of the day with
Just resupply. "With the new operation, loads are broken down to unit size on
the LST. Each helicopter is loaded directly from the LT deck and the muLterial
was provided to the troop landing zone. To resupply two battalions required
only one hour and ten minutes. This time can be bettered as the crew team work
and landing cycle on the LST' smooth out. 7he A is quite hap;y with the
LST resupy arrangement now that they have tried it.

U(NWD ISRT-JULY 1967

A sinificant now capability has boon added to the ever-expanding horizons of
the Mobile Riverine Force. On 4 July an B-23 helicopter landed and took off
from the first ATC(R) - an ATC with a halo platfto mounted over the vefl deck.
The halo platform, desimped by CCIWVIPL-OT 0 and Mr. EPPAUp, ML White
Oak, constructed locally by USs AfhB (ADL-30) (Landing Csotftx Ipairpp) is
portable and can be mounted onaa yATC of the We On 5 July an Z-I1D helo
successfully completed 3 -A"- and takeoffs from the fliht dock of the
ATC(H). The ability of the o(H) to operate the W-ID gmtly expabds the
)W capability for comamand ndon0 ol, pArsonnel transer, rernotion force
lift, resupply, liaison in the field and AD0 in mes whem no la
somes an available.

liverins Survoy Teem (aST) operations are blending in ve wvol with riverino
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Scombat maneuvers. Daring Operation CORONADO (CONCORDIA III), four units de-
ployed seperate ATCs for the three day operation. This was the first date
collected within Go Cong Province. The Each Go Cmg vas tell covered as far
as the city of Go Cong. Many of its tributar ies were also survey$ in the
course of patrol actions and troop reinsertions. The RST used the staff's
13-28B 70mm aerial c=mera to obtain photographs of bridges in Go Gong Town,
obstructions, mnd waterways. This oiemera was previously used by a staff meO-
ber in Operations COROWDO (CONCORDIA t), and it yielded excellent photographs.

The first increment of mine protective flooting and searing were in stalled
in .ATC 12-11. Thirty-two seats rxe provtded with standing room for eight

more troops. Each seat has been equipped with a life preserver eushion and
a seat belt. The final effeat i8s imilar to .a well appointed air line. To
make the installation, all but two of the bunks had to be removed. The re-
mi ni bunks will be rLlocated within the boat. The chairs and matting take
up about 2/3 of the well deck of the ATC. The installation can be removed in
about two hours. The present plan is to test ÷te installation for a few oper-
ations to determine its suitability and make anw rearrangements required be-
fore going into full scale installation in the remaini boats.

Disposal of waste from the ships of the Mobile Riverine Base is a prob3sa
when anohored near a port city or inland on the rivers. Loose boxes, released
by ships 'Upsteam, are a source of concezn to the ships drw stream as possible
explosive carriers. A wagestion has been forwarded that a machine (like a
automobile scrapping pre1e) be installed on each ship to compress this trash
and make it dense enough to sink. We would eliminate the requimreent for
a trash incinerator and would be a cleaner way of dispovlng of waste. The
recommendation win be examined for the feasibility aad a foVal ^. V1uest Vll
be forwarded if the unit is desired.

On 6 July*, COIWON suffered a serious casualty to number 1 4C diesel gsmne-
ator. When the diesel exploded and a piston and rod were thrown throug thh
crank cae. Lose of the A/C generator reduced the COLLIM'e YaO o 0rc ity
to the point where her ability to suport tl. W3 was marginal. A reqvlst to
C YUVP resulted in two portable 150 KW goerators which were installed on

the CMLWW as back up support. This is the tbird casualty of ttiG type on
Moglish mae& larbeanku-orae ensine. A ewv type of generator or a modification
to the present diesel in urgintly requirLd.

0WNAV1•V representatives visited the flagshp on 15 July to discuss assIan-
.ist of National Police to C1-117, It was apeed at this eeting that
OCEWO would request the Chief ut Nati,,nal kelice to assign 12 pusannel
fro the Rij Police Pnmh to O5-117 on a perament basis. Addition of
National Police will aumamably Increase visit and march effectivenen of
Rtiver AssLlt Craft both In the Vicinity of the Hf ad in the area of

Mhe folluowi boats received TO fie on 11 Aar 1967 mapporctg CMDJMO
0OWOOA (ueaa xi) in Cmk Gious Distrit of Long Ia VOTInce

At 1104o E a ourmre elm we' tviss red Am 2-112-4 dropped her Wa
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to land elements of "A" Qmanw 4/47 (7 UM' and 4 USA VIA).

At 110950, 14-112-1 and 1-111-2 both hit by R1 rounds, no personnel cail-
ties. Both boats continued mission.

At 1116220, T-112-7 received a B]-40 round on stdrboard side of bow ramp.
No personnel casualty resulted.'

At 1117509, 1-112-1 took a B-40 round in the conning station killing the
Boat Captain and claiming oix USE wounded in action. 2he monitor returned to
the EM for repairs and was back in the area of operation (AO) at 121700H.

Also receiving fire (Sk mostly) dutuW the operation without personnel
casualties were:

T-91-3
T-112-12
T-112-4
T-112-13

The 1M is rapidly developing a well-rounded pqhologoal wfvalue program.
While Am elements to the M3? have a greater portion of the assets and the
program itself, Navy elements are increasing the Navy commtaent to these
operations. Mhe coept receiving current emphasi, is that of developing a
Chieu Roi1 leaflet featuring the ALV as floating Ciieu Hol centers. the
leaflet will give a standard Chien Boi appeal, wil contain a picture of an
ATC, and will urge the TO to Quieu I-i to the "green boats." These Leealets
will be passed out to sapans which ATOC stop for seardh and will be air-
dropped in riverine operetion areas. Other concepts vmwer dvelopaset are
taped broadoasts, additional materials for handi rut to indigenous Tersotal
dwring sttop-md-sear•h, and other leafletn .

Te oMet of the monsoon season with the resulttin wet ieather has made the
boats weh leos habitable. Pesonal belongings ae bdug damaged by the mrin
and dalNm su. In order to reduce the deaip to personal par, mal water
proof ffle begs have been ordered for each mmber: of tbF boat crew.

Ut first haloa barge for M use was ielivered to &a Be on 20 July 1967.
La*ge R&Af Tug- (7U) 784 ti.wed the balo, barg to the M3 on 22 July* This
halol brp will ffrthe• * nd the 6oving ca-pabilitiee of the M by provid-
ing M afloat lad area for two additional eleoopte with an emeMM
refeing oapabilty.

As additional dWean aist to IM 2 (3-40) misslo, btr amor bas been
extended up .omd the coxowan's platform on one A. The dmr has beenbi, ed so that the i aumed door• can be opened. A slot a so been loft In fte
side, to permit firing tUe 7-62M gon frtm the pait hause. Mniw Inter-.
ftaese 600U aLth the .50 Cal moant WAle firng folard. 'eoed w.on this
Prototpre installation, present Plans ae to instaU lths on all boats.
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<\ To date we have suffered one killed (monitor boat captain) and seventy-six
wounded in action, including a Squadron Commander and three Division Com-
mander. (one permanently evacuated to the U.S.). The majority of casualties
have been caused by shrapnel from recoiless heat rounds. The worth of helmits
and body armor cannot be overstated. The majority of wounds have been in face,
arms, and legs not so protected. The gauneal reaction of the assault boat crewt
to this rather high percentage of wounded in 4 short period of time is that
it is an inescapeable part of the type of war% are fighting. One cannot de-
tect any trace of apprehension other than a healthy regard for the danger in-
volved and an appreciation of the VC will to fight and of his cleverness.

Vietnamese Marine Corps proposed participation in i1WP operations on 20-21 July
was delayed until 24-25 July. River Assault Division 91 provided close support
to the 3rd Battalion, Vietnamese -arine Corps during the operation which was
conducted in the northern Can Giouc District of Long An Province. The Marines
were picked up in the vicinity of Nha Be by riVerine assault craft and trans-
ported to the landing beaches in the AO. River Assault Division 91 remained
in close support conducting numerous troop landings and pick ups on streams
within the AO, providing fire support, command and control facilities, and re-
supply of water. CTF-117 and the VOKC Brigade issued a joint movemcno and
embarkation order for the initial phases of the operation - probably a first
in U.S. Naval history in Vietnam.

COMRIVDIV 91 was enthusiatic in his report of the excellent cooperation and
con-rdination between his task unit and the Vietnamese Marines. He stated that
the battalion was a well organized force and a pleasure to work with. Cou-
versations with members of the VkV Brigade staff subsequent to the operation
indicated that they were equally pleased with this initial operation and are
anxious to join the WtF on future operations.

CTF-117 received word at 1300H on 25 July that the MRB would relocate from
the junction of the Soi Rap and Van Co Rivers t 9 the vicinity of Dong Tam on
27 July, a distance of 61 nautical miles. At this time the MRW was conducting
a search and destroy operation in the Can Giour District of Long An Province.
In addition to the Army riverine ground forces, TF-11Y was providing close
support to the 3rd Battalion VNMI . During the afternoon of 25 July ground
forcos were picked up by the Mobile Riverine Force craft and returned to the
MRB. Planning began immediately for relocation of the NRB and was promulgated
on the morning of 26 July. Commencing at 0200H on 27 July riverine assault
craft began departing the NRB to proceed to minesweeping and patrol stations
along the track of the I. At 0550H the last ship of the force was underway
and proceeding toward the entrance of the Soi Rap. Because of the relatively
slow speed of the APL tow and the fact that the ships were steaming against a
flooding tide while proceeding out the Loi Rap River and an ebbing tide while
proceeding up the Mekong River, the move required eleven and a half hours to
complete. This did not delay, however, the commencement of the strike opera-
tion in Dinh Tuong Province on 28 July. The first units of T--117 were under-
way escorting 3/34th Artillery Barges nt 0030. Thus in just A little over
48 hours the Mobile Riverine Force was able to relocate &. base supporting
3900 personnel over a distance of 61 nautical miles and to shift its combat
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Orea bf operations a total of 85 nautical miles. This relocation proved the
ability of the WR to rseact rapidly to a changing situation and through its
great mobility to effectively redirect it combat power over substantial dia-

tances. This mobility enables the MRF to appiy assault forces in the Delta
very rapidly, and this capability permits a fast reaction to intelligence of
VC locations. Our experience with regard to the available intelligence on
VC locations upon which to react with essault forces is that such intelligence
is for the most part one to two and sometimes three days old. Our ability to
react to this less than timely intelligence hbs resulted in the WEP having
contact with the VC cn ewery one of =z COCRONADO operations. Vach VC contact
has been company sine or larger. The *ad part is that this one to three day
old agent intelligence is that most relioJle. Heretofore, the VC have been
able to maneuver away from the reported position within the intelligence time
lag coupled by slower reaction forces. We could do even better with a recon-
naissance assigned the Force. Contrary to the belief of many, the Army does
not have covert or for that matter overt reconnaissance capability in any vol
ocaparable to the Navy SEALS or Marine Corps RCOON companies.

During the action on 29 July, several boats were hit with small arms fire,
rocket and recoilless fire. The most seriously damaged was Monitor 91-3,
which was hit by a possible clamors, one 56mm recoilless rifle, and four
B-40 missiles. Shrapnel was received through the 40m. sight port, damaged
the 81mm mortar to the point where it had to be replaced, destroyed the 20.m
sammunition box and loader, and damaged the .50 cal barrels. No major struct-
ural damage to the boat was sustained. Hits and minor demage were received
in M-91-1, X-91-2, T-91-6, T-91-8, and T-91-10. Once agkin the ability of the
boat to absorb punishment and remafL in operation was demonstanted.

TMDL DATA

1. Tidal data is the single most important consideration in the planning and
Sconduct of am riverine operation in South Vietnam.

a. Planningt Many small streams in the AO will be navigable only at
high tide. This must be taken into consideration in planning troop landings
and waterborne blocking and support stations.

b. hiroute to the AOt Video and currents are frequently the primary
determinants of S0U. Fighting a 3-knot ebb current enroute to the AO will
significantly effect the element of surprise necessar to a successful opbra-
tion. Chnversely, utilizing a 3-knot current to proper advantage will not
"down transit time signifioantly, thus increasing the possibility of succoes-
ful surprise landing.

c. In the AO:

(1) Combat operations have indicated that landings in the RSSZ and
the Mekong Delta are best donducted at high tide. If conducted at my other
tim, troops are required to plod throuo mud vhioh id frequently vaist-
deep.

CONFID&NIIAL
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(2) There is an average 10-foot tidal change in the aresa. Z4! • allows transit of numberous streams at high tide, but extreme caution must

be used by the unit commanders to avoid being trapped by a rapidly falling
tide.

(3) Numerous bridges exist over the Mekong waterways. In many cases,
these bridges sevferly limit the accessibility of these waterways to riverilne
assault craft. Frequently, however, passage cn be effected with caution at
low tide.

(4) Care must be taken in tne beaching of boats in the AO. With a
rapidly receding tide, a boat may find itself fast aground with no possibility
of reflotating until the next high tide&

(5) At low tide, the river bsnks occasionally are above the level
of 'aost of the guns installed on the riverine assault crnft. During a recent
operation in Long An Province, the elevated 20mm gun was the orly weapon
which could be employed sucessfully during periods of low tide.

RADIUS OF OPERATIONS

1. Riverine assault craft of the NRF can operate most effectively within
a radius of 40 kilometers from the MRB. Operations have been conducted be-
yone this radius but have been accompanied by the following problems:

a. Length of movement time in excess of four hours.-

b. 3M Communications reliability is questicnable beyond this range.

c. Surface resupply requires excessive time. Any immediate resupply
requirements must be met by helicopter.

ILGTH OF OPERATIONS

1. Two to three days operations with one to two day stand down time have
proven most effective. This allows for "dry out" time for ground troops and
necessary maintenance time for the boats. This schedule can be continued
almost indefinately.

2. Operations have been conducted for periods up to 5 days, but commensurato
time is required for maintenance and troop rest.

LADNGS AND ETRAOTIONS

1. Text landings and extractions, with the boats about 50 metars apart, are
usually impossible due to inadequate beaohirg space, tidal conditions, or dense
undergrowth. Crovning of boats is dangerous, but the danger can be limited by
utilisin," monitors as fanking units at the beaching site, providing security
and fire support.
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2. A prep of the beaching site by air, artillery, and/or organic boats'
weapons makes for a more iretore beaching. A light helo fire team, when avail-
able, also strengthens security, paitioularly during extraction.

S 3. Beaching must be accomplished in most a*see at high tide to provide a hard
landing area for the troops. The boats must exercise extreme caution to p-e-
vent being trapped on the beach by a rapidly receding tide.

CO2LMAATIN 1 GROW= M FORCES

1. Coordination with ground forces is required from the highest to the lowest
echelons. Co-location of commenders at every level makes for greater coordina-
tion, lessens communication requitements, Increases effectiveness and limits
delay in any follow up action required.

2. A joint Navy/Army briefing of all units involved prior to commencement of
an operation is extremely valuable. By way of this briefing each element in-
volved is mrde aware of the objectives and possible problem areas of all other
elements. All aspects of the operation, including intelliqiree, must be covr-
ed to ensure maximum coordination.

3. It is a must to have a joint system of check points and objective numbers
for quick position reporting and plotting of intended movement. This system
must be dissiminated to each boat as well as Army and Navy commanders.

4. Each Navy unit must have the ability to maintain communication with Army
units being supported. Normally the Navy unit supporting company size opera-
tions is controlled from a monitor. This points out the need for an addition-
al VRC-46 on the monitors.

5. Post experience indicated that when boats are acting in close support of
ground troops they become very vulnerable when artillery is called in close.
All topside personnel must seek shelter below and at times boat are forced
to move to t, different location to prevent serious damage to boats from
shrapnel.

6. Artillery and close air support procedures are effective and are improv-
Ing but still need to be refined further, Also the technique of using the
installed 81mm mortar on the monitors in the role of indirect support of gTound
troops is being refined,

7. It is felt that gound olearences from Navy elements as well as Army units
should be obtained prior to the use of artillery in close rpport.

8. When moving in small streams, troops should maintain visual contact with
the support boats and ohshk out any bunkers or other type defensive positions
along the bank. The speed of advance of the entire force should be governed
by the pace of the troops along the waterwa,, The best method of movement in
support of ground olements along a waterway is alternate beaching of boats on

COIFJ fidTiAL
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right and left banks moving in leap'frog fashion by moving; the rest boats to
the front.

BOAT UTILIZATION

1. Use of Cooinr'¶" and (ommmi cation Boat (COB) as a command and control unit
and a close support unit at the same time is not desirable. Th1s has been
done in past operations due to i.nw'ffioient numbers of monitors in a given AO.
The result has been considerabl; i..os of efficiency in command and control
"function. Qmhen used ari a C & C imnit, the COB should be kept well out of the
action.

2. Space on board the COB is at a premium. Radio circuits installed have
proven inadequate to fill all the needs of a battalion/squadron commad and
control installation. The use of additional PRC-25 radios has become neces-
sary. It has also proven unworkable to co-locate battalion/squadron, and
division command and control on a single CCB.

3. The mo..-tor has proven an effective offensive weapon. It must also often
serve as t "*vision command unit due to use of the division CCI as the bat-
talion/squadton OO Eoad unit. There is not sufficient radio equipment
installed To allow the division commander to guard desired circuits. The ad-
dition of one VRC-46 is indicated. Also a minimum of three monitors per divi-
sion are consider a must.

4. The ATC performs very well in the mission for which it was designed,
transportation of troops. When used as a minesweeper or an offensive weapons
system it falls short of the mark.

5. In general all squadron boats are performing their designed mission end
in addition are called upon to act as offensive vehicles with increasing re-
I Mbt,. If this trend is to cobtinue, weapons with inoreased penetration
and anti-bunker capability will have to be added to the squadrons arsenal.

3ATMQD AND BLOC1I

1e One of primary duties of riverine assault craft In combat operations is
to block and patrol eofiltration routes which the enemy might employ to es-
cape from the AO, An agressive patrol is the )est determent to VC attempts
to use the waterways for escape. This was shown most reocently in the joint
IUS/G operation conducted in DInh Tuong Province from 27 July to 4 August.
Intelligence source. indicated that the VC were confused and disoreanzsed by
the site of the oporation, and that many considered escape across the Mekong
liver into IUien goa Province. The report further state. that the VC were
detezred from this by the A Nesaive patrols of TI 117 and TV 116 units in the
Mikcng/94a Thon livers.

2. Operations to date have shown the necessity for uitillui starlight scopes,
crew-served weapons sights and infra-red devices while on night patrol and
blocking stations. In addition, radar would be a ?ulable asset to the ATC
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for night navigation and acquisition of waterborne contacts on patrol and block
ing stations.

3. Stationing of Blocks:

as While on blocking stations, boats should be in sight of each other
at all t4mes for mutual support, especially at night.

b. On narrow waterways baets become vety vunerable and the decision to
use them tc. block here should be considered with respect to Army support from
ground elenents.

ca If at all possible, night blocks should be set up on the larger water-
ways where boats can mou~eevee to defend themselves.

.do If blocks are necessary on snall streams, gound ambush sites are
probably more effective than the use of boats.

c. Navy commanderi in the field should .be notified of intended areas
of night illumination. In the smaller waterways illumizetion can be useful,
but- could be very dangerous to boats.

MIIESWEEPZnG

1. The total effectiveness of our minesweeping efforts can not be evaluated.
Boats sweep on all operations. The only sucoessful minin attempt to date
has been on the sweeping unit. Thus our sweeping efforts can be evalated
as effective assuming that the VC are employing mines.

2. It has been leerned the the practice of using an ATC for minesweeping du-
ties is not desirable. The ATC is by itself a choice target for a mine with
or without troops embarked.

3. The chain drag type anti-mine devioe has proven to be a very workable
drag type mine countermeasure. The chain drag works well at all speeds and
in various dapt•e of water.

4. The present quick release system on the chain drag will work. It has
the following disadvantages: (1) It requires the full scope of cable, allow-
ing no method to control the lergth. In some smLal strasm it would be very
"danerous if not impossible to have the boats towing the full length of cable.
(2) It is complex in lesign and requires unnecessary exposure of personnel to
set up and actuate.

1. Sufficient circuits axe required to allow each comoande an uncluttered
tactical net to his subordinates, e tet for administrative reports and requeSt
that would clutter a tactical circuit, and a coordinating net for use by var-
ious oormmnes to effect wmum coordination.

COF o
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2. Each boat must have the capability of guarding its boat otmon, Wdtt COn-
mand set, and frequency of the ArM unit with which the boat is opera-in6g.
Additionally, a dust off frequency, artillery and other coordination nets
stretch the radio equipment available to its utmost capacity.

3. The 292 type antenna is a requirenerit for communications reliability. In
areas of dense foliage, this is the only antenna that will allow 2,ng angre
o onmioations.

4. A sturdier, weatherproof radio headset is neededi The preMt headset is
too vulnerable to damage from both rough handling and excessive moisture.
During the monsoon season, it is virtually impossible to keep all radio equip-
ment dry, as weather-proofing is required to cut down on frequent handset fail-
ure.

5, A device for telescoping radio antennas is rec.ired due to low under-
bridge clearances and dense foliage expending over the banks of rivers andstreama. The present method of banding the antenna back by hand can only lead
to antenna breakage and failures.

6. The CCB as a primary communications and command post must be placed so as
to maintain communicetions with the rear base, riverine assault craft and
ground companies. Since it is the major command link in the field, it must
be proteoted. Consequently, it should not be committed to direct combat support
unless attacked.

7. COD (HP) Capability

The three ANl/GC-106 BF transcrivere installed on the CCB were initially
allocated to the ArT' for use; however, since the ALO does not operate at bat-
talion level, one of these units is now being utilized by the U.S. Navy when
operations are conducted outside the K rangese. This extra communications
range capability has been found to be .a necessary requirement.

Me sm- Ta MIP ONESTE

9he ip.wto-Saip Orestes circuit has proved to be a manitory requirement
when operating as a Task Force in the Mekong Delta area where acununioations
by Ship-to-Shore hba proven to be unreliable. Utilizing this circuit the
ships of the Mobile Liverine Force have been able to sund outgoing traffic to
the Flagship for relsy. All inter 33 traffic Nequirg exeurity is pssed via
this circuit.

E ortly afte; arrival of APE35 in-comtryq, it vas realised that ._t installed
shipboard sound-powered telephone system would be inadequate for support of
the AM/MAVY Staffs embared. Utilizing a 0-a switchboard and A=W field
telephone, a system was install6e which would give the two staffs the quick
response tim necessary for the Vpe of operations being conducted. Ths

/oNPIS'3. TIA1.
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system is relatiVely maintejanoI free and requires q 4minimum of personnel to
operate it. It also gives the added capability of direct co-mmiLoations to
all other commands without having to go to the tactical operating spaces to
make the required telephone call.

IL11 RTVERNE BASE SHIP-TO-SHIP TSM.0U SYS=

The installation of a four channel inter ship telephone system has increased
the effectiveinss of the Force considerably by reducing the humber of radio
transmissiois previously required over the various circuits. Besides inter-
linkin within this system, the APB's, support LST, ARL, ard APL; each ship
can also utilize the ship-to-shore capabiJity installed on APB-35 for con-
ducting official Oalls.

Uv. OF M=aNAL A A , M* MJ ./TRC-24

In late May, two '0" band omni directional antennas were installed for utili-
zation with the AN/TMC-24 to allimiate the uie al fading caused when the ship
swung at anchor. Satisfactory results have been achieved out to 30 kilomenters
virh these antennas, however, their aral capability increases the noise level
of the circuit when working in the vicinity of other VO shots.

1. Ambushes cannot a3ways by avoided , but their affect can be neutralized
by proper procedures.

a. Recoming by fire, using both automatic weapons end fragmentation
projectiles can pre-&igger an ambush. Not only river banks, but trees nd
promontary land marks should be taken under fire to eliminate lookouts and
snipers.

b. A lig•t halo fire team escort, in direct commnication with the boat
Wit commander is useful in discovering and dowtayding ambushes.

c. Artillery support of boat transits, utilising a orward observer in
one of the land boats, is also effective.

2. Despite advice to the oontra•y, the sam route mst often be used for
transit to and from an operation area. Minesweeping is particulaty important
In those oases. If the rcute is short, the boats plentiful, and th operation
is of short dumtion, stay-behind boats strategLcally placed can help keep the
return route secure.

N. In general, a hbig volme of aoourate fire is the beat ambush suppressant.

4. The land minesweeper in a tooattion In frzquontlY the target for an am-
bush. MInesveeping to date has been dons by AMs, pitding the arrival of
the Assault Support Patrol Boat (AM) in comtxy. Mther the VC believe
that- this ATC is carying troops, or the oonsider It to be a lucatLvu target

gardlese of its m1ssion.
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p. The most serious mining to date oocucued in June on the lang Canal.SThe lead minesweeper was involved.

Sb. D•n operations in Long An mid Minh Tuong ProviJnces the land mi~ne-
I sweeper was the target tor recoilless rifle and 3-40 rounds.

1. Radar is required on all craft for night navitgaion. Lack of radar neces-
sitates inordinately slow speed and the "G•ope" method of navigation.

2. Constantly shifting dad banks aM sand bars pose navigational problems
for assault craft even in the larger streams and rivers. If a boat goes
aground on one of these mud banks, it can usually free itself by use of low
RPM and rudder actions. High 'RF. will cause the boat to sink into the mud,
creating a suction which will make removal of craft extremely difficult until
high tide.

RIVERIflE SLURVE& TEAM

10 The Riverine SBirey Team contributions to date have been dignificant.
The team has been embarked on TF 117 assault craft for each combat operatioa
and major transit.

2. In addition to the numerous mall canals and streams in the area of opera-
tion the team has conducted surveys of the follwing major waterways:

a. Long Tam River

b. Soir•p Rivor

a. Song CuaTien

d. Song Tian Givn/Song Ny Tho complex

e. Xang Canal

f. Nba Be anchongi; area

go Doug Tam aenhorae area

h. Song Vat Co/Song Tra/Kinh Cho GOw ocqilez

1. Can hal entrane to ewe IV 2ho

3. ILna transit of a viver at strea= in the ae of operations is asde
q zrivern assault craft at hbih tide. the liverzle &avw Teem in able to
give Ma Imduite Indication of navialb•ity at low tide. this on-the-ept

'5?
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information is extremely valuable to the on-soen commander in deciding ere "
his waterborne patrols can" be established, and therefore how much mwpport his
boats can provide for the ground troops. Without this immediate information
the on-scene commander vould have to rely solely on outside sources for tref•-
ficability dataA In general these outside sources have been found to be 'ip
reliable in regards to water depth, v4dth and obstructions. TP '117 riverine
assault craft have regularly transite4 streams described by outside scurces
as navigable only to "small sampans." The continuing efforts of the Riverine
Survey Team will assist in developig .the mobile riverine assault force con-
cept to the fullest extent.

4. It is expected that the ASFB will prove to be a more satisfactory riverine

survey vehicle that the ATO due to itR higher speed and better maneuverability.

AUM-T AND SUMn M VT I0S

1. The amament s~oard the riverine assault craft has been proven effective
in most areas. However, some problem areas still exist' and will ^Ve rsV fs
ther elaluation and modification.

a. Due to the type of amnmition employed, the use of the 50 ocalmacb-
ins gun has been severely restricted. Since the auwnition is hot point de-
tonating, ricochets are a hazard to civilians and frienzdly troops in the area.
The dense civilian population of the Delta has virtually eliminated the use
of the .50 cal for other than emergamoy situations.,

b. The 40mm Cannon has hown itself to be potent for point and ana fire
using •M ammanition. A mixed clip of 0P/HE rownd is being considered for
penetration of burkers.

c. Use of the Sim mortar in both direct and indirect fire has.beoome
more common with the increased confidence of the Anq units. Uhen used against
bunkers, a delay fuse should be ued for maxi" penstration. A mortar round
in a rise padey is ineffective, a a time fuse should be used for an 18-20
foot air burst,

4. An effective "Im ' netraliser" is still neded. rrequently the
81m mortar canot be used due to the short nap Umlved, To counter this
delfoiency, intentions we to Install and evaluate a recoilless •rfle, basooka,
and flmethroer to detarnei their effoctivewess for bmke neutraluatio.

e. 2he feasibillty of utilizing hiall-moted ole.-e mine as a ocutz-
eahob weapon i under investiation

2. Bafety Precentions.

a. Perimmal In a warime mmyiromat become omrleas In theid Ofaoherp
to the fWAMental safety pecentions remtdift the hond14n of veapoms and
amwitiolas PAW Rat be reminded GoostahtlY of the danger inolved, Parti-
oula2y the doen of oarMit a fiream with a chabez•red w d.

C.C>NrI.t OLAJTIAL
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b. The indiscriminate use of the N-79 grenade launcher should be avoided
in narrow streams due to the dangei- to friendly units in company.

H~LCO~lEC & C SHIPS

1. Helicopters provide the optimum platform from which to observe and correct
boat dispositions, correct beaching sitesi asseit~in boat navigation, and scout
ahead during transits. If a Navy ;.preseenative is oo-locsted in the helicopter
with an Arm representative, bettot eoookination and faster response to any
given situation would be possible.

2. With the advent of the ATC(H), the requirement for a hole landing area ashor
has been eliminated. The Navy and A=m on-soone commanders can now utilize
both the flexibility and speed of the helicopter and the extensive comand and
commications facilities of the CCB.

3. Extra AN/IPC-25 radios for commuoiations links between belos and boats is
a continuing requirement.

;rr; PPLY

I. The two-day basic boat remsply load of food, wate r.nd aunition had
proven effective in both the Rung Sat and the Delta area.

2. Salvage boats have also proven worthwhile in supplying needed spare parts
in the area of operations.

3. The 3 resupply LST has proven successful in conducting resupply of the
3) on a weekly schedule.

4. On one occasion a CHINO helicopter was usaed to resupply the MP Support
LO9, U1N8 1 S C ff. Althoum the CEMM could not land on the LST, trans-
fer of supplies was effected while the helicpteor hovered over the ship. This
appean to be a feasible system for rapid emergoW resupply of the Mobile
RiverI Force.

5. The possibility of using pre-loaded pellets of ammition forANNmfr from
the Support IST to the AO is be*i investigated. This pre-loading will cop-
siderably reduce the time required to load tU6 resupply craft prior to transit
to the hO.

1. *the battalion and brigaed medical aid boats have undobtedly samed li1es
d have povme themselves to be extremey valuable. With the addition of a

flight deck, the problem of VMA0 has been eassed consdsrab. Dxrin nece%
opuotites, both dew and m nit holo M)U AOs have been aomplished from the
thlAt deck of the medical boat.

17
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1. For each operation an ATC has been fitted out as a salvage boat. In ad- J
dition to the required repair pereonnel, the boat has cazried additional rua,
MC plates and plugs, spare parts for commonly recurring faIlures, mad a repair
kit for other minor repairs. The use of this salvage bcat concept has resulted
in keeping boats fully ope mnt l in the AO rasber than sending them back tc
the )3 for necessary rep9'-L'

2. For the LTC 12 II, a •u•i•.,e module has been suggested. oTe •vii allow
the rapid convere1!,.. c, mW ATC to a salvage/repair boat with the inserticn
of this module.

3. The feasibility of deuigeing a Light Lift Croft on an IGA-6 hull should
be employed. If a boat is sunk during an operation, it could be towed by this
Light Lift Craft to a secure area for refloating and necessary repairs. '*,ith-
out this light Lift Craft, the sunken boat would have to remain in place pro-
tected by a large security element until the operation was completed.

4. A resusitator would be valuible mboard the salvage boat or mediecl boat.
Combat operations conducted in a riverine enviroment mre bound to involve nc-
oidentiel drainage. A resuscitator would most probab'y geduce fntalities re-
sulting from those incidents.

IfNlT=GCE

1. Sources of Intelligence.

a. . very im)ortant source of riverine intelligence in Vietnam in the
1LO. In each riverine province, there is noxnal.4 at least one HILO whose

function is to be collector/diesseinator of riverime intelligence on aney
order of battle, eneq c=o-liaison routes, vateroay tvficability, and
related matters.

b. An extremely limprtent source of waterM trafficabiJty intelligence
for riverine opertions off the ma~er rivers in the Mekong Delte is that of
aerial p oopa ulary if taken at low tide. such photogre3sw win
In particular, xrnval waterways which ara not navigable to riverine rassult
craft, ...(his source Is-==e fully discused unde "Pbotograft Infomation."

a. 4bent soumes mong the native poplace in a couate*r •nsur enviro-
Sent ane a good Daume of Vnaellpd. lbderdeveloped countries howver tnd
to have poorly developed memwicetions and transportation system. IdtarW
standard. ame low. ntellienc infozmation from went soumes will therefore
seldon be timely, as it will likely have been walked In and wil likely be
by word of zmuth.

a. wa (Side-lookin Airzo= Radar) a be an Ioprtant SOUe of In-
telligmo.e In a riverinem mviromt. Tis will be particularly true for area

own to be emqwocinated. =9en, patter• m of emae activitA cm be domente
ed ad Studied.
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o. Red Haze, lke 1 AR, can uder certain conditions be ve@ useftlo
However, in a riferine enviroment it, tee, is mre useful for pattern m=4ie',
locations of enesy base camps and other facilities, and spotting of wmV
waterborne moveaent when utilized over eneq-dominated areas, particulark if
these enemy areas are alas sparsely populated. Its sensitivity is greater
when red haze is obteined at low altitude.

f. Note: In the paragraph on "Sourogs of Intelligence," it ir reoooonendee
that, in the second line, "the main source" be amended to read "an important
source." The paragraph further actually speaks of three sources of intelligencI
information: The friendly civilian population, the NILOs, and the Coastal
group advisors.

2, Pbotogeaphy Information

a. Considerable waterway trafficability data may be available to plan-
ners and operators in riverine assault operations from simple photo inte'•-
pretation of low-tide aerial photography. This lesson learned in riverine
operations in the Mekong Delta may also have a Wider application to riverine
operations in other dounterinsurgency environents in general,

(1) In some riverine counterinsurgency enviroments, it is conceivable
that interpretation of aerial photography may be the only valid source of
waterway trakfioability intelligence to support riverine operations prior to
the time operations commence.

(2) &ni1uportant factor in such photb interpretation in the Delta
is that the tidal reage ggerally exceeds 8 feet, Tbus, low-tide photography
will clearly reveal, even to an untrained eye, obstructions in waterways which
winl, at higher tidal stages, denW passage to riverine assault craft with
drafts of approximately 4.5 foot.

(3) A scale of about 1,5,000 for such aerial photography has proven
to be ideal for the purpose. Ideally, vertical photography, supplemented with
forward obliquee, is neded. Vertical photogaphy accurately reveals waterwa
widths and the nature of numerous types of waterway obstructions. Forward
ebliques help in proper identification of footbridges, fish stakes set verti-
cally in the water, and other objetst difficult to identify and describe when
am only fron directly overhead. Forward obliques can be siniliarly essential
for determining underbridge clearenes for assault craft passage, if other
sources of this information are unavailable.

3. Viet Cong &dwiaers.

a. Rooomend following pargah be added to present comm-ta on swA-
mere For naval =its at anchor in a rivernam or coastal snviroaent, the poat-
eat danger would appear to be from swimnar, bearing mies or other explosives.
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1 S o pqwue/oivc oation pztro of (CMW1WIt =Is still In the 6ewlop-
mot1l st•p. %grefor., ls0s"M s lvw In Man reas of endevor cust be
awvited until a later date for nen~ul com.entaq,
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MADI~mS707*1 NAIMIUC9SMA~1UM
An0 SsnL ftadnfo 9%370

AVIMSO.M 29 Jaly 1967

SUBJCT Results of W1L Rifle Lubr'icant Test

THRU-s Coumnding Officer
Support Comm~d
9th Infantry Division
APO tS Forces 96370

TO: Coinuanding General
9th Infantry Division
ATTN: AVDE-G
APO US Forces 96370

1. At the direction of the %miuanding General an evaluation was made
on the effectiveness of the two principal lubricants used with the ,,6 rifle.

2. Variables:

a. Lubricants

(1) Luabricating Wil, Semi-Fluid (LBA)

(2) Lubricating Cils, General APurpos (PL Special)

b. Cleaning fficerecy.

(1) Clean weapon daily.

(2) We9pon not cleaned throughout three day test.

a* Thickness df luricant coating.

(1) Heavy seast.

(2) U& cost.

3. Conduct of tetat

Night weapons w96e utized coveng all vaiable. 914y rounds
1er fired through each weapon for the consecutive danes tvmut ronw s ma of

whi.h war sd-uomatic fire and forty romIts lau.atia fire.
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Mum Ieeults Of IGA Rm Imbriemt Test
4. Results of tests 9

CleanedLSA PL Special Daily Condtion Malfunctions
Heavy Light Heavy Light

#1 X Tee T" eLm nt None

#2 X Yes Good None

#3 x No Good *

#4 X No Pocr

#5 X Yes Excellent None

#6 X Ies Good None

#7 X No Mxellent None

#6X No Good *1*

SWoridns parts showing signs of rusting. Zmessive carbon in chaxber.

** I~Exessive carbon on bolt.

SRust starting to for an barrel, Carbon starting build up on bolt.

5* Conclusions.

a. The heavy coat of LB offered the best protection.

b. Weapos should be ealsned doiz.

18A& A.* F .JR
K. As FM JR.
OPT OIMO
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